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Abstract
The fundamental idea of software defined radio (SDR) is to replace most of the analog
signal processing in the transceivers with digital signal processing in order to provide the
advantage of flexibility through reconfiguration. The digital front-end of an SDR employs
a filter bank channelizer to extract individual radio channels from the wideband input
signal. Since the filter bank operates at the highest sampling rate in the digital front-end of
the receiver, low power and high-speed architectures are required for its implementation.
The compatibility of a filter bank channelizer with different communication standards is
guaranteed by its reconfigurability. Realizing reconfigurable channelizers with low
complexity, low power and high-speed is a challenging task. This thesis addresses the
research problem of incorporating low power, high-speed and reconfigurability into the
filter bank channelizer architecture for the wideband receiver of an SDR.
Filter banks based on finite impulse response (FIR) filters are commonly
employed in SDRs. Generally higher-order FIR filters are required in channelizers to meet
the stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications of wireless communication
standards. Coefficient multiplications in such higher-order filters consume huge power
and chip area. Apart from low complexity, reconfigurability of these filters and filter
banks is important to support multi-standard operation of SDRs. In this thesis, five new
methods are proposed for realizing reconfigurable low power channel filters and filter
banks.

The first method is a 4-bit binary representation-based CSE method called BCSE4 for implementing higher-order low power FIR filters. The proposed BCSE-4 method
reduces the filter complexity by eliminating the redundant horizontal subexpressions and
super subexpressions. The critical path lengths (termed logic depth) of the coefficient
multipliers realized using proposed BCSE-4 method are almost identical to those realized
using conventional techniques. The proposed BCSE-4 method offers an overall adder
reduction of 6.5% compared to the best known CSE algorithm called the binary

xv
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subexpression elimination algorithm, without any increase in critical path length of filter
coefficient multipliers.
The second method incorporates reconfigurability with low complexity for the
implementation of channel filter using multi-band filtering and frequency masking
methods. The proposed channel filter is able to extract channels of multiple
communication standards, using the same fixed-coefficient multi-band filter and
reconfigurable masking filters to extract the desired channels according to the current
mode of operation. The method offers complexity reduction of 51.2% and average power
reduction of 12.7% when compared to per-channel (PC) approach.

As the third work, a reconfigurable filter bank and channel filter has been
proposed, based on a multi-stage frequency response masking (MSFRM) technique. The
basic idea is to interpolate a filter whose response has very wide transition-band and then
to mask out un-desired frequency bands, obtained while interpolating the filter, by
employing wide transition-band masking filters. MSFRM approach helps the user to enjoy
large interpolation values, which caters to wide choices of bandwidth and centre
frequencies of the multiple standard radio channels. The proposed reconfigurable filter
bank allows the user to enjoy non-uniform bandwidth extraction, very narrowband
channel extraction and multi-standard operation with low complexity, when compared to
conventional filter banks in SDR channelizers. The proposed method offers an average
gate count reduction of 38.5% and power reduction of 18.1% when compared to singlestage FRM.

In SDR channelizer, the channel filters need to extract radio channels that can
have bandwidths which are related by fractional factors. Based on the FRM approach, a
new channel filter has been proposed called as the decimation-interpolation and masking
(DIM) method, which can extract channels, whose bandwidths are related by fractional
factors, which forms the fourth contribution. The proposed channel filter offers
reconfigurability at the architectural level and at the channel filter level and allows the
user to have more control over the bandwidth and centre frequency when compared to

xvi
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MSFRM approach, for extraction multiple standard radio channels. The proposed
approach offers an average gate count reduction of 10.7% and has a power reduction of
5.9% over the PC approach.
A new reconfigurable, high-speed, low complexity FIR filter architecture for the
masking filters of the MSFRM and DIM methods have been proposed, based on the
residue number system (RNS). In contrast to conventional reconfigurable multiplier units
used in previously proposed reconfigurable filter architectures, easily reconfigurable look
up table based moduli multipliers has been employed in the proposed architecture. The
proposed architecture has been synthesized on TSMC 0.18um CMOS standard cell
technology and gives 18.7% speed improvement when compared to conventional
reconfigurable filters. To the best of knowledge, this is the first attempt towards
integrating frequency response reconfigurability using RNS technique for implementing
higher-order FIR filters.

All the proposed architectures in this thesis have been implemented on Xilinx
Virtex 2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA using Lyrtech's ADAC signal master and tested using realtime inputs. Implementation results show that the proposed architectures offer good tradeoff between low complexity and reconfigurability.

xvii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The demand for new wireless services requiring higher capacities and data rates have
motivated the development of new generation cellular wireless communication
systems. Emerging wireless communication systems are aimed at accommodating this
demand through better resource management and improved transmission technologies.
The coexistence of different cellular systems requires multi-mode, multi-band and
multi-standard mobile terminals. The complexity and portability of wireless systems
places a stringent requirement on the total power consumption of signal processing
and communication systems. Providing low power while maintaining low cost is the
primary challenge for communication systems as the carrier frequencies are
approaching 2-3 GHz. Transceivers for multi-mode and multi-standard wireless
communications are often implemented by replicating the receiver circuits for each
standard. On the contrary, transceivers that can share circuit functions between
different standards in an adaptive manner have the advantages of low power
consumption, small chip area, and, most importantly, the potential for low cost.
Although high level of integration is possible on silicon, the additional radio frequency
hardware required to implement this type of multi-standard radio increases the total
current consumption. The need for a multi-standard transceiver which can operate
simultaneously for each independent standard, by reconfiguring the hardware, resulted
in the evolution of Software Defined Radio (SDR) [1-6]. The interest in improving
spectrum efficiency combined with the introduction of SDRs has created new
intriguing possibilities for wireless radio researchers.

The term SDR signifies that, the hardware architecture can be reprogrammed to
adapt with any wireless radio standard. SDR finds major application in mobile
communication transceivers, generic cellular basestations, cognitive radio systems and
military radio systems. Some of the benefits that will result with the realization of
SDR are:

1
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•

Easier international roaming, enhanced flexibility for various services,
improved personalization and choice for subscribers of mobile services.

•

The potential to rapidly develop and introduce new value-added services and
revenue streams with increased flexibility of spectrum management and usage
for mobile network operators.

•

The promise of increased production flexibility contributing to rapid
production advancement for handset and basestation manufacturers.

•

The prospect of increased spectrum efficiency resulting in better use of scarce
spectrum resource for regulators.
The cellular basestations employ distinct receiver chains comprising of analog

components such as analog mixers, local oscillators and analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) for each communication standard. Distinct chains of these analog components
along with baseband processing units, linearly increases the complexity of the
communication receiver with the number of received radio channels of different
communication standards. But SDR based basestations employ a single analog and
digital front end to receive the radio channels of all the communication standards. The
digital front end, which does the entire signal processing tasks, is reconfigured to work
for different cellular standards. Hence the cost of the analog part is independent of the
number of received standards. The rapid transition of communications technology
from analog to digital domain has been fulfilled with the introduction of SDR. This
has enabled different communication functionalities such as digital up/down
conversion, modulation/de-modulation, to be performed by software on an appropriate
digital hardware. The use of such programmable digital hardware has improved the
flexibility in communication receivers to a significant extent.

For SDR to become a reality, more research is needed in the areas of embedded
systems, computing architectures and design methodologies to create an all-digital
reprogrammable transceiver. The major research challenges in SDR can be grouped
into the following areas:

•

Advanced software technologies: Flexible models for computation, which
allows combining event-driven and data driven applications [7]. Efficient
implementations using a combination of hardware architectures which include
2
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digital

signal

processors,

general

purpose

micro-processors,

field

programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and new reconfigurable logic platforms.
•

ADCs and Digital-to-Analog converters (DACs): - ADCs and DACs for an
SDR are to be placed as close as to the antenna where they have to operate at
the highest sampling rate. Research in this area aims realization of high-speed
ADCs and DACs for sampling the wide dynamic range wireless signals.
Currently, the highest speed of operation available for a commercial ADC is at
the rate of 200 mega samples per second (MSPS) for a wordlength of 16 bits
[8], which is still not the best for SDRs [9]. For a SDR, ADC sampling rate has
to be at the rate of giga samples per second (GSPS) in order to directly digitize
RF signals.

•

Analog front end: - Analog front end consists of the antenna and the analog
filter to cope with the radio frequency signals. The research in area of antenna
extends to new advancements in wideband (fractal) antennas and electronically
streerable (smart) antennas [11]. Analog filter research deals with tunable RF
filters to suit the versatility of SDR concept [10,11].

•

Digital front end (DFE):- The DFE of an SDR terminal replaces analog signal
processing by digital signal processing. As the DFE comes immediately after
the ADC, it has to operate at the highest sampling rate [5]. Due to the large
bandwidth and dynamic range of the wideband input signal, the channel
extraction needs to be implemented with low complexity and they have to be
reconfigured for different wireless standards. Hence the complexity reduction,
high-speed operation along with reconfiguration of DFE is a tricky task.

•

Advanced baseband processing: This includes challenges in areas

such as

adaptive (smart) antennas, multi user detection, spread-spectrum processing,
data coding and security [11].

The focus of the work presented in this thesis is on low power implementation
of reconfigurable DFE of an SDR receiver. In contrast to a conventional radio
transceiver, SDR uses the same hardware architecture that could be reprogrammed for
any number of multi-standard channels by reconfiguring DFE. In addition to these
reconfigurability requirements, the hardware employed for SDR must also meet the
stringent power and speed specifications of the wireless communications systems.

3
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1.1

Motivation

The DFE is a part of the SDR terminal where analog signal processing is replaced by
digital signal processing [5]. The main functionalities of the DFE consist of
channelization, digital down conversion and sample rate conversion. The channelizer
in DFE is the most computationally demanding block of a SDR receiver, as it comes
directly after ADC and hence needs to operate at the highest sampling rate. The
channelizer extracts individual radio channels of wideband input signal from the
output of ADC using a bank of digital filters, commonly known as channel filters.
Digital filtering is the key function of the channel filter and it is achieved with the help
of finite impulse response (FIR) filters due to its absolute stability and linear phase
property. The main research issues in designing efficient channel filters are

•

The channel filter needs to be implemented with low complexity due to the
large bandwidth and dynamic range of the wideband input signal.

•

The channel filter must also meet the stringent power and speed
specifications to satisfy the resource-constrained battery operated mobile
wireless communication systems.

•

Sharp adjacent channel attenuation produces stringent requirements for the
transition- bands of the channel filters, which would require large number
of filter taps (coefficients).

•

Multi-standard channel extraction in communication receivers requires
channel filters to be reprogrammable. The channel filters must be
reconfigurable, in order for the bandpass filters to dynamically adapt to the
new centre frequencies and bandwidth with minimum computational
overhead (low power) and high-speed.

Various architectures are proposed in literature for efficient implementation of
FIR filters. For SDR, reconfigurable filters are required and they must be further
optimized or new architectures need to be developed to meet the stringent area, power
and speed specifications of the channelizer in an SDR. Another key requirement in
SDR is the reconfigurability of the channelizer to work with multiple wireless
communication standards. The conventional method of achieving reconfigurability is
by switching the operation among distinct receivers based on the current mode of
4
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operation. This is not an efficient approach as complexity and power consumption will
be high.

Realizing reconfigurable channelizers with low complexity is a challenging
task. The motivation behind the work in this thesis is to deal with these research issues
related to the realization of low power reconfigurable digital filter banks, which have
not been sufficiently addressed in literature.

1.2

Objectives and Contributions

This thesis addresses the design and realization issues of low power reconfigurable
and hardware-efficient digital filter banks for SDR receivers. The main objective of
the thesis work is to realize low power, low complexity, reconfigurable digital filter
banks for multi-standard communication receivers. The main tasks are as follows

•

To propose efficient realizations for low power and high-speed channel filters
by eliminating redundancy in coefficient multipliers. Coefficient multiplication
is the most expensive operation in digital filters and filter banks as it consumes
most of the area, power and time of filtering operations. The number of
additions or (subtractions) used to implement coefficient

multiplication

determines the hardware complexity of the filter. Hence the primary objective
is to minimize the number of adders needed to realize the filter coefficient
multipliers.

To incorporate reconfigurability to the channel filters for multi-standard
channel extraction in wireless communication receivers.

To propose multi-standard reconfigurable filter bank channelizer. In particular,
this thesis aims to design and realize multi-standard filter bank architectures in
order to achieve low power and low complexity wireless communication
receivers.

To implement the proposed architectures using FPGA methodology and
comparison of synthesis results with existing methods.

5
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The contributions of this thesis are:
A new 4-bit binary-based common subexpression elimination (BCSE-4)
method based on binary representation of filter coefficients which employs 4-bit
common subexpressions for implementing higher order low power FIR filters with
fewer number of adders than canonical signed digit based common subexpression
elimination (CSE) methods has been proposed. The critical path lengths (termed logic
depth) of the coefficient multipliers realized using proposed BCSE-4 method are
almost identical to those realized using conventional techniques. Thus the proposed
CSE method produces filters with low complexity coefficient multipliers without
increasing the delay.

Incorporating reconfigurability with low complexity for the implementation of
channelizer is a challenging task. To tackle this, a reconfigurable channel filter
architecture using multi-band filtering and frequency masking methods is proposed.
The proposed channel filter is able to extract channels of multiple communication
standards, with different bandwidths and different stopband attenuations using a fixedcoefficient multi-band filter and reconfigurable masking filters according to the
current mode of operation.

A reconfigurable filter bank and reconfigurable channel filter have been
proposed based on a multi-stage frequency response masking (MSFRM) technique.
The basic idea is to interpolate a filter whose response has very wide transition-band
and then to mask out un-desired frequency bands, obtained while interpolating the
filter, by employing wide transition-band masking filters. MSFRM approach enables
the user to have extensive range of interpolation values, which caters to wide choices
of bandwidth and centre frequencies of the multiple standard radio channels. All the
filters in MSFRM technique are having wide transition-band for any arbitrary
interpolation value and hence they are lower order in nature and less complex. The
proposed reconfigurable filter bank allows the user to have non-uniform bandwidth
extraction, very narrowband channel extraction and multi-standard operation when
compared to conventional filter banks in SDR channelizers. The proposed channel
filter and filter bank have the flexibility of dynamically changing of frequency
responses by changing the interpolating values, with very low complexity.

6
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In SDR channelize!-, the channel filters need to extract radio channels that can
have bandwidths which are related by fractional factors. Channels with bandwidth
related by fractional factors can be extracted using the proposed decimation interpolation and masking (DIM) technique. The fractional bandwidth extraction is
made possible by using a two-stage approach, where the first stage of the proposed
architecture employs a low pass linear phase FIR filter, whose frequency band edges
can be varied by changing the decimation and interpolation factors. The proposed
channel filter offers reconfigurability at the architectural level and at the channel filter
level and allows the user to have wider control with respect to MSFRM approach, over
the bandwidth and centre frequency, for extraction multiple standard radio channels.

Out of the three methods multi-band filtering and masking method will have
the highest complexity, as the method makes use of a multi-band filter realized for the
most stringent specification. Multi-band filtering and masking method is useful when
the channels to be extracted are scarcely located in a wideband frequency spectrum.
The advantage of multi-band filtering and masking method is that, absolute control
over the passband width and location of centre frequency is possible, with prior
knowledge of the wideband spectrum. MSFRM based channel filtering gives the least
complexity solution for channels to be extracted whose bandwidth is ML (L =
interpolation value) of the modal filter bandwidth. DIM based channel filtering
extracts channels whose bandwidth shares a fractional relation (D/L, D = decimation
value and L = interpolation value) with the modal filter bandwidth. This extra
reconfigurability property comes on the cost of higher complexity for the modal filter
when compared to MSFRM based approach.

The above techniques 2, 3 and 4 require reconfigurable masking filters to mask
out the channel-of-interest. A new reconfigurable, low complexity FIR filter
architecture for SDRs have been proposed, based on the residue number system
(RNS). The method focuses on direct implementation of RNS-FIR filters using look
up tables (LUTs) and thus results in high-speed operation. In contrast to conventional
reconfigurable multiplier units in filter architectures, easily reconfigurable LUT based
moduli multipliers has been employed in the proposed architecture. For a given moduli
set, the architecture can be reconfigured for multiple standards with varying number of
taps. The proposed architecture has been synthesized on TSMC 0.18um CMOS
7
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standard cell technology and gives superior results when compared to conventional
reconfigurable filters. To the best knowledge, this is the first attempt towards
integrating reconfigurability using RNS technique for implementing higher-order FIR
filters.

All the proposed architectures have been implemented on Xilinx Virtex
2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA using Lyrtech's AD AC signal master and tested using realtime inputs.

1.3

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the literature review of various
functionalities and research challenges in the SDR channelizer along with a detailed
overview on filter banks. In Chapter 3, the background knowledge pertaining to the
design

and

optimization

of

different

channel

filter

architectures

and

its

reconfigurability issues are presented. Chapter 4 presents the proposed 4-bit binary
common subexpression elimination (BCSE-4) algorithm. The proposed multi-band
filtering and masking is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 also discusses the proposed
multi-stage frequency masking channel filter and filter bank architecture. In Chapter 6,
channel filter realization based on decimation, interpolation and frequency response
masking technique is presented. Chapter 7 presents the proposed reconfigurable RNSFIR filter architecture. This thesis is concluded with an account of its contributions
and possible future directions in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Software Defined Radios: A Literature Survey
In this chapter, the basic concept of the software defined radio (SDR) receiver is
presented. The emphasis of this chapter is to provide a good understanding about the
functionalities of various parts of the receiver architecture. A review of the
conventional channelizer architectures along with their complexity aspects is also
provided.

2.1

Definition and Objectives of SDR

The definitions of SDR found in literature [1-4] can be summarized as follows.
•

Flexible transmitter (TX)/ Receiver (RX) controlled and programmable by
software.

•

Signal processing able to replace, as much as possible, radio functionalities.

•

"Air-interface Downloadability": Radio equipment dynamically reconfigurable
by downloadable software at every level of the protocol stack.

•

Software realization of terminals "Multiple mode/standard".

•

Transceiver, where the following can be defined by software.
o Frequency band and radio channel bandwidth,
o

Modulation and coding scheme

o

Radio resource and mobility management protocols,

o

User applications.

These parameters can be adapted and changed by the network operator, the
service provider, or the final user. Integrating all the above, the SDR can be defined as,
"Software radio is an emerging technology, thought to build flexible radio systems,
multi-service, multi-standard, multi-band, reconfigurable and reprogrammable by
software" [2]. The flexibility of an SDR system is based on its capability to operate in
multi-service environments, without being constrained to a particular standard, but
able to offer, in theory, services of any already standardized systems or future ones on
any radio frequency band. For realizing an SDR that satisfies this definition, many

9
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challenging research issues need to be addressed. The two main goals that need to be
achieved are [1-4]:
1. To move the border between analog and digital domains as much as possible
toward radio frequency (RF), and achieving this aim by accomplishing the
ADC and DAC conversions as near as possible to the antenna.
2. To replace application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) with programmable
digital signal processors (DSPs) or FPGAs for intermediate frequency (IF)
processing, in order to define as many radio functionalities as possible in
software.
The primary target of the first goal was to extend the digital domain at the IF
stage, keeping the RF stage analog. The final target is to have a totally digital
transceiver. The replacement of ASIC technology with DSP/FPGA opens the way in
two possible horizons [2]:
1. Software implementation of IF and baseband functions, such as coding,
modulation, channelization, equalization, and pulse shaping.
2. Reprogrammability of the system to guarantee multi-standard operation.

2.2

SDR Receiver Architecture

\1/
Anti-Aliasing
Filter

RF stage

LNA

ADC

Digital
Signal
Processing

Data

BB stage

Figure 2.1 Ideal software defined radio receiver.
The software radio receiver illustrated in Fig. 2.1 has been defined as ideal because
there are several aspects that make it, at the moment, far from realizable. An ideal
SDR receiver should be capable of receiving ultra-wide bandwidth of RF signals
(hundreds of MHz to units or tens of GHz), interpreting many given air-interface radio
standards using software. In order to do so, the ADC should be "shifted" as close as
possible to the receiver's antenna and should have very good control to reduce the
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jitter effects in analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion, as the conversion is directly at RF.
Another criterion is that more number of RF stages may be needed in order to cater an
ultra-wide multi band input, depending on the radio band used for the SDR system.
The ideal SDR receiver contains minimal analog signal processing.

An ideal SDR receiver typically consists of anti-aliasing filter, low noise
amplifier, ADC and digital signal processing unit. In Fig. 2.1, the anti-aliasing filter
band-limits the input signal to prevent aliasing while sampling the signal. This is
followed by a low noise amplifier (LNA) that amplifies the input signal to a desired
level. These two comprises the RF stage. The signal is converted to digital form using
ADC. Once the signal is converted to digital form, the digital signal processing unit
will perform all the necessary signal processing tasks which were earlier achieved
using analog circuits. ADC and signal processing unit constitute the Baseband (BB)
stage. In an ideal SDR, since all the channel separation tasks are performed digitally,
the analog front end and the ADC must process the total signal bandwidth for which
the receiver is designed.
However, there are some key issues still prevent the realization of an ideal
SDR receiver.

•

In order to transmit and receive wideband frequencies wideband antennas are
required. But wideband antennas will be less performing and less cost effective
than narrowband antenna as the antenna size is proportional to operating
wavelength [9]. Hence the antenna that ideally receives and transmits wideband of
frequencies is not realizable with currently available technology.

•

Another problem stems from the ADC bottleneck. As first envisaged by Mitola
[1], all RF and baseband signal processing is digital, enabled by an ADC at the
antenna (Fig. 2.1). The ADC in the SDR receiver for such a case must fulfill
extraordinary specifications. For example, to digitize the frequency band from 800
MHz to 5.5 GHz, where all of today's cellular and wireless local area network
(WLAN) channels lie, will require a 12 bit, 11 Giga-samples per second (GSPS)
ADC [11]. State of the art ADCs reach about 3 GSPS, and also this with a
relatively low 8-bit resolution (e.g., National Semiconductor's ADC08D1500).
Currently, for a precision of 16 bits, the highest speed of operation available for a
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commercial ADC (Texas Instruments ADS5485) with 200 Mega samples per
second (MSPS) [8]. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, an input
signal should be sampled at a rate, which is at least twice the RF bandwidth of the
signal, in order to be able to reconstruct it. Also the dynamic range of RF signal is
very high. Therefore digitization of RF signal is beyond the scope of the modern
day ADCs as its dynamic range and conversion are known to progress at a rate
much slower than Moore's law [11, 12].
•

Other fundamental limitations of ADC due to its non-ideal nature are low
resolution (quantization error), non-linear behavior, deviation from accurate
sample timing intervals (jitter error) and noise, which limit its performance [12,
13].

•

The final stumbling block to realize an ideal SDR is the limitation of computation
power. Assuming that a perfect ADC exists, the amount of digital information
(samples) to be processed by the digital signal processing unit(s) surpasses the
computation capacity of presently available computing platforms and might
require Giga-FLOPS performance [1].

Thus the ideal SDR receiver shown in Fig. 2.1 is not realizable in practice with today's
technology. A more feasible SDR receiver architecture is shown in Fig. 2.2.

RF stage

- * • •+•

\l/

BB stage

IF stage
LO] (Local
Oscillator^

AntiAliasing
Filter

LNA

*<gTI/2

•§

LO,

AntiAliasing
Filter

Sample-Rate
Conversion

ADC

Digital
Front
End

DSP

Data

Channelization

Figure 2.2 A feasible software radio receiver.
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From the above discussion, it can be concluded that only partial band
digitization is possible in a feasible SDR receiver in contrast to full band digitization
envisaged for an ideal SDR. Limiting the bandwidth (BW) of the receiver makes it
possible to devise a suitable antenna, to alleviate ADC sampling rate limitation, to
reduce jitter error and quantization error and to decrease computation load. Therefore,
IF stage is introduced in order to deal with ADC bandwidth limitations. Hence for the
feasible SDR, in order to cover all the services to be supported by the SDR, a limited
band has to be selected out of the full band by means of analog conversion and IF
filtering. In Fig. 2.2, the LNA and anti-aliasing filter are same as in Fig. 2.1. The
mixer is used to down convert the frequency of the input signal from RF to IF so that
today's ADCs can easily digitize the IF signal. The portion of the SDR which includes
LNA, mixer and anti-aliasing filter is known as analog front end. The main function of
the analog front end is to reduce the frequency from RF to IF and to band-limit the
input signal to prevent aliasing.

The portion of the SDR receiver that comes immediately after the ADC is
referred to as the digital front end (DFE) [5]. The DFE is the most computationally
demanding block of a SDR receiver as it operates at the highest sampling rate. The
DFE is likely to be implemented in FPGAs and ASIC, which provide a trade-off
between performance and flexibility. The DFE performs digital down conversion
(DDC), sample rate conversion (SRC) and channelization as shown in Fig. 2.2, which
will be explained in more details in Section 2.3.2. The output of DFE will have
individual radio channels at baseband extracted from the IF input signal. The DFE,
which comes directly after the ADC, needs to operate at IF. Thus the DFE cannot be
realized efficiently using DSPs because of speed constraints associated with DSPs.
Hence dedicated hardware architectures are required for implementing DFE [5]. Once
all the channels are obtained at baseband, at the output of DFE, they can be further
processed using DSPs.

2.3

SDR Receiver Functionalities

The critical functionalities of the SDR receiver architecture are explained in this
section. The details of the functionalities of the ADC and the DFE are presented.
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2.3.1 Analog-to-Digital

conversion

The analog-to-digital conversion performs sampling and digitization of the wideband
input signal. The two basic approaches to the analog-to-digital conversion are
described below [9, 14].

1. Full Band Digitization: In this case, the whole bandwidth containing channels
of all services need to be digitized. This bandwidth can be over 100 MHz
which means the dynamic range of ADCs have to be larger than 100 dB. Even
though full band digitization is the best solution, it is not efficiently realizable,
with respect to power and cost, with today's ADC technology.
2. Partial Band Digitization: In this case, only the bandwidth equal to the widest
channel bandwidth of all the supported services needs to be digitized. This can
be easily achieved using currently available ADCs.

Recently, different implementation technologies have been experimented to
improve the performance of ADCs [9]. Though the semiconductor approach has been
the forerunner for ADC implementation technology, the recent trend is to employ
alternative technologies like optical sampling and super conductor technology. In
semiconductor technology, the resolution degrades by 1-bit for every doubling of the
sampling rate. An analysis of signal to noise ratio shows that 1-bit/octave slope is
related to sample variation called aperture jitter. The aperture jitter can be reduced to a
significant extent by employing optical sampling. The main advantage of an optically
sampled ADC lies in the low timing jitter of the mode-locked laser source. The other
breakthrough technology that has opened the doors for high-speed ADCs with
improved resolutions is the rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) [9, 14]. This technology
is based on a fundamental quantum mechanical property of super conductors, stating
the existence of magnetic flux in discrete quantized form. In this technology single
flux quantum pulses represents binary value. The speed and resolution comparison of
different ADC technologies are shown in Table 2.1 [9, 83]. From Table 2.1, it can be
concluded that, it is basically a trade-off between technology, speed of operation and
resolution to select the best ADC solution for SDR receivers.
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Table 2.1
Comparison of ADC technologies.
ADC Technology

Resolution

Speed

Status

Semiconductor
Based

6 bits
10 bits
4 bits

3.2 GS/s
IGS/s
35 GS/s

Commercially Available
Commercially Available
Experimental

Optical Sampling

8.2 bits
12 bits

505 MS/s
Multi GS/s

Experimental
Proof of Concept

Superconductor
RSFQ

11 bits

175 MS/S

Experimental

2.3.2 Digital Front End
The DFE is a hardware platform for realizing front-end functionality of SDR by means
of signal processing. The DFE performs

digital down conversion (DDC),

channelization and sample rate conversion (SRC) as shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.
Fig. 2.3 shows the detailed functionalities of the DFE.

Wideband
Input

SRC

->

Digital
Down
Conversion

SRC

0

Digital
Down
Conversion

f/2N

SRC

Channelizer
(Filter Bank)

Figure 2.3 Digital Front End.
The DFE must deliver a digital signal which is ready for baseband processing,
with a sample rate determined by the currently operating air-interface. This digital
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signal represents the channel-of-interest of bandwidth, Bf centered atfc = 0. In Fig. 2.3,
the wideband input signal of three non-uniform channels is shown and each of them
represents three signals of different bandwidth. The DDC down-converts the wideband
signal so that the channel-of-interest is at baseband. The channel filter isolates the
channel-of-interest from the adjacent channels. The SRC performs sample rate change
such that the output of DFE should be an integer multiple of the baud rate. A brief
analysis of the three stages of operation (DDC, Channelization and SRC) in the DFE is
presented in the following sections.

2.3.2.1

Digital Down Conversion

(DDC)

SDR receivers often have fast ADC delivering vast amounts of data; but in many
cases, the channel-of-interest represents a small proportion of that bandwidth. A DDC
allows the rest of that data to be discarded, allowing more intensive processing to be
performed on the channel-of-interest. When partial band digitization is employed, the
basic channel selection task is performed in the analog domain by converting the
signal of interest to a fixed IF. Hence DDC can be done using relatively simple
hardware. The two parameters that influence the effort of implementing DDC are the
frequency value of IF, f/f, and sample rate^. A special case is the center frequency of
the digitized channel-of-interest equals a quarter of the sample rate. This is achieved if
the center frequency of the channel-of-interest before digitization equals to an odd
multiple of a quarter of sample rate as given in (2.1)

f1F=^-,

«=1,3,5,...

(2.1)

Then DDC can be performed by multiplying the signal with the sequences [ 0 1 0 - 1 ]
and [1 0-1 0], representing the digital sine and cosine-signal, respectively, at a quarter
of the sample rate. Hence, DDC operation can be done using a lookup table containing
samples of a sinusoidal carrier. The lookup table replaces the local oscillator used in
an analog down convertor. Given the constraint of equation (2.1), digitization and
down conversion of bandpass signals can be combined [15]. Basically the task of
bandpass analog-to-digital conversion is followed by an I-Q down conversion as
shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Bandpass ADC followed by digital down conversion.

2.3.2.2

Channelization

Channelization comprises all tasks necessary to select the channel-of-interest. This
includes channel filtering and de-spreading. Channel filtering is necessary to extract
frequency-divided channels. Thus, the filters have to attenuate adjacent-channel
interferers and have to meet the blocking characteristics of the current mode of
operation. De-spreading is required for final user channel selection in the case of
spread-spectrum systems such as wideband code-division multiple access (W-CDMA).
De-Spreading is the functionality where in spread-spectrum systems, the task of decorrelation and sample rate conversion to symbol rate is realized. For the realization of
channelization, the speed of today's DSPs is not sufficient enough to cope up with the
high sampling rate requirements. Hence dedicated hardware has to be designed. A
detailed overview of channelizer is given in Section 2.4 which is the focus of this
thesis.

2.3.2.3

Sample Rate Conversion

(SRC)

An SDR must cater different mobile communication standards and each of the
standards has to process signals at different sample or symbol rates. In order to provide
signals at symbol or chip-rate (i.e. an arbitrary target rate), SRC has been introduced as
one of the functionalities of the DFE of a SDR transceiver. Sample rate adaptation
involves undersampling of the signals at the output of the channel filters to match the
sample rate to the selected channel bandwidth, which is the narrow band signal,
compared with wide spectrum input signal. SRC is the task of converting the sample
rate of a digital signal to another sample rate while a certain amount of information,
17
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usually in a limited frequency band, must be preserved [16]. The sample rate can be
either made adaptive to different standards or fixed followed by a digital sample rate
conversion. Basically two approaches are possible for sample rate conversion [16]:
1. Both fjf and fs are made parameterizable by keeping the ratio between them
according to the equation (2.1). In order to simplify the down conversion
process, each signal can be digitized with the clock rate of the standard of
current operation.
2. Digitization is done with a clock rate fixed at fa, sample rate conversion can be
performed by means of mathematical interpolation. This can be implemented
in different ways:
a) The straight forward way of performing sample rate conversion by a rational
factor, is to interpolate and decimate the signal by integer factors. But if no
proper image and alias rejection is done, this method results in improper
results especially for signals with high dynamic ranges. Hence this approach
results in expensive implementations.
b) By reducing the dynamic range of the signal by means of sharp cut-off
channel selection filters, the cost of approach in (a) can be reduced.
c) Assuming a block-wise processing, a certain number of samples per block
can be dropped in order to reach the desired sample rate. The error thus
introduced should be cancelled after the dropping or the signal has to be predistorted in a way that the dropping leads to a distortion-free signal. This
approach is referred to as 'asynchronous decimation'.

In the case where error cancellation can be performed efficiently, the dropping
process is most elegant and straight forward [16].

2.4

Channelization for SDR Receivers

Channelization is a process where single, few, or all channels from the frequency band
of a wideband input signal are separated for further processing by bandpass digital
filters known as channel filters. The separation of single channel is usually done by
down-conversion followed by channel filtering and optional sample-rate conversion.
The channels of interest may be of equal or different bandwidths and may be
uniformly or non-uniformly, continuously or non-continuously distributed over the
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input frequency band. Channelization is the first stage of digital signal processing
where parameters such as bandwidth and sample-rate are changed according to the
current mode of operation. For SDR, it is desirable to realize as much of the
channelization functionality as possible with DSP. In the case of a mobile handset, it
needs to operate at different channels of interest according to the various
communication standards depending upon the geographical location. The power
consumption of the channelizer is an important aspect for the battery powered mobile
handset whereas the base station has relaxed power constraints. The ultimate aim of
SDR is to realize transceiver functionalities on battery powered mobile handsets,
where the system needs to be power efficient. The basic assumptions of channelization
are [17, 18]:

•

The analog front end employs complex I-Q downconversion.

•

All channels can have the same bandwidth (i.e., stem from the same airinterface) or can have different bandwidths (i.e., simultaneous reception of
channels of different air-interfaces).

•

The bandwidth of the channels must be variable/tunable (i.e., software
definition of the channel bandwidth).

•

The bandwidth, B, of the digitized signal is as large as possible. This implies
that the number of channels of interest, Nj, is usually very small compared to
the number of channels which the bandwidth B comprises.

Two key issues that determine the technical requirements of the channelizer are
the spectral content of the wideband channel-of-interest and the types of processing
devices available for channelization [19]. The technical requirements for the
channelization approach are driven by the frequency allocation plans supported by the
SDR. The system architecture of the cellular communications like GSM900 with an
uplink band from 890 to 915 MHz and a downlink band from 935 to 960 MHz, defines
a fixed carrier spacing with a constant RF bandwidth per carrier channel [20]. Both of
these bands contain 124 carrier channels spaced 200 kHz apart. The channelizer
supporting this type of network may be able to utilize the redundancy of the channel
structure to provide an efficient channelization mechanism. On the other end, both the
carrier frequency and RF bandwidth per carrier are dynamically assigned as found in a
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multi-standard communications system such as a multi-standard satellite gateway [21].
The processing devices for channelization must be capable of operating at high speed.
Hence normally, front-end channelization is typically done using FPGAs, due to highspeed requirements in dealing with the wideband input, and back-end (baseband)
processing, which is performed on a per-channel basis, is done using digital signal
processors or general purpose processors.

In SDR based mobile handsets, a reconfigurable channel filter is employed,
where the filter is reconfigured to the current standard of operation. This is because
only one-channel is of interest at a time in mobile handsets. However in SDR basestations, several channels have to be extracted in parallel. An obvious approach to
perform this task is to have a bank of channel filters for each channel. This approach is
known as the per-channel approach. An alternative is to employ digital filter banks.
The basics of these approaches are discussed in the following subsections.

2.5

Channelization Architectures

2.5.1

The Per-Channel

Approach

Per-Channel (PC) approach of channelization is a straight forward implementation, to
use a single-channel channelizer for each channel-of-interest, and connect them all to
the input signal. The principle of PC approach is basically a parallel arrangement of
many-to-one channel channelizer. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the architecture of M-channel PC
approach. In conventional PC approach, each cellular standard would require a
separate channelizer and each channelizer must perform digital filtering, DDC and
SRC for further baseband processing [17]. In Fig. 2.5, the order of channelization is
filtering (Ho(z) to HM-I(Z)), DDC, SRC and finally baseband processing. In Fig. 2.5,
Ho(z), is a lowpass filter and all other filters {Hi(z) to HM-I(Z)) are bandpass filters.
Another approach is to perform DDC followed by filtering and in this case, all the
filters become lowpass filters (all filters are Ho(z)). Both these cases are discussed
below.

Fig. 2.5 shows the first case where bandpass filtering is followed by DDC. The
digitized IF signal is filtered using the complex valued bandpass filter; the result of
this filtering operation is finally down converted to baseband. The impulse response of
20
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the bandpass filter is complex valued and the input signal is also complex valued. Thus
each addend requires 4N multiplications per output sample (for an FIR filter with N
coefficients).

In the second case, DDC is performed to the wideband signal at the output of
ADC to bring the channel-of-interest to baseband. Lowpass filtering operation is then
done to remove the adjacent channel interferers. Though both solutions are equivalent
in terms of their input-output behaviour, there are differences in implementations [17].
In the case of lowpass filtering after DDC, the impulse response of the lowpass filter is
real-valued. Hence, with a complex valued input signal, each addend only requires
only 27V multiplications per output sample. The multiplication per output sample is
only half of that of the approach where bandpass filtering is followed by DDC.
Therefore for the PC approach, lowpass filtering after DDC is preferred.
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nit
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Baseband
Processing
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Baseband
Processing

H2(z)

DDC

SRC

Baseband
Processing

i
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•
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HM-I(Z)
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Baseband
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Figure 2.5 Principle of PC approach for channelization.
The PC approach provides a great deal of flexibility in the choice of channels
to be separated. Each single-channel channelizer can be individually designed for a
particular communication standard. Furthermore, the separated channels are not
constrained to be of the same bandwidth or to be uniformly distributed over the
frequency input band. However, once such a channelizer is designed, it lacks
flexibility to accommodate signals of new standards. The major drawback of the PC
approach is that the complexity of the digital part of the wideband receiver increases
linearly with the number of channels. For wideband receivers, where many channels
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are to be separated, silicon costs and power consumption are extremely high for PC
approach which led to the development of widely employed discrete Fourier transform
filter banks (DFTFBs) [17].
2.5.2

The Filter Bank

Approach

An alternative to PC approach is the filter bank approach. According to multi-rate
signal processing theory, the filter bank channelizer can extract every channels
between [(-fs/2), (fs/2)], where fs is the sampling frequency of the wideband ADC. The
complexity of the filter bank channelizer is constant, i.e., independent of the number of
received channels. Therefore, when large number of channels is needed in a receiver,
the filter bank channelizer is computationally efficient.
Filter bank channelizer is generally called as modulated filter bank, as all
the filters are derived by modulating (i.e., frequency shifting) a lowpass prototype
filter. The modulation can be, discrete Fourier transform (DFT), or the cosine
transform. If the center frequencies/, where k=0, 1, ... (K-1) of the K filters are evenly
distributed over the available frequency band (0,fs) whereas is the sample rate, e.g.
/* =-^fs

where £ = 0 , 1,2,... ,£-1

(2.2)

the filter bank is called a uniform filter bank. In a uniform filter bank, the centre
frequencies/ of all K filters are equally distributed. The channel stacking arrangement
shown by Equation (2.2) is called an even channel stacking (f = 0). The modulated
filter bank reduces the overall cost (hardware cost and multiplication rate) for
implementing the prototype filter and the modulation operation when compared to the
parallel arrangement of K independent filters.
The uniform DFT filter bank (DFTFB) is realized by implementing one
lowpass filter and correspondingly modulating it with DFT. The DFTFB, a classic
example of filter bank approach, is developed as an efficient substitute for PC
approach when the number of channels to be extracted is large and these channels are
of uniform bandwidth. A typical application scenario of DFTFB is extraction of
multiple channels of a single communication standard in a basestation receiver. The
main advantage of DFTFB is that, it can efficiently utilize the polyphase
decomposition of filters. The basic block diagram of DFTFB, shown in Fig. 2.6, where
Ho(z), Hj(z),

, HK-I(Z) represents the polyphase representation of the lowpass
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prototype filter.

The downsampling factor K can be brought before the filtering

operation, which effectively reduces the sampling rate at which prototype filter has to
operate. The channel separation is equal to the input sample rate (fs) divided by the
DFT size (K) as shown in equation (2.3). Hence DFTFBs provide fixed channel
stacking. The output sample rate is a fraction of the input sample rate.
A/<channel

x(n)

t—•

IK +

s

(2.3)
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y0(m)
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•
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prototype
filter
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I A'
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Figure 2.6 DFT filter bank.
Efficient implementations of a channelizer using DFTFBs are available in
literature [17]. It can be seen from Fig. 2.6 that DFTFB can be realized by
implementing one lowpass filter and a corresponding modulator such as inverse DFT
(IDFT). Thus instead of implementing K separate channel filters as in the case of PC
approach, a single lowpass filter followed by DFT is only required (complexity of
IDFT is same as that of DFT), provided all the channels of the input signal have equal
bandwidth. However, DFTFBs have following limitations for multi-standard SDR
receiver applications [17, 19]:
1. DFTFBs cannot extract channels with different bandwidths. This is because
DFTFBs are modulated filter banks with equal bandwidth of all bandpass
filters. Therefore, for multi-standard receivers, where channel bandwidths are
distinct for each standard, distinct DFTFBs are required for each standard.
Hence the complexity of a DFTFB increases linearly with the number of
received standards.
2. Due to fixed channel stacking, the channels must be properly located for
selecting them with the DFTFB. The channel stacking of a particular standard
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depends on the sample rate and the DFT size. To use the same DFTFB for
another standard, the sample rate at the input of the DFTFB must be adapted
accordingly. This requires additional SRCs, which would increase the
complexity and cost of DFTFBs.
3. If the channel bandwidth is very small compared to wideband input signal
(extremely narrowband channels), the prototype filter must be highly selective
resulting in very high-order filter. As the order of the filter increases, the
complexity increases linearly. Also the DFT size needs to be increased.
From multi-standard wireless communication perspective, the major drawback
of the DFTFB approach [17] is that, it cannot perform channelization for channels
with different bandwidths. In order to extract channels for various bandwidths, the
prototype filter has to be reconfigured. Hence reconfigurability is a key requirement in
SDR receivers. Ideally, the reconfigurability of the filter bank must be accomplished
by reconfiguring the same prototype filter in the filter bank to process the signals of
the new communication standard with the least possible overhead, instead of
employing separate filter banks for each standard.

However reconfiguration of

DFTFB suffers from following overheads:
1. The prototype filter needs to be reconfigured. Generally DFTFB employs the
polyphase decomposition. Hence reconfiguration can involve changing the
number of polyphase branches and the number of coefficients in each
polyphase branch which is a tedious and computationally expensive task.
2. Downsampling factor needs to be changed. If downsampling is to be done after
filtering, then separate DDCs are required, which will increase the cost of
implementation.
3. The DFT needs to be reformulated according to the number of polyphase
branches, which is also expensive.
For example, if switching from a 8-channel filter bank to 16-channel filter bank is
considered, the number of polyphase branches needs to be changed from 8 to 16 (first
limitation of DFTFB), the downsampling factor needs to be adjusted from 8 to 16
(second limitation of DFTFB) and the 8-point DFT needs to be expanded to 16-point
DFT (third limitation of DFTFB).
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2.5.3 The Goertzel Filter Bank (GFB)
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Figure 2.7 Goertzel filter bank.
In order to overcome the fixed channel stacking limitation of DFTFB, a filter bank for
which the response of the prototype filter can be modulated to any center frequency is
needed. This can be done by using the Goertzel algorithm [22] as a substitute to DFT
operation. Hence, to overcome the problem of fixed channel stacking in DFTFBs, the
Goertzel filter bank (GFB) architecture was proposed in [17]. In GFB, as shown in
Fig. 2.7, the DFT operation is replaced by a modified Goertzel algorithm which
performs the modulation of the prototype lowpass frequency response to any centre
frequency. The advantage of Goertzel algorithm is that it calculates only a single point
of a DFT and thus offers a low complexity solution. But the GFB is also a type of
modulated filter bank; hence it cannot extract channels with different bandwidths, as in
the case of DFTFB. Also, extraction of narrow-band channels using GFB requires a
very narrow passband prototype filter, which is expensive. The GFB approach requires
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter for the implementation of Goertzel algorithm.
The stability of IIR filters are determined by the poles. While reconfiguring the filter
bank from one communication standard to another, IIR filters can become unstable
because of the new pole values after reconfiguration. Even though a theoretical
introduction of GFB as a solution to some of the problems of DFTFB is given in [17],
there is no consideration on the actual implementation complexities of GFB.

2.5.4 The Pipelined Frequency Transform (PFT)
The Pipelined Frequency Transform (PFT) algorithm [23] is based on a binary tree of
DDCs and SRCs (Fig. 2.8) where units of DDC followed by SRC are used for dividing
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their input band into two half-bands with half sampling rate. This algorithm creates a
binary tree that splits the input frequency in two half-bands and then splits each halfband again into two half sub-bands and so on, until the last tree level produces the
required separated channels. Using this algorithm single-channel channelizer
complexity can be reduced dramatically, taking advantage of filters symmetry and
restricting the output sample rate to be quarter of input sample rate in each single node
in the tree. Observing that the components in each stage operate at half the sampling
rate of its preceding stage components, a considerable hardware optimization can be
performed. However the channels are outputted serially, and therefore some extra
processing is required for distributing them in distinct outputs. The PFT architecture is
more economical in terms of silicon use and power consumption when compared to
PC architecture, especially when many channels are to be separated from the
frequency input band [23].
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Figure 2.8 The pipelined frequency transform architecture.
In the PFT approach, the problem with power-of-two subband stacking can
be overcome by a tunable PFT (TPFT) architecture [24]. The TFPT algorithm is an
adaptation of the PFT that alleviates this inflexibility by introducing interleavers that
provide intermediate outputs from the PFT stages that may be used for fine tuning
channelization [24]. These interleavers will help in fine tuning of channelization
process and thus add more flexibility to the PFT architecture. Thus in TPFT, two
levels of tuning are done, a coarse tuning at the PFT level and a fine tuning using
another complex up/down converter assisted by a numerical controlled oscillator.
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However the implementation complexity of TPFT approach is much more than that of
the PFT approach. Hence TPFT is not a hardware-efficient solution for wideband
channelization.

2.5.5

The Tree structured Quadrature Mirror Filter Bank (TQMFB)

A reconfigurable channelizer using tree-structured quadrature mirror filter bank
(TQMFB) has been proposed in [25]. The TQMFB consists of a tree of quadrature
mirror filter banks, splitting the frequency band of input signal into high and low
frequencies at quadrature frequency in each stage. Thus the TQMFB approach in [25]
is very similar to the PFT approach in [23]. The desired channel is obtained at an
appropriate stage corresponding to the bandwidth of the channel-of-interest. The main
drawback of the TQMFB is its delay in obtaining the desired output due to multi-stage
filtering and decimation processes. The channelizers in [23] and [25] suffer from the
drawback that they can only extract signals whose channel spacing are related by a
factor of two. This constraint is imposed by the power-of-two subband stacking
adopted in these architectures. Another problem of the methods in [23, 25] is that, as
the subband decomposition tree extends, the wordlength of the output increases
linearly and finite wordlength multiplication would introduce truncation error, which
propagates along the tree.

2.5.6

The Modified Perfect Reconstruction Filter Bank (MPRFB)
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Figure 2.9 Modified perfect reconstruction filter bank.
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In [26], an efficient method called as modulated perfect reconstruction filter
banks (MPRFB) is proposed for channelizing frequency division multiplexed (FDM)
channels in received wideband signal. The MPRFB approach [26] shown in Fig. 2.9
consists of an analysis section and a synthesis section. By adding up the subband
signals generated by the analysis section, wideband signals can be generated at the
synthesis section. Thus the approach in [26] can be used for the channelization of
signals of unequal bandwidths. However the bandwidths of the wideband signals
generated by the synthesis section are integer multiples of the bandwidths of the
subband signals generated by the analysis section. Thus the approach in [26] is not
always appropriate for SDR signals, where the multiple communication standards have
bandwidths which are not integer multiples of each other. Also the approach in [26]
consists of a polyphase prototype filter, IDFT analysis section and DFT synthesis
section. Thus the computational complexity of the MPRFB is double that of DFTFB.
Also the implementation complexities associated with MPRFB have not been
considered in [26].

2.5.7

The Multi-Stage Filter Bank (MSFB)

A multi-stage filter bank (MSFB) based channelizer shown in Fig. 2.10, has two stages
of DFTFBs and efficient sample rate converters has been proposed in [27]. The frontend DFTFB has fixed number of channels (AT/), but the passband supports overlap with
each other considerably resulting in easier isolation of channels with center
frequencies of successive bandpass filters. The outputs of the front-end DFTFB are
then fractionally decimated using SRCs. These decimated outputs are fed to the backend DFTFB. Finally, the outputs of the back-end DFTFBs (K2 channels for each backend DFTFB) are fed to the baseband processing units as shown in Fig. 2.10. Since the
sample rate is considerably lowered in the back-end, the DFTFB at the back-end needs
to operate only at low speed. Due to the reduced speed requirements, the back-end
DFT can be repeatedly used to extract variable bandwidth channels. The drawback of
the architecture in [27] is that, since the back-end DFTFB is employed for varying
bandwidth channels, hardware optimization can be done only for the fixed front-end
DFTFB. The back-end needs to be changed according to the new communication
standard.
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2.5.8

The Cosine Modulated Filter Bank (CMFB)

An efficient architecture based on non-uniform filter banks is introduced in [28]. The
non-uniform filter bank can be constructed by directly merging the relevant uniform
cosine modulated filter bank (CMFB) according to the non-uniform matrix. The basic
idea is that the number of channels in the uniform filter bank is firstly determined by
the minimal guard bandwidth and then corresponding CMFB is designed. When the
state of the input signal is known, a non-uniform matrix can be directly derived in
terms of the location of every subband signal. When the state of input signal is
unknown then it needs additional technique of energy detection to determine the
number and location of subband signal. However the band widths of the wideband
signals generated by the CMFB are integer multiples of the bandwidths of the subband
signals. Thus the approach in [28] is not appropriate for SDR signals, where the
multiple communication standards have bandwidths which are not integer multiples of
each other. The computational complexity of this approach is high as it needs nonuniform multiplication and energy determination along with the original complexity of
DFTFB.

2.6

Qualitative Comparison of Digital Filter Banks

A qualitative comparison of various channelizer methods is given in Table 2.2. In
Table 2.2, the parameters used for comparison are computational efficiency, design
flexibility which includes number of channels and possibility of independent channels,
silicon efficiency and reconfigurability.
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Table 2.2
Comparison of channelization approaches.
PC

DFTFB

PFT

TQMFB

MPRFB

CMFB

[17]

[23,24]

[25]

[26]

[28]

Poor

Excellent

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Poor

Good

Good

Silicon Efficiency

Poor

Excellent

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Design Flexibility

Excellent

Poor

Better

Better

Good

Good

Independent Channel

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

2N

2N

Selectable

Selectable

Limited

Limited

(the

(the

integer

integer

multiples

multiples

of initial

of initial

response)

response)

approach

Parameters

[17]
Multiple
uniform
Computational
Efficiency

channels
Multiple
nonuniform
channels

No of channels

Reconfigurability

Selectable

Poor

2

N

Very Poor

Poor

Poor

The 'computational efficiency' is defined as the number of multiplications
associated with the architecture, which includes the multiplication of filtering,
modulation (DFT) and DDC to extract multiple uniform or non-uniform channels. The
works in [17, 19] showed that when number of uniform bandwidth channels to be
extracted is more than two, the DFTFBs outperform the PC approach. The
computational complexity for extracting uniform channels using PFT, TQMFB,
MPRFB and CMFB are less than PC approach, but not lower than DFTFB. This is
basically because the DFTFB can utilize multi-rate method to reduce the effective
working rate of the architecture and thus the complexity. But to extract non-uniform
channels, DFTFB fails. The MPRFB and CMFB are designed for extracting nonuniform channels which are integer multiples of the initial prototype filer response.
Hence they offer comparatively fair computational complexity for non-uniform
channel extraction when compared to DFTFB. 'Silicon efficiency' is a measure of the
area of the channelizer architecture in FPGA. It has been shown in [23] that up to 256
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channels, the silicon cost of PFT approach is comparable to DFTFB, but beyond 256
channels, DFTFB outperforms PFT approach. The MPRFB and CMFB methods are
based on DFTFBs, for non-uniform channel extraction. Hence they need more than
twice the silicon cost of DFTFB. 'Number of channels' refers to the total number of
channels extracted using the same architecture. The 'number of independent channels'
indicates the total number of extracted channels which can have different bandwidth
and can be uniformly or discontinuously distributed over input frequency band. Both
of the above contributes to 'design flexibility'. When design flexibility is considered
PC approach supersedes all the other methods as all the channels are independent with
different bandwidth and location. In PFT and TQMFB, the number of extracted
channels will be in powers of two, i.e. 2 where N is an integer (power-of-two subband
stacking). The DFTFB also extracts 2 channels, but they are uniform in nature and
also has the problem of fixed channel stacking. In MPRFB and CMFB, selective
number of non-uniform channels can be extracted but the selection is limited to the
integer multiples of the initial prototype filter response and hence they cannot extract
independent channels. On the other hand, PC approach has got excellent design
flexibility but the silicon cost and computationally complexity increases linearly with
the increase in the number of channels extracted.

The parameter 'reconfigurability' represents the adaptation of channelizer
architecture to satisfy the current requirements with minimum overhead. As discussed
in the previous sections, none of the existing approaches satisfy the reconfigurability
requirement. The reconfigurability of MPRFB and CMFB are limited to the selection
of the non-uniform channels which are integer multiples of the prototype filter
response. If the prototype filter response needs to be reconfigured, the above two
method fails. It can be noted from Table 2.2 that the existing channelization
approaches

do

not

offer

an

efficient

trade-off

between

complexity

and

reconfigurability.

2.7

Summary

In this chapter, a brief review of software defined radio (SDR) is discussed and the
functionalities of different blocks of SDR receiver architecture are conferred.

The

digital front end (DFE), especially different channelization approaches for DFE, is
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given more emphasis in this chapter as it is the main area of this thesis. The
channelizers in SDRs need to be implemented with low complexity and low power.
Efficient implementation schemes of channelizers like per-channel (PC) approach,
discrete Fourier transform filter banks (DFTFBs), Goertzal filter bank (GFB),
Pipelined frequency transform (PFT), Tree structured quadrature mirror filter bank
(TQMFB), Modified perfect reconstruction filter bank (MPRFB), Multi-stage filter
bank (MSFB), Cosine modulated filter bank (CMFB) were also reviewed. The PC
approach is the simplest approach with a distinct channelizer used for each channel,
thus having a complexity directly proportional to the number of channels. Filter bank
approaches like DFTFB and GFB makes use of the polyphase decomposition of filters
and its complexity is independent of the number of received channels. But all the
channels extracted by employing DFTFB are of uniform bandwidth. Hence for the
extraction of non-uniform bandwidth channels (channels of different wireless
communication standards), either distinct filter banks are required or methods like
MPRFB and CMFB needs to be used. Both these methods are able to extract nonuniform channels, but are limited to integer multiples of initial prototype filter
response.

The complexity of MPRFB and CMFB are higher than DFTFB as it

requires extra hardware for non-uniform channel extraction. But even with MPRFB
and CMFB, reconfiguration of the initial response is not possible. Hence the ultimate
reconfigurability with multiple independent channels, with least complexity and
power, is still not possible, as required in the case of SDR. Thus there is a need for
developing new filter bank architectures with reconfigurable and low complexity
filters for SDR receivers. In order to accomplish the above mentioned features, the
channel filter of the filter bank must be flexible and of low complexity. In the next
chapter, various approaches presented in literature to minimize the hardware
complexity of filters and to incorporate reconfigurability into channel filter in the filter
bank of the channelizer of an SDR are discussed.
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Chapter 3
Low Power and Reconfigurable Implementation
Approaches for Channel Filters
Channel filtering is a process of bandpass filtering, where radio channels from a
wideband input signal are extracted for further baseband processing. The channels-ofinterest may be of equal or different bandwidths and may be uniformly or nonuniformly, continuously or non-continuously distributed over the input frequency
band. Thus, the filters have to attenuate adjacent-channel interferers and must meet the
blocking characteristics specified by the relevant communication standard. Due to
these stringent adjacent channel specifications, higher-order channel filters are
required in the receiver. As the order of the filter increases, the complexity of the filter
also increases, which in-turn increases the area and power consumed. Therefore,
implementing digital filters with small area and low power consumption is vital for
reducing the overall complexity of the channelizer. The channel filters are typically
placed directly after the ADC. Hence they have to operate at high sampling rates and
consequently high-speed. Thus channel filter having low power and high-speed
characteristics need to be investigated. In this chapter, a review of different approaches
for low power and low complexity implementation of channel filters has been
presented. Flexibility or reconfigurability is another key parameter to be considered in
software radio channelizers. This chapter also presents an account of different
reconfigurable filter architectures in literature.

3.1

Channel Filters for Wideband Receivers

Digital filters can be Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters or Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filters. IIR filters can be realized using recursive algorithms as it is an
infinite length impulse response filter. The main advantage of IIR filters is that they
can produce a steeper slope for a given number of coefficients when compared to FIR
filter. But IIR filters are difficult to be reconfigured due to the presence of poles. This
is because IIR filters can become unstable due to the new pole values after
reconfiguration. But no such problems exist for FIR filters due to the absence of poles.
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The main advantage of FIR filters is that the group delay is constant. This provides the
capability of obtaining both a steep cutoff and linear phase response. To achieve a
given filter response characteristic, FIR filters have the disadvantage that they require
more area and cost than its IIR counterpart. The need of higher-order filters increases
the cost of FIR filters when compared to IIR filters. FIR filter is an all-zero filter and
hence it is absolutely stable. Compared to IIR filters, FIR filters offer the following
advantages:
•

FIR filters are linear phase filters. They delay the input signal, but don't distort
its phase.

•

FIR filters are suited to multi-rate applications. Whether the signal is
decimated or interpolated, the use of FIR filters allows omission of some
calculations, thus providing an advanced computational efficiency. In contrast,
if IIR filters are used, each output must be individually calculated, even if that
output is discarded (so the feedback will be incorporated into the filter).

•

In practice, all digital filters must be implemented using finite-precision
arithmetic, that is, a specific number of bits. The use of finite-precision
arithmetic in IIR filters can cause stability problems due to the use of feedback.
But FIR filters have no feedback, so they can usually be implemented using
fewer bits, and the designer has fewer practical problems to solve related to
non-ideal arithmetic.

•

FIR filters are less sensitive towards coefficient quantization compared to IIR
filters.
FIR filters are widely used as channel filters due to their linear phase property

and absolute stability. FIR filters can be realized by direct form (DF) or transposed
direct form (TDF). The direct form realization, which is the most intuitive
implementation of the time domain filter transfer function, is shown in Fig. 3.1. The
FIR filter equation is

y[n]=±x[k]h[n-k]

(3.1)

where x[k] is the A>th sample of signal, y[n] is the output for the nl sample, TV is the
total number of taps (coefficients) of the filter and hu is the coefficient value for the kth
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Figure 3.1 Direct form FIR filter structure.
A DF FIR filter output is formed by accumulating the result of delayed
versions of input signal, multiplied by the filter tap coefficients. The critical path delay
of the DF filter is given by:
Tdf - tmult + (N

-l)tadd

(3.2)

where tmui, is the multiplier tap delay and tadd is the delay of the adder. Thus the
critical path length for DF FIR filter is directly proportional to the number of filter
taps, N. For the direct form JV-tap FIR filter shown in Fig. 3.1, N multiplications and
(N-l) additions are needed. As a result, the speed of operation of the DF FIR filter is
relatively low especially when higher-order channel filters are required. The filter
length is determined by the transition bandwidth and stopband attenuation
specifications of the filter. A narrow transition band filter would require more number
of filter taps. The critical path delay of DF structure can be reduced by applying
transposition theorem to obtain the TDF FIR filter as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and
equation (3.3).

y[n]=

tMMn-k]

(3.3)

k=0

The critical path delay of the TDF FIR filter is given by:
Ttdf— tmult + tadd

(3-4)
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Since the critical path delay is independent of the number of taps, TDF has been the
preferred architecture for high-speed, higher-order FIR channel filter implementations
in wireless communication receivers. For linear phase N-tap FIR filter, as the filter
coefficients are either symmetric or anti-symmetric, the number of multiplications can
be reduced from N to N/2 for N even and to (N + l)/2 for N odd, which is 50%
reduction compared to DF structure. Thus the TDF structure offers the flexibility of
high-speed operation at low power compared to the DF structure. It can be noted that
the coefficient multiplication in TDF FIR filter can be done in parallel. This parallel
multiplication block represented as 'multiplier block' is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The
multiplication is the most complex operation in digital filtering. The main advantage
of the multiplier block is that the parallel multiplication can be optimized by
substituting multiplications with shifts and additions. Hence this research work focuses
mainly on the optimization of TDF structure. In the following sections, different FIR
filter realization approaches along with their complexity and reconfigurability issues
are reviewed.
x(n)

h(N-l)\7

h(l)

h(N-2)\Y

m

\7

V
®+

zl

y(n)

•*©

(a)
x(n)

Figure 3.2 (a) Transposed direct form FIR filter structure, (b) Modified TDF FIR filter
structure with a common multiplier block.
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3.2

Computational Complexity Analysis of Channel Filters

The basic computations involved in digital filtering are multiply and accumulate
(MAC). The accumulate operation is done by adders. The complexity of filter
implementation is dominated by the number of multiplications as multiplication
requires multiple adders and shifts for implementation. If dedicated multipliers are
used for each coefficient multiplication in the channel filters of a filter bank
channelizer, it will result in a large chip area and huge power consumption. This is
unacceptable from a hardware complexity point of view. Digital filters employed in
battery powered mobile systems must be realized to consume less power and operate
at high-speed. In the work presented in this thesis, only TDF filters, whose critical
path delay is independent of the filter length, are used on account of its high-speed of
filtering compared to DF filters. Although programmable filters based on DSP cores
offer the advantage of flexibility, they are not suitable for mobile applications that
demand high throughput and low power consumption.
In a digital filter, the most power consuming operation is coefficient
multiplication, which is implemented using shifts and additions. The number of adders
(subtractors) needed to implement the coefficient multiplication operation dominates
the complexity of the fixed coefficient digital filters as shift operations can be
hardwired. The adders termed as Logic Operators (LOs) are required for computing
the sum of partial products in the coefficient multiplier. The number of LOs is
significant in determining the area and power consumption requirements of FIR filters.
The speed of the filter circuit is determined by the number of adder-steps in the
maximal path of decomposed multiplications termed as Logic Depth (LD). Hence, the
methods that focus on low power and low complexity FIR filter implementations
target on reducing the two metrics, LOs and LD, in coefficient multipliers. The
efficiency in reducing the cost metric (power, area, and LD) of the filter directly
influences the performance of target hardware.

The number of adders for realizing coefficient multiplication is directly
proportional to the number of nonzero digits (bits) present in the quantized filter
coefficients. Thus number systems with fewer number of nonzero digits are widely
used for the representation of filter coefficients compared to conventional binary
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system [29-31]. Among such number representations, the canonical signed digit (CSD)
[30] representation and minimal signed digit (MSD) are the most popular ones. The
CSD number system is a signed digit number system that minimizes the number of
nonzero digits and thus reduces the number of partial product additions in a hardware
multiplier. The encoding scheme uses a digit set that is ternary and each digit can be
either -1, 0, or +1. In CSD, no two adjacent digits are nonzero, i.e. A number
coC\C2...cn.\ is said to be in CSD representation if Cj*Ci-i= 0. This property implies that
for an arbitrary n-bit 2's complement number (binary representation), there are at most
nonzero digits. For a 2's complement number, there can be n nonzero digits for an
«-bit number. On an average, CSD representation offers a reduction of 33% of nonzero
digits compared to the binary representation [30]. Therefore it is possible to implement
a coefficient multiplier with 33% less number of adders in CSD form compared to its
binary counterpart [30].

In [32], a minimum signed digit (MSD) representation was proposed which
resulted in the least number of nonzero digits. But the main drawback of the MSD
representation is that, it can have more than one representation format for the same
decimal or binary representation. The main problem with these alternative number
systems such as CSD and MSD compared to binary representation is that, they involve
subtraction operation which will have reconfiguration constraints if the filters realized
using these number representations need to be reconfigured. Also if dynamic
reconfigurability is required as in SDR channel filters, on the fly conversion of binary
filter coefficient values into CSD or MSD would incur conversion overhead. The
conversion overhead could impose constraints on real time reconfigurability. In
addition to this, there is additional memory requirement for storing the signed bits in
case of CSD or MSD representations compared to binary representation.

Once the filter coefficient is represented in the chosen number system, the next
option will be to look for further hardware optimization by minimizing the number of
nonzero bits while satisfying the filter characteristics such as passband ripple and
stopband attenuations [33-35]. In [33], the filter coefficients are first scaled according
to a local search before quantization process is performed resulting in a filter with
much better frequency response characteristics compared to the original sum of power
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of two terms. In [34], the coefficient optimization is done as a polynomial optimization
approach. The filter coefficients are scaled and normalized and then multiplied by a
variable scale factor. The algorithm in [34] continues in an iterative way and takes up
lot of computation time. In [35], a hybrid scheme is formed by integrating the main
features of an adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA), simulated annealing (SA) and tabu
search algorithm. AGA with varying population size of the quantized filter coefficients
and varying probabilities of genetic operations is used as the basis of the hybrid
algorithm. SA becomes significant when AGA gets stuck in a local optimum. The use
of SA is to help AGA escape from local optima and prevent premature convergence.
The concept of tabu is introduced to increase convergence speed by reducing search
space according to the properties of filters coefficients. But the method is only
appropriate for short wordlength coefficients. In general, the coefficient quantization
or optimization approaches [33-35] try to modify the filter coefficients in view of
minimizing the number of nonzero bits for reducing the number of adders required for
partial product addition. But the modifications of coefficient values alter the frequency
response characteristics and hence above methods are generally lossy approaches.

Digital filtering can be treated as multiplication of one variable (input signal)
with multiple constants (coefficients) named as multiple constant multiplications
(MCM) [36]. MCM is a transformation closely related to the widely used substitution
of multiplications with constants by shifts and additions. While the latter considers
multiplication with only one constant at a time, MCM considers simultaneous
multiplications of multiple constants. The advantage of MCM is that it provided the
chance for eliminating repetitive or redundant multiplications. This change in the
scope of the transformation significantly enhances its power and domain of
application. In [36], the MCM idea was extended to application-specific FIR filters,
by considering input as a variable and the filter coefficients as multiple constants.
Since the coefficients of application-specific filters are fixed and are considered as
constants, they can be analyzed for repetitive additions (subtractions) using identical
bit patterns present in the CSD representation of coefficients called common
subexpressions (CSs). A method to eliminate the most commonly occurring CSs such
as [1 0 1] and [1 0 -1] in the CSD representation of filter coefficients was proposed in
[37]. As an additional criterion in the subexpression identification process, an
estimation of a latch count improvement was also considered in [37]. The timing and
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routing delay has been investigated in [37] when more and more CSs are employed for
adder reduction. It explicitly considers the number of delay latches in the circuit and
attempts to minimize a combination of the number of adders and the number of delays.
The CSs across the adjacent coefficients are also considered in [37]. But as the
horizontal subexpressions [10 1] and [1 0 -1] are more frequently occurring, they are
used for obtaining results. The simulation results in [37] showed that the number of
adders could be reduced by 50% over conventional CSD implementations.

An MCM method [38] was proposed for FIR filters which were applicable to
both DF and TDF structures to exploit the common computations between
multiplications. It was shown in [38] that when the filter coefficients are represented
in CSD, certain 3-bit CSs like [1 0 1] and [1 0 -1] and their negated versions are
repeated many times. These repetitive patterns (CSs) can result in redundant additions
and hence they need to be implemented only once. Thus in [38], an iterative algorithm
was proposed to eliminate these redundant patterns by forming CSs only once. Thus
by employing the common subexpression elimination (CSE) technique, it has been
shown that 38% reduction in the number of adders is achieved in MCM based FIR
filter structures [38].
A modification of the common subexpression optimization technique in [38] is
proposed in [39] for identifying proper patterns for elimination so that the optimization
impact is maximized. It is based on the CSE technique and combines the exhaustive
search for multiple pattern identification with a steepest descent approach for pattern
selection. The result shows a significant reduction in either arithmetic operations or
hardware necessary to implement those operations combined with satisfactory
runtimes.

The CSE techniques were applied to MSD representation of filter coefficients
in [32]. The MSD representation is attractive because it provides various forms that
have the minimal number of nonzero digits for a constant. This redundancy can lead to
efficient filters if a proper MSD representation is selected for each constant. But the
proper selection of representation has no general rules. Hence if the selection is not
proper, it can be a drawback. Starting from the CSD representation, all the MSD
representations

are

discovered

by

repeatedly

applying

simple

transforms,
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[1 0 -1] —>• [ O i l ] and [-1 0 1] —> [0-1-1]. The proposed filter synthesis algorithm in
[32] is to select one coefficient at a time and synthesize it using previously synthesized
patterns, which is different from the conventional method that searches subexpressions
common to multiple constants. In [32], there was no consideration for logic depth as
the whole emphasis was for reduction of LOs. Also in [32], MSD representation is
obtained from CSD representation of filter coefficients by some re-ordering. Hence
there is a possibility of change in the frequency response characteristics of the filter.

The method in [37] was modified in [40] by developing a non-recursive signed
CSE (NR-SCSE) algorithm that minimizes the LD of the filter structure. The new
algorithm has been called NR-SCSE because it searches for the non-recursive signed
common subexpressions that must be eliminated from the original CSD array. While
the recursive utilization of a common subexpression generates a high logic depth, the
NR-SCSE allows the designer to overcome the problem of high LD by using each
subexpression only once. NR-SCSE algorithm [40] gives two options to select the
order of subexpressions. The first option allows us to give a higher-order for the
subexpressions, which will result in fewer numbers of LOs at the cost of an increased
LD. The second option provides the user to select a lower order for subexpressions,
which will give the best reduction of LD at the cost of a slight increase in the number
of LOs. As the order of the subexpressions increase, the number of full adders for
realizing each subexpression will also increase. NR-SCSE offers the good relation
with respect to number of adders and LD along with optimal runtime operation, due to
its property that the common subexpressions belonging to different coefficients are not
shared.
A novel CSE method was proposed in [41] for the implementation of FIR
filters with a good trade-off between LOs and LD. The method in [41] can be regarded
as the first approach for a CSE algorithm resulting in minimum adders with a
reasonably shorter LD. The method can compute the results for a higher-order filter
with out taking much time. Authors claim that, this was the first CSE method that can
perform trade-off designs between complexity and the throughput rate.
Method in [42] studies the design and multiplier-less realization of a new SDR
receiver with reduced system delay. It employs low delay FIR and digital allpass
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filters to effectively reduce the system delay of the multi-stage decimators in the
receivers. The optimal least-square and minimax designs of these low-delay FIR and
allpass-based filters are formulated as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem.
Design results show that the proposed architecture considerably reduces the system
delay and implementation complexities (especially in high-speed variable multipliers)
as compared with conventional approaches.

A new algorithm for the problem of multiplication by constant was presented
in [43]. The algorithm in [43] is based on extensions and enhancements of previous
algorithms from [39]. They have generalized the previous results by dealing with the
problem of the optimization of multiplication of one vector by one constant matrix.
The proposed method, based on number recoding and dedicated

common

subexpression factorization algorithms, was implemented in a VHDL generator.
Compared to the best previous results, solution of [43] leads to a significant reduction
in the total number of additions, up to 40 percent.

In general, the methods in [36-43] utilize the most CSs within a coefficient
called as the Horizontal CSs (HCSs) and so, those methods can be referred to as
horizontal common subexpression elimination (HCSE). HCSE method is illustrated
below using the CSD representation of filter coefficient

hk - [0.10-

1010101010010-1]. In direct implementation using shift and add, the output of the
filter is
hk =2 _1 x, -2~3X] +r 5 X) +2~7x] + 2~9xx + 2~uxx +2 _ 1 4 x, - 2 " 1 6 * ,

(3.5)

where x\ is the input signal. It requires 7 adders/subtractors to implement (3.5). It can
be noted that the bit patters [10 1] and [1 0-1] are repeated twice in hk, which can be
9

9

expressed as CSs x2= xi+2" xi and xy= x\-T x\. Using CSs, filter output can be
expressed as
hk = 2_1x3 +T5x2+2'9x2+2-ux3

(3.6)

Here we need only 5 adders (2 for CSs and 3 for equation (3.6)) for HCSE
implementation, which results in saving of 2 adders from direct CSD implementation.
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A vertical common subexpression elimination (VCSE) technique has been
proposed in [44], where the authors exploit the fact that many vertical common
subexpressions (VCSs) exist between adjacent filter coefficients. VCSs are those CSs
that occur between adjacent coefficients. The structure proposed in [44] is, however
the more efficient than the structure obtained using HCSE only in the case where
coefficient wordlength is relatively small.

In [45], CSE techniques for CSD were applied by combining four types of
subexpression elimination techniques: (1) HCSE (2) VCSE (3) Horizontal Super
Subexpression Elimination (HSSE), which eliminates redundant horizontal common
subexpressions with identical shifts between them, and (4) Vertical Super
Subexpression Elimination (VSSE), which eliminates redundant vertical common
subexpressions with identical shifts between them. The design examples of
channelizers of various cellular standards presented in [45], show that the optimization
techniques offer an average LO reduction rate of 50% over conventional channel filter
implementations.

A comparison of hardware reductions achieved using the HCS and VCS in
realizing digital filters is done in [46]. The authors show that the CSE technique
employing horizontal CS offer better reductions of LOs and LD than their vertical CS
counterpart in practical FIR filter implementations. The simulation results show that
the hardware reductions offered by the vertical CS are improved in implementing IIR
filters than their FIR counterparts. The CSD-based CSE methods in [36]-[45] suffer
from the drawback that the symmetry of FIR filter coefficients cannot be completely
exploited when the bits in VCSs are of opposite sign. As a result, additional LOs are
required to obtain the symmetric part of the coefficients when more than one VCSs
with bits of opposite sign exist [46].

The VCSE technique can be explained using the example in Table 3.1. The
numbers in the first row represent the number of bitwise right shifts. The coefficient
multipliers are realized using the VCSs [1 1] = X4 = x\ + x\[-\] and [1 -1] = X5 = x\ xj[-l], where x\[-k] represents input xi delayed by k units. Using VCSs, the filter tap
output can be expressed as
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yk =2"' x5[-k]-T3 x5[-k] + 2~5 x4[-k]-2's

*,[-*]

(3.7)

The output for the symmetric part of (3.7) is given by
y^k-i=-2~l

x5[n-k-l] + 2-3x5[n-k-l] + 2~5x4 [« - A: -1] - 2~8xx[n-k-2]

(3.8)

where n represents the filter length.
Table 3.1
FIR filter coefficients.

Bit
shift(BS)
ho
hi

1
1

1

2
0
0

3
1
1

4
0
0

5
1
1

6

7

0

0

0

0

8
1
0

It has been reported in [46] that yn-k-i cannot be obtained from yk by a simple delay
operation (delaying yk by (n-k-1)) due to the sign differences of the first and second
terms in (3.7) with corresponding terms in (3.8). Note that there exists another
difficulty due to the delay differences between the first and second terms of (3.8)
(delay = n-k-l) with that of the last term (delay = n-k-2). In this case, an extra LO
would be required to compute the last term of (3.8). Thus to conclude, when VCSE is
used, additional LOs are needed not only when the bits are of opposite signs exist as
pointed out in [46] but also when the subexpressions and/or unpaired bits which exist
in the symmetric second half coefficients have different delays compared to the
symmetric first half coefficients. This requirement of extra adders poses constraints in
reducing the number of LOs adders when CSD based VCSE is used.

A new binary based CSE method was introduced in [47] called Binary
Subexpression Elimination (BSE) method was proposed, which produced better
reduction of LOs compared to the CSD-based CSE methods [36]-[46]. The reduction
of LOs was obtained in [47] by combining three techniques - the 3-bit binary HCSE,
HSSE and VCSE. The BSE method [47] offers the best reduction of adders with
negligible increase in LD when compared with existing CSD-based CSE methods,
especially for higher-order FIR filters. As BSE method uses binary representation of
coefficients which does not have negative bits, the overhead of additional LOs
inherent in CSD-based VCSE methods (due to negative bits in CSD representation)
does not exist in BSE. However, the overhead of additional LOs occur not only due to
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the presence of bits of opposite signs in the coefficient representation, but also due to
the delay differences between nonzero terms (VCSs and unpaired nonzero bits) of
adjacent coefficients, when VCSE is applied. The detail explanation is presented in
Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. Though the BSE method [47] does not have the former
overhead, it suffers from the latter overhead.
A different approach of graph theory is adopted for LO reduction in [48-52]. In
these works, the whole multiplier block is synthesized using similar graph synthesis
algorithms and hence called as Graph dependent (GD) algorithms. The primary focus
of GD algorithms based on graph theory is on reducing the number of LOs, with less
emphasis given to LDs. The Bull-Horrocks (BH) algorithm [48] provides the notion of
primitive operator by applying the graph theoretic approach to systematically
minimize the LO cost of the multiplication block of the transposed direct-form FIR
filter. In GD algorithms, the fundamentals are generated one at a time depending on
the previously generated fundamentals. The BH algorithm used only adders for
generating fundamentals and this created in high values of new fundamentals skipping
the intermediate values.
The BH algorithm was modified in [49] as Bull-Horrocks Modified (BHM)
algorithm. A new algorithm called ^-dimensional Reduced Adder Graph (RAG-«)
algorithm was also proposed in [49]. Both BHM and RAG-rc made use of the
subtractors which resulted in low valued fundamentals. The main difference between
BHM and RAG-rc algorithm is that the coefficient which requires the least number of
adders is synthesized first in the latter method, whereas the coefficients are
synthesized in the previously defined order in the former algorithm. Although the
multiplier block from the RAG-n algorithm is superior to that from BHM, the former
method requires large memory and much computation time. The GD algorithms are
good for minimizing the number of LOs (and hence reducing the area) but are not
optimal for speed. Generally GD algorithms synthesize coefficients sequentially, and
thus greedily reduce the hardware complexity with very little regard to the adjacent
coefficients. This in-turn results in inadequate exploitation of redundancies among
coefficients. Both [48] and [49] produced multipliers with longer LDs which will
increase the delay.
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A modification of GD algorithms in [48] is proposed in [50], for a good tradeoff between LOs and LD. Three new delay reduction methods such as tree reduction,
limited selection method and minimum adder step method are also reviewed in [50].
These three reduction methods are combined with BHM and RAG-n to form two new
algorithms which offered better trade-off between LOs and LDs. But the inherent
drawbacks of BHM and RAG-n of inadequate exploitation of redundancies among
coefficients are not addressed in [50].

A Contention Resolution Algorithm (CRA) was proposed in [51] which also
produced multipliers with fewer LOs. The CRA algorithm is based on CSD-based
CSE method in which graphs are used for solving the CSE. It manages 2-bit CSs and
aims at achieving the minimal LD as the primary goal. But the method resulted in an
increase in the number of LOs in many cases.

A new GD algorithm was proposed in [52] to reduce the number of LOs. The
main idea behind the method in [52] is to use a better heuristic approach to synthesize
intermediate fundamentals to jointly optimize for all target constants. But the method
in [52] is computationally more expensive than [49] as it explores a very large space of
possible intermediate fundamentals. The method in [52] resulted in longer LD.
In general, as GD algorithms [48-52] synthesize each coefficient sequentially,
they suffer from two drawbacks - increased computation time for optimization and
longer LD which makes them less attractive for high-speed filter. Though the
increased computation time may not be a constraint for fixed-coefficient filters (as the
coefficients can be synthesized beforehand), the increased LD will have adverse
effects on the speed of filtering operation. Therefore, the CSE methods offer a highspeed solution to higher-order filtering compared to GD methods. Therefore the work
presented in this thesis is based on CSE methods on account of their low power and
low complexity implementations.
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3.3 Filter Reconfigurability
Several implementation approaches for reconfigurable FIR filters have been
proposed in literature [53-60]. These designs include either a fully programmable
Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) based filter processor or dedicated architectures where
the filter coefficients can be stored in registers. The architecture of a filter processor
consists of a datapath with a single MAC unit, data and program memories, and a
control unit is discussed in [53]. The datapath includes a 16-bit adder (subtractor), a
multiplier and a 32-bit accumulator. The performance of the processor is mainly
restricted by the delay of this datapath, more specifically that of the multiplier. The
main disadvantage of the filter processors is that the area and power requirements are
significantly large.

A programmable digital FIR filter for high-performance and low power
applications is proposed in [54]. The architecture is based on a computation sharing
multiplier (CSHM) which specifically targets computation re-use in vector-scalar
products and can be effectively used in the low complexity programmable FIR filter
design. Efficient circuit-level techniques, namely a new carry-select adder and
conditional capture flip-flop (CCFF), are also used to further improve power and
performance.

In [55], a CSD-based digit reconfigurable FIR filter architecture was proposed.
This architecture is independent of the number of taps because the number of taps and
nonzero digits in each tap are arbitrarily assigned. The intention of the authors was to
reduce the wordlength of the coefficients and thus the filter complexity without
affecting the filter performance. But the architecture in [55] demanded huge hardware
resources and this makes the method infeasible for resource constrained SDRs. Also
the architecture in [55] is digit based and hence the speed of operation is low.

In [56], a high-speed and programmable CSD-based FIR filter was proposed.
The filter architecture consisted of a programmable CSD-based Booth encoding
scheme and partial product Wallace adder tree. The final adder was a carry look ahead
adder. This method resulted in high-speed but at the cost of high power consumption.
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The aim in [56] was solely to design a high-speed reconfigurable filter and no
consideration was given for reducing power consumption.
In [57], the concept of reconfigurable multiplier block (ReMB) was used. The
ReMB consisted of a coefficient store and a general-purpose multiplier. The ReMB
will generate all the coefficient products and a multiplexer will select the required ones
depending on the input. It was shown that, by pushing the multiplexer deep into the
multiplier block architecture, the redundancy can be reduced. The resulting specialized
multiplier design is more efficient in terms of area and computational complexity
compared to the general-purpose multiplier plus the coefficient store [57]. But the
ReMB proposed in [57] has its area, power and speed dependent on the filter-length
making them inappropriate for higher-order FIR filters.

In [58], a time multiplexed MCM approach was proposed. This method
considers the coefficient set as constant and uses the GD algorithms for reducing
redundancy. But this method follows a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure which
will result in long LD and thus lower speed of operation. Also the area of the
architecture linearly increases with the filter length as in [57] and filters with filterlength above 40 are infeasible.
An area-efficient programmable FIR digital filter using CSD coefficients was
implemented in [59] that use a switchable unit-delay to allocate the desired number of
nonzero CSD coefficient digits to each filter tap. The area efficiency of this method
highly depends on the number of nonzero coefficients which is fixed by the filters
stopband and passband specification. Here no efforts has been made to reduce the
complexity of the multiplier apart from using CSD coefficients and hence will result in
larger delay and power.
In [60], a reconfigurable FIR filter design is presented using dynamic partial
reconfiguration (DPR) is presented. DPR allows a part of the devise to be modified
while the rest of the system continues to operate, unaffected due to reprogramming.
The SDR needs very sharp transition bandwidth filter with a very high order, thus
resulting in large number of slices for FPGA for the method in [60].
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The architectures in [54-60] are appropriate only for lower-order filters and
hence not suitable for channel filters in SDR receivers, which are normally higherorder filters due to stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications. From the
review studies, it was found that, integration of low power, low complexity and
reconfigurability into hardware architecture for FIR filters and filter banks have been
hardly addressed in literature.

3.4 Summary
In this

chapter,

various

low

power,

low

complexity

and

reconfigurable

implementations of filters have been reviewed. The complexity of filtering operation is
dominated by the coefficient multiplication operation. It was found that CSE
techniques [36-47] and GD algorithms [48-52] have been best suited for reducing
coefficient multiplier complexity since they consider coefficient multiplication
problem as a MCM problem with input signal as variable and coefficients as constants.
GD algorithms resulted in better reduction of adder complexity in coefficient
multipliers at the cost of increased delay compared to CSE techniques. As the channel
filters in SDR receivers come directly after ADC, they need to operate at high-speed.
Therefore CSE techniques are more appropriate for high-speed channel filters in SDR
receivers than GD algorithms. The channel filters also need to be reconfigured for
multi-standard operation as in the case of SDR. More research has to be done for the
efficient use of CSE techniques for the higher-order reconfigurable channel filters in
SDR receivers. In the next chapter a new binary based CSE technique is proposed for
implementing higher-order low power FIR filters.
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Chapter 4
Low Power FIR Channel Filter Realization Using
Binary Common Subexpression Elimination
The channel filters employed in mobile SDR are generally higher-order filters, and must
be realized to consume less power and operate at high-speed. Although programmable
filters based on digital signal processor cores are available, they are not very efficient as
they consume more power and operate at low-speed. Hence dedicated FIR filter
architectures have received great deal of attention in the last decade. The number of
adders (subtractors) used to implement the coefficient multipliers determine the
complexity of the FIR filters. A new 4-bit binary representation-based common
subexpression

elimination

(BCSE-4)

method

which

employs

4-bit

common

subexpressions (CSs) for implementing higher-order low power FIR filters with fewer
number of adders than CSD and binary based CSE methods is presented in this chapter.
The proposed algorithm reduces the complexity of coefficient multipliers by combining
two techniques: Binary Horizontal Subexpression Elimination (BHSE) and Binary
Horizontal Super Subexpression Elimination (BHSSE). The reduction of adders is
achieved with at the most 1 adder-step increase in critical path length of filter coefficient
multipliers. The proposed method offers a good trade-off between adders and logic depth
(critical path length) in comparison with methods in [37-52] especially for higher-order
filters.

4.1

Binary Common Subexpression Elimination Algorithm

In this section, a new CSE algorithm based on binary representation of filter coefficients
is proposed. The proposed technique is called 4-bit Binary Common Subexpression
Elimination algorithm (BCSE-4), which completely exploits the symmetry of the FIR
filter coefficients. The BCSE-4 consists of two steps. First the redundant subexpressions
within each coefficient known as Binary Horizontal Common Subexpressions (BHCSs)
are identified and eliminated using BHSE algorithm. Subsequently, the BHSSE algorithm
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is used to eliminate redundant identical shifts between BHCSs. The number of adders
(subtractors) needed to implement the coefficient multiplier is directly proportional to the
number of nonzero bits present in the coefficient. Among different

coefficient

representations, CSD representation employed in CSE techniques [37-46] is the most
popular number representation due to the fact that it has 33% fewer nonzero bits
compared to its binary counterpart. But the overhead of additional LOs in filters realized
using VCSE method due to the presence of bits of opposite signs in the CSD
representation would cancel out the inherent advantage of fewer nonzero bits in CSD as
explained in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. On the other hand, as the binary representation
does not have negative bits, it has two advantages over CSD in realizing FIR filters. First,
there is no overhead of additional LOs due to sign change as Binary-VCSE uses only
positive numbers. Second, coefficient multipliers can be realized without using
subtractors (solely using adders) and hence incorporating reconfigurability into the filter
would be easier when coefficients are coded using binary. If dynamic reconfigurability is
needed as in the case of adaptive filters and filters employed in multi-standard wireless
communication receivers, then on-the-fly conversion of binary values of filter coefficients
to CSD values would incur conversion overhead. As the number of nonzero digits turns to
be minimum, CSD-based CSE has less initial optimization space whereas in binary there
is more space for optimization. However, it should be noted that more optimization space
does not necessarily guarantee fewer LOs. Using statistical analysis, it has been shown in
[47] that the number of LOs, NLO, can be related to the number of nonzero bits, Nnz, the
number of CSs, Ncs, and the number of unpaired bits after common subexpression
grouping, Nup, using the expression:

Nw

* (0.2345 x Nnz - 0.6643 x A ^ + 4.0487 x N

)

(4.1)

Based on statistical analysis of various FIR filters corresponding to different
frequency response specifications, filter lengths and coefficient wordlengths, it has been
shown in [47] that the value of Nnz in binary representation is only 2 times more than that
in CSD representation in the worst case. On an average, Ncs is found to be 6.5% higher for
binary, which is only a slight overhead over CSD. It can be noted from (4.1) that, the
weight for Nup is substantially larger compared to the weights of Nnz [17.3 times] and Ncs
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(6.1 times). Therefore, the number of LOs is largely dependent on Nup. The average
reduction of Nup for binary filter coefficients over CSD values is found to be 67%. The
substantial reduction of N^ which has a significant weight over Nm and Ncs, outperforms
the slight increments of N„z and Ncs. Consequently, binary representation of coefficients
would produce better reduction of LOs for FIR filters. This is true especially for higherorder FIR filters because the reduction of Nup is even larger as the filter length increases.
Also, the possibility of finding a binary common subexpression is 2.73 times more than a
CSD common subexpression for same wordlengths [47]. This would have an adverse
effect on maximizing the formation of CSs for CSD-based CSE, which in turn would
restrict the elimination of maximum number of CSs. The above explanation clearly
indicates that even though binary representation has more number of nonzero bits, the
number of CSs can be eliminated is substantially larger than that of CSD and hence only
fewer number of LOs is needed for realizing the multiplier blocks of FIR filters. It can
also be noted that, the superiority of the binary representation solutions increases as the
number of taps and bit-width of the constants (coefficients) increase [82]. Hence for a
higher-order filter, binary based representation will have a greater advantage over MSD
and CSD representation by forming more CSs which in turn helps in maximizing the
elimination of number of CSs.

A 3-bit binary based CSE (BSE) is proposed in [47] is the best known CSE
technique. In this thesis, the BSE method refers to the one in [47]. The motivation to use
4-bit binary CSs in the work in this chapter is the possibility to reduce the number of LOs
without affecting the LD when compared to the BSE method which uses 3-bit binary CSs.
The term '4-bit subexpressions' means that the maximum number of nonzero bits in the
subexpression is 4. Thus, subexpressions which have 2, 3 and 4 ones are considered in the
proposed CSE algorithm. The proposed BCSE-4 differs from the BSE in two aspects.
First, BCSE-4 uses 4-bit CSs (CSs that have 2, 3 and 4 ones) whereas the BSE uses 3-bit
CSs (CSs that have 2 and 3 ones). As more number of nonzero bits are grouped in BCSE4, greater LO reduction is possible compared to BSE. The second difference is that the
proposed BCSE-4 excludes the use of VCSs in order to eliminate the overhead of
additional LOs due to the delay differences between the VCSs, whereas the BSE did not
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account for this overhead. This can be explained using the example of an 8-tap, 12-bit
wordlength FIR filter shown in Table 4.1.
The numerals in the first row of Table 4.1 represent the number of bitwise right
shifts. If Nz is the number of nonzero bits in the symmetric first half coefficients and N is
the filter length, the number of LOs (which includes the adders for coefficient
multiplication and the inter-tap adders) needed to implement the filter using direct
implementation is(iV2 - l ) + pV72] [45], where[x] represents the largest integer less than
x.
Table 4.1
Binary representation of 8-tap FIR filter coefficients.
Number of bitwise
right shifts —>

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

ho

: 1

0

0

0

0

0

| 1

1

0

h,

: 1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

h2

0

0

0

S'l":

0

0

0

1

h3

0

0

0

i l :

0

0

0

h4=h3

0

0

0

: 1 :

0

0

h5=h2

0

0

0

i l :

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

12

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

K1

Coefficients J,

h6=h,
h7=h0

i

i i

ll

The direct implementation is defined as the implementation of the multipliers
using shifts and adds, without employing any CSs. In this example, Nz is 19 and N is 8.
Thus 22 LOs would be required to implement the filter. While reducing the number of
LOs, it is important to ensure that it has minimal impact on the LD of the multiplier. It has
been shown in [45] that the binary tree-structured partial product addition scheme
produces multipliers with low LDs on account of parallel operation. In the proposed
method, binary tree structure is used to ensure low LD. The LD of an n-bit CS for the
binary tree-structured adder is ["log i n~\ adder steps. For direct implementation, the LD=3
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adder-steps for the example in Table 4.1. When HCSE is employed, the Horizontal CSs
(HCSs) *2= [1 1],

JC3=

[1 0 1], and x 4 = [1 1 1] are indicated inside bold rectangles. If x\

represents the input signal, using above HCSs, the output y>\ corresponding to coefficients
h0 to h-$ can be written as
yx = 2~'x, + 2~7x2 +2~wxr +2"1x,[-l] + 2""5x3[-l] + 2"9x2[-l] + 2"12x1[-l] + 2"4x1[-2] +
2~8 x3 [-2] + 2 _1 ' x2 [-2] + 2~4 x, [-3] + 2 -8 x4 [-3]

(4.2)

Fig. 4.1 shows the filter realization. The numerals shown in the schematic represents the
right shift by the respective numeral value. 18 LOs with an LD of 3 are required to realize
the example filter in Table 4.1 using HCSE (11 LOs for (4.2), 3 LOs for the HCSs x2, x3
and x4, and 4 inter-tap LOs for the symmetric second half coefficients).
•#

.. LD=3

TK3
• •

-0

*3=[H]

•0
0*^

O

•

12

a

•0

•0 0

^JH

£5—

X 4 =[lll]

-0

• 0* r^v—0*

•0

"1
-0-

n

r N

> D

K

Multipliier Block

-0-

Figure 4.1 Filter realization using horizontal CSE.
Note that although x4 has 3 ones, only one adder is needed to realize x4 as the
output of X2 is shared while realizing x4. If VCSs are employed as in BSE method, the
VCS, [1 1], given by x5 = xx +xx\-\\,

is indicated inside dotted rectangles in Table 4.1.

Note that x, [- k] represents the input x, delayed by k units. Using VCSs, the output yi
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corresponding to coefficients hQ, /?,, /z2and h3 can be expressed as
y2 = 2~]x5 +2~\ + 2~{0xx +2-5X3[-l] + 2-%[-l]+2"12x,[-l] + 2^x5[-2] +
2-8x3[-2] + 2" n x 2 t-2] + 2-8x4[-3]

(4.3)

9 LOs are required for (4.3) and 4 LOs to realize XO j XO . X^l and x5. Thus a total of 13 LOs
are needed to realize the symmetric first half coefficient set (h 0 , hx, h2 and /?3) of the 8-tap
filter in this example using combined HCSE and VCSE. Though the use of VCSE enables
elimination of redundant VCSs in the symmetric first half coefficient set, it would require
additional LOs to realize the symmetric second half coefficient set due to the delay
differences between the VCSs. This can be illustrated as follows. For the symmetric part
of (4.3), using the same VCSs, the expression for output of coefficients /z4, h5, h6 and /?7 is
given by
^3=2_4x5[-4] + 2"8X4H] + 2-8x3[-5] + 2"11x2[-5] + 2-1x5[-6] + 2^X3t-6] +
2~9 x2 [-6] + 2~n x, [-6] + 2'1 x2 [-7] + 2"10 x, [-7]

(4.4)

The expression yi cannot be obtained directly from y2 by a single delay operation
due to the differences between the delay amounts of certain terms in these two
i-k)
expressions. To obtain V3 from y2, following operations must be performed where ->
represents delay operation by k units and y2 = y2i + y2<2 + y2 3 + v 2 ; 4 + v 2i 5 + ^2,6 :
[-6] 1

n i =2-'x 5 ->2-

x 5 [-6]

(4.5)

y%2 =2"7x2 +2-10x, ^2-7x2[-7]+2-10x1[-7]

(4.6)

y2>3 =2" 5 x 3 [-l] + 2" 9 x 2 [-l] + 2" I2 x 1 [-l]->2" 5 x 3 [-6] + 2"9x2[-6] + 2""12x1[-6]

(4.7)

^ 2>4 =2- 4 x 5 [-2] [ 4 ] 2- 4 x 5 [-4]

(4.8)

y2,s =2- 8 x 3 [-2] + 2- n x 2 [-2] [ 4 1 2- 8 x 3 [-5] + 2-11x2[-5]

(4.9)

^2,6=2- 8 x 4 [-3]U 1 2- 8 x 4 [-4]

(4.10)

From the above expressions, it is clear that additional LOs are needed to realize
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the symmetric second half of coefficients from the first half coefficients - this is the
drawback of employing VCSs in [47]. Thus additional LOs would be required to obtain
yi, i.e., sum of expressions (4.5) to (4.10). Therefore, a total of 19 LOs (12 LOs and 7
inter-tap adders) and an LD of 4 adder-steps would be required to implement the complete
8-tap filter in Table 4.1 using BSE as can be noted from Fig. 4.2. The LD can be reduced
to 3 by following binary tree representation [45], but the trade-off will be increased
number of LOs due to the inefficiency in exploiting the symmetry of FIR filter.

LD=4

f,

_£i

-•—•

f

e

x2=[U]

e

j&.=[101]

e

12

\f

1K3

11

10

e

+e+

X

*3=[1
4

-®

&
&

-V4=[H1]

•0

v
Multiplier Block

*

D

ys+y2

<— &

D 4

•e-

®~+ »

e«- ° * - e

D 4

•e&

4-

D

Figure 4.2 Filter realization using BSE.
The proposed BCSE algorithm groups only bits that occur within each coefficient called
as horizontal common subexpression (HCSs) and hence the symmetry property of FIR
filter coefficients can be completely exploited. Using the proposed BCSE-4, the output^
corresponding to coefficientsh0,h:, h2and h3can be expressed as
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yA =2"'x, +2"7x7 + 2~'X I [-1] + 2 ^ H ] + 2 ~ % [ - 1 ] + 2 ^ X 1 [ - 2 ] + 2 ~ 8 J C 3 [ - 2 ] +
2" n x 2 [-2] + 2"4Xi[-3] + 2" 8 x 4 [-3]

(4.11)

where x 7 = [1 1 0 1] and X2 to JQ are HCSs defined earlier. The schematic diagram is
shown in Fig 4.3. Thus only 17 LOs are required to realize the example filter in Table 4.1
using BCSE-4 (9 LOs for (4.11), 4 LOs for the HCSs x2, x3, x4, x1 and 4 inter-tap LOs
for the symmetric second half coefficients). The expression for the second symmetric half
can be obtained using a single delay operation on (4.11) as VCSs are excluded in BCSE-4
algorithm. The LD required for implementing the filter is 3 adder-steps.
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Figure 4.3 Filter realization using proposed BCSE-4.
Using the equation for LD, the LDs of 4-bit CSs and 3-bit CSs are the same
(2 adder-steps). Note that the LD of the largest 3-bit CS, [1 1 1] =x, +2'lxl +2'2xx

is 2

adder-steps, and that of the largest 4-bit CS, [1 1 1 1] =xx +2_1xj +2" 2 x 1 +2_3X! is also 2
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adder-steps. These largest 3-bit and 4-bit CSs represent the worst-case CSs among all the
possible 3-bit and 4-bit CSs as they have the longest LDs in respective groups. Clearly,
the LDs of the worst-case 3-bit CS and 4-bit CS are the same. Therefore, the proposed 4bit CSs-based BCSE-4 method will not increase the LD of the multiplier compared to the
3-bit CSs-based BSE [47]. The reason for the better reduction of LOs achieved by BCSE4 compared to BSE [47] is that the former method has a better coverage of nonzero bits
than the latter for the same number of CSs. The consequence of using higher-order CSs
(CSs with more than 4 ones in CSs) was also investigated. Though higher-order CSs
would provide an enhanced coverage of nonzero bits, the number of LOs required to
realize all the possible subexpressions would also increase. The frequency of higher-order
BHCSs, i.e., 5-bit and 6-bit BHCSs were analyzed, which are realized basically as
supersets of 4-bit BHCSs. The example filters had wordlengths ranging from 8-bit to 24bit, different passband and stopband specifications ({0.02l7t, 0.077t}, {0.107t, 0.127t},
{0.1571, 0.257t}, {0.3771, 0.571}, {0.6173TT, 0.62767t}, {0.6836T:, 0.6973n}) respectively for
different filter lengths ranging from 10-taps to 1180-taps. The reduction of LOs is not
found significant for 5-bit or 6-bit CSs ( 5 or 6 ones in CSs) due to the following facts.
First, the probability of repeated occurrence of such higher-order CSs is less in practical
filter coefficients. Second, additional LOs are needed to realize higher-order CSs which
would increase the hardware overhead. Furthermore, the use of higher-order CSs with
number of ones greater than 4, will increase the LD (i.e. LD of [1 1 1 1 1]=3 which is 1
adder-step more than that of 4-bit CSs). Due to the above disadvantages, higher-order CSs
with more than four ones is omitted in the proposed BCSE-4 method.
The advantages of BSCE-4 over BSE can be summarized as follows.
1. BCSE-4 requires only fewer number of LOs as it can group more number of bits
(better coverage of nonzero bits) for an identical or sometimes even fewer
numbers of CSs compared to BSE.
2. It uses only horizontal CSs and hence symmetry of FIR filter coefficients can be
completely exploited.
3. It will have identical LDs with respect to BSE as the maximum LD for 3-bit and 4bit CSs remain the same.
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The proposed BCSE-4 method consists of elimination of horizontal subexpression
and super subexpression as explained below. The binary representation of filter
coefficients for the specified wordlength is obtained initially.

4.1.1 Binary Horizontal Subexpression Elimination (BHSE)
The BHSE deals with the elimination of redundant Binary HCSs (BHCSs) that occur
within a coefficient.
a. A 4-bit binary representation can form 7 distinct BHCSs, which are [1 1], [1 0 1],
[1 1 1], [1 1 1 1], [1 1 0 1], [10 11] and [10 0 1], Note that the other possible 4bit patterns [0 0 1 1], [1 1 0 0] and [0 1 1 0] can be implemented using the CS
[1 1], and bit patterns [0 10 1] and [10 10] can be implemented using the CS
[ 1 0 1] with simple shift operations (without using extra adders). Also, the
patterns [0 1 1 1] and [1 1 10] can be obtained using the CS [1 1 1] with shift
operations. The implementations [0 0 0 1], [0 0 1 0], [0 1 0 0] and [1 0 0 0] do
not require LOs as these patterns have only one nonzero bit. Thus the realization
of the 7 distinct BHCSs listed above requires 7 LOs when 4-bit BHCSs are
employed. Along with the above subexpressions, higher-order CSs [1 0 0 0 1],
[1 0 0 0 0 1], [1 0 0 0 0 0 1], [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] etc are also used for which the LD
is the minimum. These minimum LD higher-order CSs occur repeatedly in
binary representation of filter coefficients and hence they can eliminate more
number of redundant BHCSs. The CSs generated for each CSE method needs to
be stored in registers (corresponding to the outputs of distinct CSs) and they are
reused (shared) in the filter realization. The number of registers used will be
proportional to the number of CSs realized. The slight overhead in the number of
LOs for the BHCSs in proposed 4-bit BCSE when compared to 3-bit BSE [47] is
negligible taking into consideration of the potential of the former method to
achieve a better coverage of nonzero bits using less number of BHCSs than the
BSE [47] in the case of practical higher-order FIR filters.
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b. While eliminating BHCSs from the binary coded coefficients, the priority has
been set to eliminate BHCSs in the following order of decrementing LD: i.e
[1 1 1 1], [1 0 1 1], [1 1 1], [1 1] ,[ 1 0 1], [1 0 0 1 ], [1 0 0 0 1], [1 0 0 0 0 1] etc.
This order is selected with the objective of eliminating the BCSs which can give
increased reduction of LOs. In this method, some extra bits can be grouped
together within the subexpression, as the BHCS is 4-bit wide, and thus save LOs
compared to BSE [47]. For instance, consider the grouping of the CSs using 3-bit
BHCSs as in Fig. 4.4(a). This requires 2 LOs (excluding LOs for BHCSs). Fig.
4.4(b) illustrates the grouping using proposed BCSE-4. In this case only 1 LO
(excluding LOs for BHCSs) is needed to realize hi which is 1 LO less compared
to 3-bit BHCSs. The LD required for both BSE [47] and BCSE-4 is equal to 3.

o . o o ; i o i ! i o o o ; i ljo
Figure 4.4 (a) Coefficient h\ grouped using 3-bit BHCSs.
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Figure 4.4 (b) Coefficient h\ grouped using 4-bit BHCSs.

4.1.2 Binary Horizontal Super Subexpression Elimination (BHSSE)
A greater reduction of LOs can be achieved by forming HSSE from HCSs by utilizing
the redundant identical shift between HCSs. Multiple BHCSs with identical shifts
between them are combined to form Binary Horizontal Super Subexpressions
(BHSSs) in BHSSE. The HSSE method for CSD coefficients was initially proposed in
[45] and is also used in [47] as Common Binary CSs (CBCSs) for greater reduction of
LOs.
The flow diagram for BHSSE is given as
/* h(m) = m-th filter coefficient*/
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/* N is the filter length and we need to implement only N_ coefficients as FIR filter
2
is symmetric*/
Initialize m=0, w=0.
1. Identify the BHSSs in h(m);
2. Set n=m+\; check if «< =

N_
2

, then go to Step 3, else go to Step 5.

3. Eliminate all the BHSSs in h(m) from h(n); In this repeated BHSS are replaced
while keeping the original;
4. Increment n and check whether n< •
5. Increment m, check whether m<-

; If so, go to Step 3, else go to Step 5.
; If so, go to Step 1, else go to Step 6;

y

6. Terminate the program.
The BHSSE can be explained using the example of the first symmetric half of the
coefficients of an 8-tap filter shown in Table 4.2. The numerals in the first row represent
the number of bit-wise right shifts. Note that, 2 represents [1 1], 3 represents [1 1 1], 4
represents [10 1] and 6 represents [1 0 0 1]. The BHCSs numbered 4 and 3 with a shift
difference of 6 are repeated for ho and hi and [4 0 0 x x 0 3] forms a BHSS, where x is a
don't care. It must be ensured that the subexpressions forming super subexpressions are
not modified with the introduction of a subexpression at the position of don't care. The
BHSS, [4 0 0 x x 0 3] is replaced by 9 as indicated in Table 4.3. The BHSSs need to be
implemented only once and redundant computations can be eliminated.

Table 4.2
Representation of filter coefficients for BHSSE.
l
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3 4
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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0

0

0
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Table 4.3
Representation of filter coefficients after BHSSE.
1 2
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h
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0
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0

0
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0

3
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0

0
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0

2

0

0

0

Hence for the proposed BCSE-4 method both BHSE and BHSSE is done. The BCSE-4
procedure is summarized as follows.
(1) Obtain the filter coefficients in binary-coded format.
(2) Eliminate the repetition of BHCSs [1 1], [1 0 1], [1 1 1], [1 0 0 1], [ 1 1 0 1],
[10 1 1 ] and [ 1 1 1 1 ] and higher-order CSs with LD=1, with importance given to
minimize LD (i.e BHCS [ 1 1 1 1 ] is eliminated only when the LD of that
particular coefficient remains minimum).
(3) Eliminate the common BHSS as described in the BHSSE procedure.

4.2

Extension of BCSE-4 to High-Level Synthesis

The adder reductions achieved using BCSE-4 can be better justified from the perspective
of high-level synthesis (HLS). In HLS, the primary goal of transformations has been to
optimize the dedicated architectures to obtain a good trade-off between area, power, and
speed of operation of the circuit [61]. CSE has been used as a powerful HLS
transformation to reduce power consumption and area [36], [38]. These approaches
focused on reducing the number of operations (additions) and, therefore, area and power
of designs. The high-level synthesis tasks of these methods were based on elimination of
two nonzero-bit common subexpressions as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The operands a, b, c,
and d in Fig. 4.5(a) represent the input signal of the filter and its shifted versions. The
sums e a n d / a r e the CSs that are shared in minimizing adders, and S\, S2, S3, and S4
represent the number of right shifts. Note that four adders are required to obtain the final
expressions g and h. The binary representation-based CSE technique in [47] which
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employs 2-bit and 3-bit CSE also follows a HLS transformation similar to the scheme
shown in Fig. 4.5(a). Fig. 4.5(b) illustrates the BCSE-4 method where the supersubexpression /, (formed from CSs e and f) is shared for further reduction of adders to
obtain g and h using appropriate shifts (S3 and s4 respectively). Thus 3 adders are needed
using BCSE-4, which is 1 adder less than the conventional CSE shown in Fig. 4.5(a). For
higher-order filters, the number of super-subexpressions will be more and their sharing
would offer reduction of adders. In BCSE-4, the number of operations (LOs) is reduced
through the reduction of adders by employing the 4-bit CSs, which is a super set of the
horizontal CSs employed in BSE [47]. Note that the BCSE-4-based HLS transformation is
similar to the super-subexpression elimination in [45], but the difference is that the
proposed method uses binary-coded coefficients whereas [45] uses CSD coefficients. It
has been shown in [47] that binary representation will offer better adder reductions than
CSD. Therefore, BCSE-4 is a better method than [45]. The LD is kept low in the proposed
method by following the binary tree structure [45] architecture. Thus, by employing the
proposed transformation (4-bit subexpressions, which are super-subexpressions formed
from 2-bit and 3-bit CSs), BCSE-4 improves the efficiency of CSE in high-level synthesis
and offers a power efficient solution by reducing the number of operations (additions).

bc

d

°\y \y
si"

/

S3

S2

V'V
e

f

S4

g

h
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.5 Subexpression sharing as a high-level synthesis transformation,
(a) Conventional 2-bit CSE. (b) Proposed 4-bit CSE (BCSE-4).

4.3

Design Examples

Several FIR filter design examples are presented in this section to show the complexity
comparison of various works in literature with the proposed work. The filter coefficients
are generated using the Parks-McClellan algorithm.
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Example I: In this example, the complexity reductions in terms of LOs and LDs, of five
benchmark FIR filters FIR1 to FIR5, extensively used in literature are compared. FIR1
and FIR2 are the filters presented in design examples presented in [33]. FIR1 is a 25-tap
filter with passband frequency of 0.157i, stopband frequency of 0.2571 and wordlength of
9-bits. FIR2 is a 59-tap, 14-bit wordlength filter with the passband and stopband
frequencies of 0.021TC and 0.0707c respectively. FIR3 is a 120-tap high pass filter with 17bit wordlength, stopband and passband frequencies of 0.377c and 0.5TC respectively. FIR4
is a 200-tap, 13-bit wordlength filter employed in the filter bank channelizer of Digital
Advanced Mobile Phone Systems (D-AMPS) with passband and stopband frequencies of
0.6173TC

and 0.6276TC respectively. FIR5 is the filter employed in the receivers for the

Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) standard. It is a 230-tap, 16-bit wordlength filter with
passband and stopband frequencies at 0.68367c and 0.6973TC respectively. The comparison
of LOs and LDs is tabulated in Table 4.4. The proposed BCSE-4 is compared with Pasko
[39], NR-SCSE [40], RAG-n [49], Chia [41], CRA [51], H-CUB [52] and BSE [47], In
Table 4.4, N represents the filter length and W, the wordlength. The online version of the
H-CUB algorithm [52] supported only for filter length lesser than 200 and hence those
results which are not available are indicated as NA in Table 4.4.

From Table 4.4, it can be noted that the proposed BCSE-4 offers an overall
average reduction of 13.5% in LOs compared to Pasko [39], 7.36% compared to NRSCSE [40] and 15.5% compared to CRA [51]. The results after applying BCSE-4 are
slightly inferior to H-CUB [52] for FIR1 to FIR3 in terms of LOs, but the LDs of the
BCSE-4 are substantially lower than that of the H-CUB algorithm. As the number of taps
increases (120-taps and more), the proposed BCSE-4 outperforms H-CUB [52] in number
of LOs also. The proposed algorithm offers the best reduction of LOs and LDs for higherorder and larger wordlength filters as can be seen from the comparison with RAG-« [49]
and Chia [41]. Also, RAG-« [49] has an upper limit for coefficient wordlength due to the
use of look up tables. An average LO reduction of 6.4% is obtained using the proposed
BCSE-4 method when compared to BSE [47], and the LDs of these two methods are
identical. The proposed BCSE-4 maintains a good trade-off between LOs and LDs by
reducing the LOs and without increasing the LDs, especially for higher-order filters.
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Table 4.4
Comparison of LOs and LDs for benchmark FIR filters in example I.
Filter

Pasko[39]

NR-

RAG-

SCSE[40]

n[49]

Chia[41]

CRA[51]

N

W

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

FIR1

25

9

6

2

6

2

6

2

6

2

6

2

FIR2

59

14

32

2

30

2

26

2

26

2

26

2

FIR3

120

17

58

3

58

3

51

4

51

3

55

3

FIR4

200

13

68

4

68

3

64

5

70

3

70

3

FIR5

230

16

139

4

137

3

127

5

127

4

138

3

H-CUB[52]

Filter

BSE[47]

Proposed
BCSE-4

N

W

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

FIR1

25

9

5

2

6

2

6

2

FIR2

59

14

24

6

29

3

29

3

FIR3

120

17

48

8

50

4

53

4

FIR4

200

13

63

6

60

3

58

3

FIR5

230

16

NA

NA

120

4

102

4

ExampleII: In this example, the FIR filters SI and S2, used in the design examples of [32]
are considered. The passband and stopband frequencies of SI and S2 are 0. IOTT and 0.12n
respectively. SI is 100-tap, 16-bit wordlength filter whereas S2 is 120-tap, 18-bit
wordlength filter. Table 4.5 shows the comparison of LOs and LDs for filters realized
using BCSE-4 and the methods in [36] and [32]. The results of [32] and [36] are taken
from [32]. The comparison of LOs and LDs with CRA [51] and BSE [47] are shown in
Table 4.5. The average percentage reduction of LOs using BCSE-4 method is 4.6% over
MSD based [32], 18.05% over CSD-based [32], 27.8% over [51] and 7.02% over [47]. It
can be noted that the LDs obtained using BCSE-4 are identical to LDs of [47]. BCSE-4
shows an LD reduction of the filter about 1 to 2 adder-steps when compared to [32].
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Table 4.5
Comparison of LOs and LDs offiltersin example II.
Filter

Potkjak[36]

MSD based[32]

CSD based[32]

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

SI

95

5

70

4

83

4

S2

136

6

91

4

104

5

Filter

CRA[51]

Proposed

BSE[47]

BCSE-4

LO

LD

LO

LD

LO

LD

SI

74

3

76

4

65

4

S2

101

3

91

4

89

4

Example III: In this example, the hardware complexities of the FIR filter with the
passband and stopband frequencies of 0.27t and 0.2271 respectively are compared. The LOs
and LDs for different filter lengths of 20, 50, 80, 120, 200 and 400 and for different
wordlengths of 12, 16, 20 and 24 bits are compared in this example. Tables 4.6 and 4.7
show the comparison of the LOs and LDs respectively needed to implement the filter
using BCSE-4 method and the methods in [40], [51], [52] and [47].
Table 4.6 shows that H-CUB [52] and CRA [51] offer better reduction of LOs
compared to the BCSE-4 for lower-order filters. From Table 4.7, it can be noted that the
LDs of filters realized using H-CUB are substantially longer than that of BCSE-4. Also,
the results of H-CUB are available only up to 200 taps. If filters with taps more than 200
were realized using H-CUB, clearly it would result in multipliers with very longer LDs
(more than 9 adder-steps), which is not suitable for high-speed filtering applications. For
lower-order filters, binary representation-based CSE techniques (BSE [47] and proposed
BCSE-4) fail to offer good reduction of LOs compared to CSD-based CSE methods
because of following reasons [47]. First, the number of BHSSs will be less for lowerorder filters (In general, the number of BHSSs is proportional to filter order). Second,
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after applying BCSE technique, more number of unpaired bits occur for lower-order
filters compared to higher-order filters. When compared with BSE [47], the BCSE-4 is
able to achieve better reduction of LOs for higher-order filters as more number of bits can
be grouped together to form CSs, which in turn result in fewer number of unpaired bits.
Table 4.6
Number of LOs for the filters in example HI.
Filter
Length
(N)

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

20
50
80
120
200
400

18 24 37 49
25 48 67 87
50 72 91 126
50 79 134 179
50 126 179 250
55 186 305 450

Filter
Length
(N)

BSE[47]
12
bit

16
bit

20
50
80
120
200
400

17
26
34
31
34
40

24 31 40
58 72
48
61 78 112
69 107 157
91 159 213
126 226 348

20
bit

H-CUB [52]

CRA[51]

NR-SCSE[40]
12
bit

16
bit

19
27
46
46
46
51

23
45
67
78
121
174

24
bit

20
bit

12
bit

41
13
34
86 20
66
90 121 33
123 165 34
176 241 38
294 421 NA

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

17 24 29
37 45 65
59 80 119
72 110 159
100 164 225
NA NA NA

Proposed BCSE-4
24
bit

12
bit

16
bit

15
25
33
28
33
40

24
42
55
66
79
126

20

24

bit

bit

30 40
61 72
100
77
101 134
159 198
226 342

The LDs of the BCSE-4 are identical to that of BSE [47]. When compared with
NR-SCSE [40] and CRA [51], the LDs of BCSE-4 is slightly longer for 12-bit
coefficients and identical for 16, 20 and 24 bit coefficients. The average reduction of LOs
achieved using BCSE-4 over NR-SCSE [40] is 20.2% and over CRA [51] is 17.5%
respectively for higher-order filters. Thus the proposed BCSE-4 method offers the best
trade-off between the LOs and LDs especially for higher-order filters. Fig. 4.6 shows the
reduction of LOs achieved using BCSE-4 and the CSE methods [40], [51], [52] and [47],
over the direct method for filters of lengths 20, 50, 80, 120, 200 and 400. The coefficient
wordlength is 24-bits. The BCSE-4 offers an average LO reduction of 11% over the NR-
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SCSE [40], 8% over CRA [51], 6% over BSE [47] and 4.5% over H-CUB [52]. Though
the BCSE-4 offers only a slight reduction of LOs over H-CUB, it produces filters with
substantially shorter LDs compared to latter. Moreover, the applicability of H-CUB is not
known for filters with more than 200 taps. Clearly, the LDs of such higher-order filters
realized using H-CUB will be too long (more than 9 adder-steps), which would affect the
speed of the filter adversely. Note that the proposed BCSE-4 method offers better
reduction of LOs for filters with 80-taps and more. Generally, the BCSE-4 method
becomes more effective for higher-order filters.
Table 4.7
Number of LDs for the filters in example III.
CRA[51]

NR-SCSE[40]

H-CUB [52]

Filter
Length
(N)

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

12
bit

20
50
80
120
200
400

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
3
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
3
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

6
6
6
7
8
N

BSE[47]

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

6
8
7
7
6
8
7
6
8
7
9
8
8
9
8
NA NA NA

Proposed BCSE-4

Filter
Length
(N)

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

20
50
80
120
200
400

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

5

3
3
3
4

Example IV: The proposed BCSE-4 method was used for realizing FIR filters employed
in the filter bank channelizer of D-AMPS [62]. The channel filters extract 30 kHz DAMPS channels from the input signal after down sampling by a factor of 350. The
passband and stopband edges are 30 and 30.5 kHz respectively. The peak passband ripple
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is chosen as 0.1 dB. The filter stopband specifications are chosen as in the D-AMPS
standard [62]. The FIR filter length N is determined using the following equation [22]:
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Figure 4.6 Percentage reduction of LOs for 24-bit wordlength filter used in example III using
NR-SCSE [40], H-CUB [52], BSE [47], CRA [51] and proposed BCSE-4 over direct method.

N =

io log

a,a 2 -13

14.6 A/

where 5, and 32

are

+1

(4.12)

the peak passband and stopband ripples respectively, and Af is the

normalized width of the transition band. The comparison of LOs and LDs needed to
implement the filter using the proposed BCSE-4 method with NR-SCSE [40], SuperSubexpression (SS) method [45], BSE [47] and CRA [51] are shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.9
respectively.

Comparison was done for wordlengths of 12, 16, 20 and 24 bits for filter lengths
of 460, 610, 940 and 1180 corresponding to peak stop band ripples (PSR) of -48 dB,
-65 dB, -85 dB and -96 dB respectively obtained using (4.12). The comparison with
H-CUB [52] is not shown because the maximum length of filters that can be realized
using H-CUB is 200, as per the H-CUB filter synthesis algorithm available [52].
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Table 4.8
Comparison of LOs for D-AMPS filters in example IV.
Filter

CRA[51]

NR-SCSE[40]

SS [45]

Length

460

12
bit
55

16
bit
250

20
bit
370

24
bit
500

12
bit
55

16
bit
246

20
bit
361

24
bit
497

12
bit
52

16
bit
203

20
bit
350

24
bit
500

610

59

287

480

620

53

268

457

613

50

253

467

620

940

55

325

640

870

55

322

623

859

50

300

635

855

1180

67

374

723

1040

65

358

700

1032

55

373

706

987

(N)

Filter

Proposed BCSE-4

BSE[47]

Length

460

12
bit
41

16
bit
149

20
bit
274

610

42

164

316

940

42

181

1180

46

203

(N)

24
bit
408

12
bit
34

16
bit
159

20
bit
252

24
bit
390

473

33

164

306

471

384

636

36

177

370

587

425

707

37

181

419

645

Table 4.9
Comparison of LDs for D-AMPS filters in example IV.
Filter

CRA[51]

NR-SCSE[40]

SS [45]

Length
16
bit

5

12
bit
2

4

5

3

4

3

5

24
bit

3

20
bit
4

2

4

5

2

5

2

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

460

12
bit
2

3

4

610

2

4

940

2

1180

2

(N)

Filter

BSE[47]

16
bit

5

12
bit
3

4

5

3

4

3

5

24
bit

3

20
bit
4

3

3

4

5

5

3

3

4

5

5

3

4

4

5

Proposed BCSE-4

Length
(N)

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

12
bit

16
bit

20
bit

24
bit

460

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

4

610

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

4

940

3

3

4

4

3

3

4

4

1180

3

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

5
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From Table 4.8, the percentage reduction of LOs using BCSE-4 for filters with
coefficient wordlength of 24-bit is 29.1% over [40], 27.9% over [45], 6.5 % over [47] and
28.4% over [51]. Table 4.9 shows that the LDs for the proposed method are same as that
of SS [45], BSE [47] (except for 610-tap, 20-bit wordlength, where LD is one adder-step
more). The LDs of filters with 12-bit coefficient wordlength is least for NR-SCSE [40]
and CRA [51]. For the 16-bit coefficients, the LDs of NR-SCSE and BCSE-4 are identical
whereas for the 20-bit and 24-bit coefficients, the BCSE-4 has shorter LDs compared to
NR-SCSE.
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Figure 4.7 Percentage reduction of LOs for 940-tap D-AMPS filter using NR-SCSE [40], SS [45],
BSE [47], CRA [51] and proposed BCSE-4 over direct method.
Fig. 4.7 shows the comparison of reductions of LOs for a 940-tap D-AMPS filter,
for various wordlengths using BCSE-4, NR-SCSE [40], SS [45], BSE [47] and CRA [51]
over direct method of implementation. The reductions of LOs achieved using BCSE-4 are
13.43% over [40], 11.9% over [45], 1.5% over [47] and 13% over [51]. The proposed
method has the best percentage reduction of LOs compared to [40], [45], [51] and [47].
Fig. 4.8 shows the reduction in LOs for a 16-bit D-AMPS filter for various filter lengths.
From Fig. 4.8, the average reductions of LOs achieved using BCSE-4 are 18.075% over
[40], 14.1 over [45], 0.5% over [47] and 16.7% over [51]. It can be noted that the
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proposed BCSE-4 results in 8.1% improved LO reduction over [47] for higher-order
(N>900) filters.
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Figure 4.8. Percentage reduction of LOs for 16-bit wordlength D-AMPS filter using NR-SCSE
[40], SS [45], BSE [47], CRA [51] and proposed BCSE-4 over direct method.

4.4

Synthesis and Implementation Results

The cost metrics (power, area and delay) for filters realized using proposed BCSE-4 and
other CSE methods were analyzed and compared using state of the art CAD tools. Filters
were synthesized using TSMC 0.18pm technology for 8-bit quantized input signal. The
area and delay are measured directly using the synopsis design compiler. The power is
calculated by inputting a set of random numbers (8-bit in length) through a test bench
program and the average value is reported. The examples taken are Tl, T2, T3 and T4,
where Tl is a 30-tap FIR filter with passband frequency of 0.1 5TC, stopband frequency of
0.2571 and wordlength of 16-bits, T2 is a 60-tap FIR filter with passband frequency of
0.02171, stopband frequency of 0.0771 and wordlength of 14-bits, T3 is a 90-tap FIR filter
with passband frequency of 0.157t, stopband frequency of 0.257t and wordlength of 14-bits
and T4 is a 140-tap FIR filter with passband frequency of 0.6173TC, stopband frequency of
0.627671 and wordlength of 14-bits. The comparison of synthesis results for various CSE
algorithms with the BCSE-4 is given in Table 4.10. For Tl, the binary representation72
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based CSE methods (BSE [47] and BCSE-4) gave inferior results as the number of taps is
less. For shorter filters, the factor Nup in Section 4.1, is almost same for CSD and Binary
representations and hence CSD-CSE methods will result in comparable or better adder
reduction [47]. As expected, NR-SCSE produces minimum delay filters for lower-order
filters which can be seen clearly from all the examples in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10
Comparison of synthesis results for filters Tl, T2, T3 and T4 using 0.18um TSMC technology.
Filter
Tl

CSE algorithms

Area in urn2

Power in mW

Delay in ns

NR-SCSE[40]

76962.5

3.9814

6.205

BSE[47]

100416

4.4052

6.87

PROPOSED

87726.39

4.0902

6.87

133645

7.2037

6.02

BSE[47]

121787.41

7.0037

6.22

PROPOSED

120856.88

6.8746

6.22

178474.56

9.9475

6.24

BSE[47]

176076.81

9.7103

6.24

PROPOSED

BCSE-4
NR-SCSE[40]
T2

BCSE-4
NR-SCSE[40]
T3

T4

BCSE-4
NR-SCSE[40]

174007.65

9.5304

6.24

275785.86

12.21501

6.815

BSE[47]

248718.2

11.9603

6.815

PROPOSED

229653.1

11.2104

6.815

BCSE-4

For T2, T3 and T4, the BCSE-4 results in reduced area and power compared to
CSD-based NR-SCSE [40]. The delay and power increases for BSE [47] compared to
proposed BCSE-4 due to the fact that the use of VCSs in BSE results in overhead of LOs
to realize the symmetric part of coefficients. The BCSE-4 achieves power reductions of
5.2% and 6.1% over the methods in [47] and [40] respectively. As the number of taps and
wordlengths increases, binary representation-based CSE methods produced filters with
fewer LOs compared to CSD based CSE methods. From the synthesis results, it is evident
that the BCSE-4 algorithm produces FIR filters with low power consumption.
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4.5

Summary

In this chapter, a new 4-bit Binary based Common Subexpression Elimination algorithm
(BCSE-4) to realize FIR filters with fewer number of LOs and low-power consumption
without increasing the delay is proposed. The advantage of the proposed BCSE-4 method
over previously proposed 3-bit binary subexpression elimination (BSE) algorithm [47] is
that it offers a better coverage of nonzero bits using less number of subexpressions,
resulting in reduced number of LOs. In addition, it was found that there is almost no
increase in logic depth for the proposed BCSE-4 method. The reduction of adders
achieved using the proposed BCSE-4 method is slightly inferior for short filters.
However, the BCSE-4 method offers better reduction of adders without any increase in
the critical path length for higher-order filters. Therefore, the proposed BCSE-4 method is
best suited for implementing higher-order FIR filters in software defined radio (SDR)
channelizers. The BCSE-4 method gives average power reductions of 6.1% and 5.2 %
over the methods in [40] and [47] respectively, when synthesized with TSMC-0.18u.rn
technology. Design examples show that, for a wordlength of 24-bit, BCSE-4 offers an
overall LO reduction of 29.1% compared to [40], 27.9% compared to [45], 6.5 %
compared to [47] and 28.4% compared to [51]. However the proposed BCSE-4 method
and all the CSE techniques [37]-[47] in literature have been applied only to fixedcoefficient FIR filters. In the next chapter, the reconfigurable FIR filters for realizing
channel filters for SDR are proposed.
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Chapter 5
Reconfigurable Low Complexity Filters and Filter
Banks based on Multi-band Filtering and Masking
Technique
In this chapter, reconfigurable low complexity filters and filter banks based on a multiband filtering and masking technique is proposed. The channel filters based on
conventional filter design techniques will have large number of filter taps, N, as per
equation (4.12). Although complexity reduction techniques can be applied to fixed
coefficient filters designed using conventional techniques such as fixed coefficient filter
optimizations would affect the reconfigurability of the filter adversely. In order to extract
non-uniform channels, the conventional per-channel (PC) method uses separate channel
filters corresponding to the frequency response specifications of the channels of different
wireless communication standards. Reconfigurability is achieved in PC approach by
switching among distinct filter according to the current standard of operation. This is not
an efficient approach due to its increased hardware complexity and poor resource
utilization as mentioned in Section 2.5.1 of Chapter 2. Hence new techniques are needed
to be explored to reduce the complexity and also to incorporate reconfigurability to the
SDR channel filter so as to extract non-uniform channels. In this chapter two such
methods are proposed.
The first method is based on multi-band filtering and masking technique. The
front-end of the proposed multi-band filtering and masking architecture employs a multiband filter where each frequency band corresponds to the channel of distinct
communication standard. Based on the current standard of operation, the desired channel
is extracted from the multi-band output using appropriate masking filters at the back-end.
For a specific set of wireless standards, as the multi-band filter at the front-end is a
common filter, it can be implemented as a fixed-coefficient filter. Therefore its
complexity can be reduced using the low complexity filter realization method explained in
Chapter 4. The back-end can be reconfigured according to the current standard of
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operation using appropriate masking filters. The order of the multi-band filter is the filter
order corresponding to the channel that has the most stringent frequency response
specification among the frequency response specifications of all the channels for which
the multi-band filter is designed. It can be noted that the PC method needs distinct filters
for each frequency band, thus making it highly complex than that of multi-band and
masking method. The masking filters have large transition bandwidth and hence are of
lower order, compared to that of multi-band filter. Thus the total number of filter taps in
the proposed multi-band and masking method is substantially less than that in PC method.
The second method is based on multi-stage FRM (MSFRM) technique. The FRM
technique was originally proposed for the design of sharp transition-band FIR filters with
very low complexity [63]. The basic idea was to compose the over-all sharp transitionband filter using three wide transition-band subfilters. Since the subfilters have wide
transition-band specifications, they can be of lower-order. Consequently, the over-all
complexity of FRM-based filter will be much less than sharp transition-band FIR filters
designed using conventional methods. The proposed architecture is unique in a way that it
is able to effectively exploit the redundancy in multi-stage realization by utilizing the
common masking filters thus achieving very low complexity. The work in this chapter
also focuses on integrating reconfigurability into the MSFRM-based filter. This chapter
also proposes a reconfigurable filter bank based on MSFRM which overcomes certain
shortcomings of existing filter banks such as simultaneous extraction of non-uniform
bandwidth channels, extremely narrowband channels and multi-mode operation. The
proposed filter and filter bank have the flexibility of changing frequency responses
dynamically with very low hardware overhead.

5.1

Proposed Multi-band Filter and Masking Method

In this section, a low complexity reconfigurable channel filter architecture using multiband filter and masking methods is proposed. The proposed channel filter uses the same
front-end filter (multi-band filter) for all the wireless standards and channel adaptation is
accomplished using a low complex reconfigurable masking filter at the back-end. Each of
the wireless communication standards has fixed channel bandwidth which is known
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beforehand. Using the proposed approach the front-end multi-band filter is designed in
such a way that each channel represents the channel bandwidth (bandwidth) of a distinct
communication standard. Fig. 5.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed channel filter
architecture. The multi-band filter (Ha(z)) splits the input wideband signal into /-frequency
bands (channels), each channel represent the channel bandwidth (bandwidth) of a distinct
communication standard. Each frequency band of the multi-band filter is fixed according
to the channel bandwidth and stopband attenuation specifications of the chosen
communication standard. The channel-of-interest from the multiple frequency bands of
the multi-band filter is extracted by a suitably designed reconfigurable masking filter
(Hma,(z)).
Wideband
Input
Signal
Channel - i
Figure 5.1 Block diagram of proposed multi-band and masking based channel filter architecture.
The proposed approach can be explained with the help of Fig. 5.2. Fig 5.2 shows
three channels CH-1, CH-2 and CH-3 corresponding to three distinct standards Si, S2 and
S3 respectively. Fig. 5.2(a) shows the frequency response of the multi-band filter Ha(z).
The passband and stopband edges of the multi-band filter are fpi and fsi respectively for
the lowpass band CH-1; stopband edges for the bandpass response CH-2 are fa and fy,
and corresponding passband edges are fp2 and fp3; stopband edges for the bandpass
response CH-3 arefs4 and fss, and corresponding passband edges arcfp4 and fps. Channel
extraction of CH-1, CH-2 and CH-3 are accomplished by using reconfigurable masking
filters Hmai(z), Hma2(z) and Hma3(z) respectively, whose frequency responses are indicated
using thin lines in Figures 5.2(b)-5.2(d). The responses in bold lines shown in Figures
5.2(b)-5.2(d), HCH-I(Z), HQH-2(Z) and HCH-3(Z), show the outputs of the masking filter, i.e.,
HCH-I(Z)

in 5.2(b) is the overall response when the multi-band filter in 5.2(a) is masked

with Hmai(z) and 5.2(c) is the overall response when the multi-band filter is masked with
Hma2(z) and so on.
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Figure 5.2 Frequency response illustrations of multi-band filtering and masking based channel
filter.
A common fixed-coefficient multi-band filter can be employed at the front-end,
which can be implemented using low complexity filter realization techniques. The output
of the multi-band filter is fed to a reconfigurable masking filter. This procedure will help
to adapt to the bandwidth of the desired channel, based on the channel bandwidth and the
centre frequency of desired channel, by masking the frequencies of other unused channels.

If conventional PC architecture is employed for channel extraction, three separate
filters of lengths N/, N2, and N3 corresponding to the frequency response specifications of
CH-1, CH-2 and CH-3 would be required. The length of the multi-band filter is chosen so
as to satisfy the most stringent transition-band and stopband attenuation specifications
among the specifications of all the standards under consideration. For example, if the
transition-band width is the smallest and the stopband attenuation is the largest for CH-3,
and assuming these specifications relax in the sequential order for CH-2 and CH-1, i.e.,
CH-1 has the widest transition-band width and lowest stopband attenuation, then the
lengths of the 3 filters needed to extract these channels are related by the expression N3 >
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N2 > Nj: if PC architecture is employed. In the proposed architecture, N3 (filter length
corresponding to the most stringent communication standard S3) is fixed as the length of
the multi-band filter. This is because the longest filter will offer the best stopband
attenuation and the steepest transition-band. Therefore, the same multi-band filter of
length N3 will satisfy the relatively relaxed transition-band width and/or stopband
attenuation specifications of the standards S; and S2. The masking filters Hmal(z), Hma2(z)
and Hmai(z) are designed with wider transition-bands as shown in Fig. 5.2 so that only
shorter filters are needed to mask the unwanted frequency bands. The masking filters are
implemented using look-up tables (LUTs) and they can be reconfigured by just swapping
the LUT values. The size of the LUT would be small as the length of the masking filter is
substantially less than that of the multi-band filter. Typically, the total masking filter
length is less than 5% of the multi-band filter length, as shown in the design examples in
Section 5.2.1. In order to adapt to the channels-of-interest, the multi-band filter and the
masking filter responses are frequency shifted appropriately, similar to that of PC
approach.

5.2

Experimental Results

5.2.1 Design

Examples

Example I: In this section, the design example of a reconfigurable multi-band and
masking based channel filter architecture for a dual-standard Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) IS-54/IS-136 [64]/ Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) specifications is
presented. The sampling rate chosen is 34.02 MHz [62] and a bandwidth of 17.01 MHz is
considered. The channel bandwidth of PDC standard is 25 kHz and that of TDMA is 30
kHz, and a down sampling factor of 180 is used. The peak stopband ripple (Ss) is taken as
-40 dB for TDMA and -60 dB for PDC and peak passband ripple (8P) is taken as 0.1 dB
for both the standards. The passband and stopband edge specifications are TDMA: fp] =
30 kHz and/,/ = 30.5 kHz, PDC:/ p2 = 25 kHz and/, 2 = 25.5 kHz. The filter length N is
computed using (5.1) [65]:
-2\oglQ(\0SpSs)
6iov

P_SJ__X

( 5 J )

Kfs-fP)
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The filter lengths for TDMA and PDC are obtained as 785 and 1051 respectively
as shown in Table 5.1. The length of the multi-band filter is fixed as 1051 corresponding
to the most stringent transition-band width specification. The magnitude responses of the
multi-band filter and the masking filters are shown in Fig. 5.3. The masking filters have
large transition-band width and consequently, they are shorter in length. The lengths of
the masking filters for TDMA and PDC computed using (5.1) are 14 and 26 respectively.
Table 5.1
TDMA/PDC filter specifications.
Standard

Passband edge (fp)

Stopband edge (fs)

N

(30xl80)/34020

(30.5x180)/34020
= 0.1615

785

TDMA

PDC

= 0.159
(25x180)/34020
= 0.1325

100

(25.5xl80)/34020
1051

= 0.135

• Multi-band response
TDMA masking response
1

50
m

PDC masking response
PDq Channel

T D M A Channel
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Figure 5.3 Magnitude response of multi-band filter and the corresponding masking filters
(TDMA/PDC).
The overall filter length needed for the dual-standard operation in the proposed
multi-band and masking architecture (Npa) is 1051 + 14 + 26 = 1091, whereas
conventional PC architecture would require 785-tap filter for TDMA and 1051-tap filter
for PDC: - Thus the total filter length (Ntpc) is 785 + 1051 = 1836. It can be noted that
only one of the two separate filters is needed at a time in PC architecture and therefore the
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substantial reduction of overall filter length in the proposed architecture may not translate
to proportional savings in power consumption. Nevertheless, the multi-band and masking
architecture consumes only considerably less area, which is proportional to the reduction
of overall filter length, when compared to PC architecture.

Example II: Another dual-standard operation based on CDMA/WCDMA is given for
illustration. The sampling rate chosen is 20 MHz. The channel bandwidth of CDMA and
WCDMA are 1250 kHz and 5 MHz respectively [64]. The passband and stopband edges
are 1250 and 1300 kHz respectively for CDMA and 5000 and 5050 kHz for WCDMA.
The values of Sp and 8S are chosen as 0.1 dB and -48 dB respectively for both the
standards. The filter length computed using (5.1) is identical (858 taps) for CDMA and
WCDMA standards because both the standards have identical transition-band width and
adjacent channel attenuation (stopband) requirements. Therefore, the length of the multiband filter in the proposed architecture is fixed as 858. On the other hand, conventional
PC architecture would require twice this filter length as two separate filters are used. The
magnitude responses of the multi-band filter and the masking filters are shown in Fig. 5.4.
The reconfigurable masking filters need only filter lengths of 18 each for masking CDMA
and WCDMA outputs. From the filter lengths, it is evident that the complexity of the
architecture is approximately half of that of PC architecture in this example.
100
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Figure 5.4 Magnitude response of multi-bandfilterand the corresponding masking filters
(CDMA/WCDMA).
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5.2.2 Functionality Test
The channelization functionality of the proposed multi-band filter and masking
architecture for the CDMA/WCDMA design example is verified using the following
experiment. The specifications are same as that of Example II. A modulated audio
waveform signal with a bandwidth of 10 MHz is provided as the input to the architecture.
Fig. 5.5(a) shows the frequency spectrum of the input signal. Fig. 5.5(b) shows the
spectrum at the output of multi-band filter.
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Figure 5.5(a) Input spectrum.
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Figure 5.5(b) Output spectrum of Multi-band filter.
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After applying masking, the CDMA and WCDMA output spectra are extracted as shown
in Fig. 5.5(c) and Fig. 5.5(d) respectively. The spectrum of CDMA satisfies the design
specifications (£=1250 kHz and fs= 1300 kHz dp=0.\

dB and ds= -48 dB) and WCDMA

satisfies the design specifications (fs = 3950 k H z , / , = 4000 kHz a n d / , = 9000 kHz,/, =
9050 kHz and dp= O.ldB and Ss= -48 dB) as shown in Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d). It can be
noted that using this method, channels corresponding to various communication standards
can be effectively extracted.
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Figure 5.5(c) CDMA output spectrum using multi-band filter and masking based architecture.
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Figure 5.5(d) WCDMA output spectrum using multi-band filter and masking based architecture.
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5.2.3 Implementation Results
The dual-standard channel extraction scheme described in Example II is implemented on
Xilinx Virtex 2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA associated with the dual DSP-FPGA Signalmaster
kit provided by Lyrtech [66]. The implementation is tested using real-time inputs. The
objective is to test the functionality of the architecture by selecting the desired frequency
band to pass through the masking filter. The design diagram for Example II taken directly
from the Simulink is shown in Fig. 5.6. The design diagram shows three blocks, the
Lyrtech signalmaster controller, input subsystem and Xilinx 'hwcosim' block along with
the Simulink representation of the architecture.

i:
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Figure 5.6. Simulink diagram for the CDMA/WCDMA channelizer using Lyrtech Signalmaster.
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Lyrtech signalmaster controller consists of three components:(1)

The board configuration for configuring the FPGA/DSP and for
downloading the bit-stream to FPGA.

(2)

Xilinx's system generator for generating the bit stream to be
downloaded to the FPGA.

(3)

Log viewer which gives implementation information about the area
and delay of the architecture used.

Input subsystem provides the real time input for the proposed architecture. A
model based design using Matlab's Simulink and Xilinx's System generator was
employed for the implementation purpose. System generator provides a hardware cosimulation interface that makes it possible to directly incorporate design running on
signalmaster FPGA in a simulink simulation. The bit-stream of the proposed simulation
architecture was generated using the Xilinx system generator. The generated bitstream can
be downloaded to FPGA using board configuration block and it appears as a 'Xilinx
hwcosim block'. The performances of the bitstream and the simulation architecture were
checked to ensure that they are identical. The power consumption figures were calculated
using X-power.
Table 5.2
Implementation results of multi-bandfilterand masking channel filter.
Standard
TDMA/PDC 2-mode filter (Proposed)
TDMA/PDC (PC approach)
CDMA/WCDMA 2-mode filter (Proposed)
CDMA/WCDMA (PC approach)

Total gate
count
251,422
322,523
270,257
402,899

Total power
(mW)
396.5
431.2
415.1
479.5

Total delay
(ns)
7.316
7.21
7.447
7.241

Table 5.2 shows the implementation results. The proposed method is compared
with the PC approach as PC approach is the only known method that can handle signals of
multiple standards using dedicated channel filters. The proposed method offers an average
gate count reduction of 26.5% over the PC approach for the above examples. The average
reduction of power consumption achieved using the proposed method over the PC
approach is 12.2%. The proposed multi-band and masking architecture has a slight
increase in delay over the PC architecture. This overhead is due to the use of masking
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filters at the second stage. It should be noted that the delay overhead in the proposed
method is only about 2%, which is proportional to the length of the masking filter.

5.3 Practical Design Considerations of the Proposed Multiband Filter and Masking Method
In this section, certain practical design considerations of the two-stage filter architecture
are presented along with its trade-off with the PC architecture. As explained in Section
5.1, the complexity of the proposed architecture is determined by the total length of the
multi-band and the masking filters. The total length of filters in the method is denoted as
Npa. In many practical spectral scenarios, the inter-channel distance (frequency separation
between adjacent channels) is sufficiently large so that the length of the masking filters is
substantially less than that of the multi-band filter as the masking filters have wide
transition-bands. Thus Ntpa would be shorter than the total length of filters in their PC
counterpart, Ntpc. Therefore, in general, the complexity of proposed architecture is less
than that of the PC architecture. However, if two adjacent channels are located closer, the
inter-channel distance becomes shorter. Consequently, a sharp transition-band masking
filter would be required to mask the unwanted channel, which in turn would increase the
length of the masking filter. Thus, when the inter-channel distance is shorter than certain
value, Afcruicah then N,pa will exceed Nlpc. The proposed two-stage architecture would not
be a cost-effective solution in such a scenario. A theoretical framework for computing
Afcritical is formulated here, in order to find out the cases where the proposed method offers
a low complexity solution compared to the PC approach.

When the distance between any two adjacent stopbands of a multi-band filter, Afab,
is equal to Afcritical, the length of the masking filter will be same as that of the multi-band
filter. When Afab > Afcriticai, then N,pa < Nlpc, and the proposed architecture will have less
complexity than the PC architecture. This can illustrated with the help of Fig. 5.2. Fig.
5.2(a) shows the magnitude response of a three-band filter with passband widths BWi,
BW2 and BW3 and transition-band widths of TBWi =fsj -fpi, TBW2=zfP2 -fS2 orfs3 -fp3 and
TBW3 = fp4 - fs4 or fS5 -fps respectively. For extracting a desired channel, the unwanted
channels are masked using masking filters of wider transition-band widths. The transition86
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band widths of the masking filters for the first, second and third channel are defined as
MTBW, =fs2 -fp], MTBW2 = fp2 - fsi, or fs4 -fp3, MTBW3 =fp4 -fs3 respectively. As the
stopband edges of two adjacent bands of the multi-band filter,/^/ and fs2, becomes closer,
i.e., when TBWi = fsI - fpi is equal to MTBWj =fS2~fpi, their transition-band widths will
become identical. At this condition, the multi-band filter has the maximum number of
passbands (frequency channels) and the lengths of the multi-band filter and the masking
filter will become identical. This scenario is called as the zero inter-channel distance
(ZID) scenario. The ZID scenario in turn fixes the maximum number of channels in a
multi-band filter.
Fig. 5.7 shows the multi-band frequency response of a three-band filter explained
earlier with total given bandwidth, BT, and total occupied bandwidth, B0, given by:
Br = JT (BWj + £>,)+£ 2 x 7W, + TBWX
;=1

(5.2)

/=2

B0=Y,BWj + Jj2xTBWi+ TBW]
i=l

(5.3)

i=2

where BW, is the bandwidth of the z'-th channel, D, is the distance between the stopbands
of z'-th and (i+\)-th bands, TBWj is the transition-band width of z'-th band, and n is the
number of passbands (channels).
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Figure 5.7 Frequency response of multi-band filter.
The length of the multi-band filter, Nmb, is fixed according to the most stringent
transition-band width specification among the various passbands of the multi-band filter.
Nmb can be evaluated using (5.4) [65]:
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-21ogio(10x^)
Nmb = max

^

V
(5.4)

3(TBWi)/(2xBT)

where Sp is the peak passband ripple (PPR), 5S is the peak stopband ripple (PSR) and n is
the number of passbands in the multi-band filter. The length of the multi-band fdter is
determined based on the shortest transition-band width among n bands. The transitionband width of the masking fdter used for extracting the z-th channel is given by
MTBWj = (TBWt + Dt)

(5.5)

Note that, if MTBW, is larger than the transition-band widths of individual bands in the
multi-band fdter by the inter-band distance Z)„ the length of the masking filter will be
shorter than that of the multi-band fdter. The total length of the masking fdters, Nmask, can
be evaluated as
-21ogio(10x^)

n

mask

^

2-1

(5.6)

~^3(MTBWt)/(2xBT)

At ZID scenario of the multi-band fdter, the distance between two adjacent
stopbands is zero, i.e., £>,- = 0. Hence, for the ZID scenario, MTBWj = (TBW\, implies that
the complexity of individual masking fdters becomes equal to that of the multi-band fdter.
A comparison of the complexities of the proposed multi-band and masking architecture
and the PC architecture corresponding to the ZID scenario is as follows. For simplicity,
the transition-band widths of all the three bands in the multi-band filter shown in Fig. 5.7
are assumed to be identical. In PC approach, each channel is extracted using a distinct
fdter of length N; thus three separate filters are needed. The total filter length using PC
architecture, N,pc, is 3N. On the other hand, the total filter length needed, Ntpa, is 4N (N
taps for the multi-band filter and 3N taps for the three masking filters), which is greater
than the total filter length in PC architecture.

Hence there is a need to find out the

minimum distance between the stopband edges of the multi-band filter, Afcritical, f° r which
the proposed architecture offers a low complexity solution than the PC approach.

Assume

NCH-I, NCH-2

and

NCH-3

are the lengths of the filters used in PC architecture

to extract CH-1, CH-2 and CH-3 respectively. The complexity (determined by the total
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filter length) of the proposed architecture will be less than that of the PC architecture if
following condition is satisfied:
Nmb + Nmask < NCH_X + NCH_2 + NCH_3

(5.7)

Substituting the expressions for Nmb and Nmask from (5.4) and (5.6), equation (5.7) will
become:
-2\og(\0xSpSs)
max
\

3

-1

3(75^) /(2xBT)

/i=i

(=1

-21og

-2\og(l0xSpSs)
3(MTBJ^)/(2xBT)

-1
i=i

H O xp"SJ^ )

3(r5^)/(2x5r)

-1

(5.8)

Rearranging (5.8) and substituting value for MTBWt=TBWi +Dh (5.9) is obtained. Note
that the ' - 1 ' term in the above masking filter complexity equation is neglected in (5.9) for
simplification.
3

/

x

1

(=1

= 1 (TBW

- 2 log ,„ (10 x <?,<?,)

i+D,)^

1=1

max

3(TBWi)/(2xBT)

^3

2logJ\0xSpSs)
3(TBWt)/(2xBT)

i=i

(5.9)

-4/3x5rxlogio(10x^)

The minimum Dt which satisfies (5.9) is Afcriticai, and for any Z), greater than
AfcritiCa\, the complexity of the architecture is lower than that of PC method. For an n-band
filter, the criterion forzl/cn„ca/ given by (5.9) can be generalized as follows:

'-2logio(10xSpSs)
1

i=\

II
(=i (TBUf+fy

3{TBWl)/(2xBT)

- 2 1 o g , n ( 1 0 px ^ )

^
-max

3(TBWi)/(2xBT)

-4/3xBTxlogJl0xSpSs)

V
.1

A=i

(5.10)

For a given design problem of an rc-mode channelizer, the multi-band and masking
method offers a low complexity solution compared to the PC architecture \iNtpa<N,pc, i.e.,
n

N

mb + Nmask <llNcH-i'

where Nmt is the length of the multi-band filter, Nmask is the total

(=i

length of the masking filters, and the summation term is the total length of n filters in PC
approach.

A complexity comparison of the proposed architecture with the PC architecture
using the design example of a three-mode transceiver is presented here. A Personal
Digital Cellular (PDC)/Digital Advanced Mobile Phone System (D-AMPS)/Personal
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Handy-phone System (PHS) transceiver is used in this example: BT is 400 kHz; sampling
frequency, F„, is 800 kHz; Sp is 0.1 dB and Ss is -48 dB. The three bands are assumed to be
located at frequencies corresponding to the ZID scenario, \.e.,fsi =fs2=30 kHz and fS3 ~fs4
= 70 kHz as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Magnitude
A
25 35 65

I///
3d

75

375

\

70

BW, BW:

.80
BW3

Frequency in kHz

Figure 5.8 Magnitude response of PDC/D-AMPS/PHS channel filter.
Since Nlpa > Ntpc for the ZID scenario (i.e., D,•= 0), the complexity of the multiband and masking architecture is more than the PC architecture. The synthesis of above
design example using Xilinx Virtex 2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA is done to obtain the
complexities of these two methods. The gate count for channel filter implementations
corresponding to the inter-channel distance is shown in Fig. 5.9. Obviously, for ZID
scenario, the PC approach has less gate count requirement compared to the proposed
architecture. When the inter-channel distance, Dh increases, the transition-band widths of
the masking filters will increase; the lengths of the masking filters will decrease, and
consequently the overall complexity of the architecture will reduce. When D, > Afcriticai,
the multi-band and masking architecture outperforms PC architecture in terms of
complexity. Afcriticai computed using (5.10) is 2.5 kHz as indicated in Fig. 5.9. Note that
Afcnticai = 2.5 kHz is only a small fraction of the bandwidths of PDC (25 kHz), D-AMPS
(30 kHz) and PHS (300 kHz). For a given total bandwidth BT, channel occupancy
(capacity) is maximum when BQ/BJ = 1, which is a feasible scenario in PC approach. A
large Afcriiicai would reduce B0 which will in turn impose a limitation to the number of
channels that can be accommodated for a given BT. As Afcriticai is small in the proposed
method, it has only very small impact on the maximum number of channels that can be
accommodated for a given total bandwidth BT, i.e., BQ/BT is only slightly less than unity.
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Figure 5.9 Complexity analysis of PC architecture and the proposed architecture for varying interchannel distance (Di).
In conclusion, the proposed multi-band and masking approach will result in a less
complex architecture than PC architecture in most practical situations on account of its
small Afcrnical ^nd is only slightly inferior to PC architecture in terms of maximum channel
capacity. Reconfigurability is achieved by using suitable masking filters at the back end.
Even though the proposed method reduces complexity when compared to PC approach, it
has to be acknowledged that the multi-band front end filter still needs a large filter order.
Hence there is a need to look into unconventional reconfigurable filter design techniques
so as to further reduce the complexity.

This requirement motivated the idea proposed in Section 5. 4 :- a channel filtering
and filter bank based on Multi-stage FRM (MSFRM) technique. The basic idea was to
compose the over-all sharp transition-band filter using three wide transition-band
subfilters. Since the subfilters have wide transition-band specifications, they can be of
lower-order. Consequently, the over-all complexity of FRM-based filter will be much less
than sharp transition-band FIR filters designed using conventional methods. The proposed
architecture is unique in a way that it is able to effectively exploit the redundancy in
multi-stage realization by utilizing the common masking filters thus achieving very low
complexity. The proposed reconfigurable filter bank overcomes certain shortcomings of
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existing filter banks such as simultaneous extraction of non-uniform bandwidth channels,
extremely narrowband channels and multi-mode operation. The proposed MSFRM filter
and filter bank have the flexibility of changing frequency responses dynamically with
very low hardware overhead.

5.4

Multi-Stage Frequency Response Masking (MSFRM)
Channel Filter

A low complexity reconfigurable channel filter architecture is presented in this section,
which reuses the same hardware for extracting non-uniform bandwidth channels. The
filters in SDR channelizers should have sharp transition-band to meet the stringent
adjacent channel attenuation specifications of wireless communication standards.
Therefore, longer length FIR filters are needed for realizing channel filter. As the filter
length increases, its complexity also increases. FRM [63] technique is an approach to
build sharp transition-band filters with reduced complexity.

5.4.1 Review of Frequency Response Masking
The FRM technique is one of the most efficient techniques to realize FIR filters with
sharp transition-bands, using several wide transition-band subfilters [63]. The advantage
of FRM technique is that, the resulting filter will have many sparse coefficients and hence
will have low complexity. FRM filter design procedure starts with the design of a
prototype lowpass filter Fa(z) of odd length N, also known as the modal filter. The
complementary of the modal filter Fc(z) can be expressed as
(N-\)

Fc(z) = z

2

-Fa(z)

(5.11)

Replacing each delay elements of both filters by L delays, two filters with transfer
functions Fa(z ) and Fc(zL) are formed. The transition-band widths of Fa(zL) and Fc(zL) = z"
(L(N l))/2

'

-Fa(zL) are a factor of L narrower than that of Fa(z). In the FRM technique, two

filters FMA(Z) and FMc(z), are cascaded to Fa(zL) and Vc(zL), respectively as shown in Fig.
5.10. The transfer function of the overall filter is given by [63]:
L{N-\)

L

F(z) = Fa(z )FMA(z) + [z

2

-Fa(z)]FMC(z)

(5.12)
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Output

Figure 5.10 FIR filter architecture based on FRM technique [63].
Note that the group delay of the filters

FMA(Z)

and

FMC(Z)

must be equal, and L(N-l) in

equation (5.12) must be an even number. If they are of unequal length, zero valued
coefficients must be padded to the shorter one.

The frequency illustration of modal filter and its complementary filter Fc(z) is
shown if Fig. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) respectively. Replacing each delay elements by L
delays, filters with transfer function Fa(zL) and Fc(zL) are formed as shown by the solid
and the dotted line in Fig. 5.11(c) respectively. The transition-band width and the
bandwidth of F^z1) is a factor L narrower than that of Fa(z). Two masking filters,
and

FMC(Z),

shown in Fig. 5.11(d) are used to remove the undesired

FMA(Z)

frequency

components from the output of the modal filter and their outputs are summed to result the
sharp transition response as shown in Fig. 5.11(e).
Magnitude

/
Jap\

Fa(z)
yas

Fc(z) = 1-FJz)'
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y_j
FMC(z)

tfc
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A
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fP 7.

F(ZL)

FMA(Z)

Jm
Frequency
——•

Figure 5.11 Frequency response illustration of FRM [63].
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The design steps for the sub-filters involve the solution of the expressions [63]:
m

f
J map

= lfpLlfap

=fpL-mJas

m +l

=f f

=

J p> J mas

-fas
.

=fsL~m,

m
= -fap
> J mcp
r

f

f

(5 1 3 )

/5 U

f

' J mcs

Js

)
\"

/

where [_x\ denotes the largest integer less than x, L is the interpolation factor (same as the
number of delays) for Fa(z), fp a n d / are the passband and stopband edges of the overall
filter, y^p and/,* are the passband and stopband edges of the modal filter (Fa(z)),fmap and
fmcp are the passband edges and fmas and fmcs are the stopband edges of the two masking
filters respectively. By suitable selection of the passband and stopband edges of the modal
filter and the masking filters, any sharp transition-band FIR filter can be realized. Low
complexity realization is possible in FRM design technique due to the shorter length of
modal and masking filters.

The FRM technique was originally proposed as a low complexity solution for the
design of sharp transition-band FIR filters [63]. It has been reported in [67] that FRM
based filter can be exploited to integrate architectural reconfigurability, which can be well
explained in using the expressions (5.13) [67]. For simplicity, a dual-mode channelizer is
considered. Let fpi and fs/ represent the passband and the stopband frequencies of the
channel filter corresponding to one of the communication standards (modes), and fP2 and
fS2, the respective frequencies of the other standard. Reconfigurability can be achieved by
using the same subfilters shown in Fig. 5.10 for both the standards. The parameters/^ and
fas remain unchanged for both the standards, i.e., the same modal filter is employed for
both the standards and the masking filters can be reconfigured by swapping the LUT
values. Thus,
fpA-lfP^\=fp2L2-[fp2L2i

(5.15)

fs^-lfs,L]}

(5.16)

= fs2L2-lfs2L2j

where Li and L2 denote the up-sampling factor for the two standards which can be
obtained by solving (5.15) and (5.16). Thus by changing the number of delay elements, it
is possible to reconfigure the same modal filter to work for both the standards. The dual-
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mode channelizer can be extended to incorporate additional communication modes by
choosing appropriate number of delay elements. For example, if a third standard needs to
be incorporated, then the number of delays (Interpolation factor, L) can be obtained by
substituting the filter specification corresponding to the third standard in expressions
(5.15) and (5.16).

In order to realize an arbitrary bandwidth channel by keeping the modal filter
specifications a constant, the value of L may need to vary from very low value to very
high values. Increasing the value of L will produce two effects: It enables us to have more
flexibility with the bandwidth, but increases the complexity of masking filters. The output
of the modal filter when interpolated by L results in (L+l) multi-band outputs which lies
close together. As L is increased, the multiple passbands of the multi-band response will
be located closer to each other. Consequently, very narrow transition-band masking filter
would be required to isolate the band of interest from the multi-band response. As the
complexity of the masking filters increases when the transition-band becomes narrow, the
overall filter complexity also increases. The above problems of a Single-Stage FRM
(SSFRM) proposed in [67] can be overcome by employing the multi-stage FRM
(MSFRM) technique presented in this section. Fig. 5.12 shows the representation of a
two-stage FRM.

x(n)\

FV[zhzL2

First stage
I -i,(W-l)/2

4

H

FMC%]

Figure 5.12 Architecture of proposed two-stage FRM.
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Two-stage FRM is realized using a SSFRM along with the FRM implementation
of modal filter. F a ^[z L 'j is the modal filter for the first stage interpolated by /_,/. The
modal filter of the first stage can be realized using FRM technique in the second stage.
Overall transfer function for a 2-stage FRM can be realized as:
Ffl(0)(z) = Fa^(z^)Fmm(z)

+ FcV\zL>)]FMC{]\z)

(5.17)

whereF}X){ZL') is the modal filter for first stage, FM}V){z) andFMC(1)(z) are the masking
filters of the first stage.
Thus two-stage FRM allows low complexity realization of sharp transition-band
filters which has large L values. In this proposed work, reconfigurability is integrated with
the multi-stage FRM architecture. This enables the channel filter to be reconfigured for a
number of wireless radio channels of multiple standards. In the next section, detailed
design steps of the proposed multi-stage channel filter are provided.

5.4.2 Design Steps of Proposed Multi-stage Channel Filter
1. The passband and stopband of the modal filter is fixed initially asfap and/^.
2. Let^ andfs are the passband and stopband edges of the overall channel filter to be
designed and let L the number of delays for modal filter Fa(z) to realize the overall
channel filter.
3. Calculate the filter length of modal filter, (Nmodai) using (5.1) [65],

Nmoda,=

- 2 log

I"

•H/as

(10x5,5,)
- - 1 ,

(5.18)

Jap >

where 5, and d2 are the peak passband and stopband ripples respectively, and
(fas-fap) is the normalized bandwidth and rounded to the nearest odd integer value.
Also calculate length of the masking filter, Nmasking, depending upon the number of
interpolated channels of the modal filter to be masked for the given L value. If
Nmasking>Nmodai, then factorize L into two factors, L=Lj.Lj. Check whether
Nmaskmg<Nmodalforthe all the factorized L values. If the condition is not satisfied
proceed further factorizing Z,, or Lj until Nmasking<Nmodal or until further factorization
cannot be done.
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4. Let Li (i = 1 to k), where k is the last factor, be the factorized values for given L.
Let L\ be the first stage interpolation factor and the design of the first stage
masking filter can be done as follows. First, find out the value of fp and fs of the
intermediate stage for the corresponding Li from the equations (5.13). Using
equation (5.14) the specifications of the masking filter for the given fp and fs can be
found out.
5. The next stage masking filter can be designed by using they^, and fs values with
respect to L2 and by repeating the step 4 and by replacing Li with L2.
6. Proceed with the design of the masking filters till the last factor of L.
The proposed architecture has more flexibility when compared to SSFRM, as it is able to
achieve multiple levels of reconfigurability depending on the number of stages in FRM
architecture. The advantages of the proposed multi-stage FRM channel filter over [67]
are:
a. The channel filter for a desired non-uniform bandwidth can be designed using
the same modal filter. For that, wide ranges of L values are needed. As
explained in Section 5.4.1, the complexity of the masking filter increases as L
increases, which will in turn impose a limitation in selecting large values of L.
Using MSFRM method, the complexity can be reduced by factorizing the L
value and implementing them in multiple stages. The complexity of the masking
filters reduces as they are designed for a lower L value for the same modal filter.
Hence filter level reconfigurability is possible by dynamically changing the
number of delays.
b. For a multi-standard channel filter, the redundant computations in multiple
stages can be eliminated by performing those computations only once and then
reusing them in other stages. This architectural property results in an enormous
savings in terms of area complexity and power. The redundancy can be
exploited if any of the factorized L values (i.e. Li or L2 for the two-stage FRM
example illustrated earlier) for various standards have common factors. If Z,/ is
same for two standards then they can use the same first stage masking filters as
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the modal filter does not change. The same criteria will apply for all the stages
of multi-stage channel filter.

5.5 An Example of MSFRM-Based Channel Filter
Architecture
The proposed architecture of the channel filter is shown in Fig. 5.13, where Fa(z)
represents modal filter, CDi and CD2 represents the complementary delay filters. FMAI(Z),
FMA2(Z),

FMA3(2), FMC2(T) and FMc3(z) represents the first stage masking filters and

FMAII(Z), FMA 12(7)

and FMA 13(2) are the second stage masking filters. A complementary

filter can be realized by subtracting the output of the L+\ band filter from a suitably
delayed version of the input.
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Figure 5.13 Proposed MSFRM based channel filter architecture.
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In this illustrative design example, the specifications of the modal filter are chosen
as follows. Passband edge,/ op = 0.2 and stopband edge,/^ = 0.3. The design of a 12-mode
channel filter with varying normalized bandwidth (BW) ranging from 0.025 to 0.4 is
considered here. An «-mode channel filter can be reconfigured to obtain n distinct
bandwidth channels corresponding to n communication standards. The channels of
interest are given in Table 5.3 along with the values o f ! for realizing the channels. The
number of stages of implementation is determined by the number of factors of L, and each
factor satisfies the condition in the design flow explained in Section 5.4.2. The factorized
L values are also shown in Table 5.3. The passband and stopband edge information of all
the masking filters and channels of interest are indicated in Fig. 5.13. The final set of
interpolation values are indicated alongside the data path at the inputs of the four
multiplexers labeled ' 3 ' in Fig. 5.13.

Table 5.3
Details of the number of channels extracted using proposed MSFRM based architecture.
Channels of interest

L values of
different stages of
FRM

Interpolation
factors

N o of stages of
Implementation

F,=[/p/=0.1,^=0.15]

L,=2

1

Y2=[fp2=0.05,

X 2 =0.075]

L2=4

2

Lj i = 2 , L 2 2 = 2

r 3 =[/^=0.034,/^=0.05]

Lr=6

2

L?, i = 2 , Z-32—3

F 4 =[/^=0.025,/>0.0375]

L,=8

2

L 4 _i=2, L^2=A

r 5 =^ 5 =0.4,/,r=0.433]

L5=3

1

Y6=\fp<r0.2,

L<r=6

2

L(,j=3,

Lb2~2

LT=9

2

L-]_\=i,

LTJ—J

LgJ=3,

LS2=4

fs6=0.217]

Yf=[fPT=OA33,

fs7=0.\44]

Lf=\2

2

F 9 =[/^=0.24,/>0.26]

L9=5

1

F,o=^o=0.12,/ i / 0 =0.13]

L,0=\0

2

L\QJ=5,

Yu=[fpll=0.0S,fsl

1/7=15

2

^ n _ i = 5 , Z,u_2=3

LI2=20

2

Ln \=5, L\2j.-4

Yrtfp/rO.

l,fss=0.108,]

,=0.0866]

Yn=[fPn=0.06,fsl2=0.065]

L\oj=2

From the right-most column in Table 5.3, it is noted that the first stage
interpolation values are identical for channels Y\ to 74 (i.e. L2j = L3j = L4j = 2), and
same is the case for channels Y$ to Y% (identical interpolation value of 3) as well as Yg to
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Yn (identical interpolation value of 5). The above redundancy in the architecture can be
exploited using a single first stage masking filter for extracting channels Y\ to F4. The
same is applicable for channels Ys to T8 and Y9 to T12. Hence in total, only three first stage
masking filters and two complementary first stage masking filters (FMAI(Z),
FMA3(Z), FMC2(T)

FMAI(Z),

and FMc3(z)) are needed as shown in Fig. 5.3.

The redundancy of the architecture can be further exploited using the second stage
factorized L values. It can be noted that for channels Yj, Ye, Y\o the second stage L value is
2 (i.e. L2j = L6j - L102 = 2), and for 7 3 , 7 7 , Y\\ the second stage L value is 3 and for I4,
Ys, Y\2 the second stage L value is 4. Hence only three second stage masking filters,
indicated as FMAH(Z), FMAJ2(Z) and FMA13{z) in Fig. 5.13, are needed.

The architecture of the modal filter is shown in Fig. 5.14 (a) and that of the first set
of masking filters (FMAI{Z),

FMA2{Z),

FMA3(Z),

FMC2(Z)

and FMC3(z))

is shown in

Fig. 5.14(b). The delay elements for the modal filter are selected by the multiplexers
shown as Mux-1 using mode select 1 as shown in Fig. 5.14(a). The modal filter outputs
are masked using multi-stage masking technique so as to reduce the overall complexity.

The FMAi shown in Fig. 5.13 is the shared first stage masking filter for the output
(for delay elements 2, 4, 6 and 8) of the modal filter. Each delay element in the masking
filter is also replaced by K delay elements (K=\, 2, 3 or 4) so as to get an output response
interpolated by K. The L+\ bands of the interpolated modal filter are masked using the
K+l bands of the masking filter and thus K+\ bands are extracted. These K+\ bands are
further masked to extract a single band, using second stage masking filters indicated as
FMAII, FMAI2

and FMAU in Fig. 5.13. It is noted from Fig. 5.13 that, using multi-stage

masking the redundancy within the circuit can also be exploited. The multiplexer Mux-3
in Fig. 5.13 selects those bands which can be masked using the same second stage
masking filter. For example, bands with interpolating values 4, 6 and 8 are masked using
FMAII- MUX-4

shown in Fig. 5.13 is used to select the channel-of-interest.
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The

complementary

delays

can

be

obtained

using

the

equation,

CD = (Nmodai-X) x 1/2, where Nmodai is the length of the modal filter. For illustration, let us
take 5, =0.1 dB and S 2 =-40 dB for all the sub-filters in Fig. 5.13. The length of the modal
filter (19 taps), is obtained from equation (5.18). The complementary delay values are
calculated and the architecture of the complementary delays for F^c2and F^a are shown
in Figures 5.15(a) and 5.15(b) respectively. In order to select Y$ as the output, the select
signal for Mux-1 is "100" to select the L value as 3, "00" for Mux-2 to select
complementary delay value as Z"27, " 0 1 " for Mux-3 to select the second stage masking
filter and "00" for Mux-4 for selecting the final output.
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1

Figure 5.15(a) Complementary delay
architecture for FMC2.

2-144

Mode select 2

i

Figure 5.15(b) Complementary delay
architecture for FMC3-

5.5.1 Comparison of the proposed MSFRM method with Single-Stage
FRM(SSFRM)
The proposed MSFRM architecture is compared with the SSFRM architecture for the
same set of channels. Fig. 5.16 shows the SSFRM architecture for the 12-mode channel
filter. The modal filter for the single-stage and multi-stage channel filter remains the
same. The channels-of-interest are indicated along the data path at the input of Mux-2 in
Fig. 5.16. It can be noted that for SSFRM masking filters cannot be shared as they have
different specification according to the bands extracted. The frequency edges of the
masking filters (FMAS and FMcs) are given in Fig. 5.16 and the channel-of-interest is
selected through Mux-2.
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Figure 5.16 SSFRM based channel filter architecture.

Table 5.4 gives the filter length comparison of the filters in the proposed MSFRM
based architecture shown in Fig. 5.13 and SSFRM based architecture for the 12-mode
channel filter explained in Section 5.5. The lengths of all the filters are obtained from
equation (5.18), with d: =0.1 dB and d2=-40 dB. The proposed MSFRM based channel
filter enjoys sharing of first and second stage filters by exploiting the redundancy of the
architecture. It can be noted from Table 5.4 that the second stage masking filters for
channels Yi to Y4 with length {7, 11 and 15} is repeated for channels Ysto Yg and also for
Y9 to Y]2. It can also be noted from Fig. 5.13 that channels Yi to Y4 are generated using
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the same first stage masking filter of length 7, with interpolation values (L) ranging from
1 to 4. The case repeats for channels Y5 to Y8 and for Y9 to Yi2. Thus the total filter
length for the proposed multi-stage 12-mode channel filter is 135, which is the sum of the
length of modal filter (19 taps), first stage masking filters (7+19+19+19+19 = 83 taps),
second stage masking filters (7+11 + 15 = 33 taps). The total filter length for the SSFRM
based channel filter [67] shown in Fig. 5.16 is 731(= 19 + 7 + 15 + 23 + 31 + (19+19) +
(23+23) + (35+35) + (47+47) + (19+19) + (39+39) + (59+59) + (77+77)). Thus the
complexity of proposed MSFRM based channel filter is only less than one-fifth of the
complexity of the filter realized using SSFRM.

Table 5.4
Comparison offilterlengths in proposed MSFRM and SSFRM based channel filter.
Channels-of-interest

Filter length of
second stage
masking filter

Filter
length of
modal filter

Filter length of
first stage
masking filter

r,=[£/=o.i,/w=o.i5]

19

7

7 2 =[^=0.05,/; 2 =0.075,]

19

7

7

15

r3=[^=o.o34,/;,=o.o5]

19

7

11

23

7 4 =[/p/=0.025,/>0.0375]

19

7

15

31

Ys=\fPs=OA,fss=OA33]

19

19+19

7 6 =[^=0.2,/>0.217]

19

19+19

7

23+23

77=^7=0.133,/>0.144]

19

19+19

11

35+35

T 8 =[^=0.1,/>0.108]

19

19+19

15

47+47

Y9=[fp9=0.24,fs9=0.26]

19

19+19

Yw=[fPid=0A2,fsllf=0A3]

19

19+19

7

39+39

Yu=\fP,,=0.0Z,f,„=0.0S66]

19

19+19

11

59+59

Yn=[fPi2=0.06,fsI2=0.065]

19

19+19

15

77+77

Filter length of
masking filter
for SSFRM
7

19+19

19+19

5.5.2 Implementation Results
The proposed channel filter architecture based on MSFRM is implemented and compared
with the SSFRM architecture for the 12-mode channel filter explained in section 5.5.1.
The architecture was implemented on Xilinx Virtex 2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA associated
with the dual DSP-FPGA Signalmaster kit provided by Lyrtech [66]. It was tested using
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real-time Gaussian noise as the input signal. The basic objective is to test the functionality
of the architecture by selecting the desired channel to pass through the masking filter. The
design diagram for proposed MSFRM based channel filter architecture taken directly
from the Simulink is shown in Fig. 5.17. The design diagram shows Lyrtech signalmaster
controller blocks, Gaussian noise input and Xilinx hardware cosimulation (hwcosim)
block along with the Simulink representation of the architecture.

i» K

Hi',
ifewiyOutt

3-FFT

Output FPOA

Figure 5.17 Implementation diagram for the 12-mode MSFRM based channel filter architecture.
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The bit-stream of the proposed architecture is generated using the Xilinx system
generator. The bit-stream is downloaded to FPGA using board configuration block. The
downloaded bit-stream is indicated as the 'hwcosim' block. The power is calculated using
X-power. Table 5.5 shows the implementation results. The proposed MSFRM based
method offers an average gate count reduction of 38.5% over [67] for the above example.
The average reduction of power consumption achieved using the proposed method over
[67] is 18.1%. Note that the proposed architecture has a slight overhead of delay (1.3%)
when compared to [67]. Delay measurement given in Table 5.5 is the net combinatorial
time for the first sample to appear at the output since the first sample is fed to the
architecture. However, this delay overhead is negligible when compared with the savings
in gate count and power consumption.
Table 5.5
Implementation results of MSFRM based channel filter.
Standard
Proposed multi-stage architecture
Single-stage FRM channel filter [67]

5.5.3

Design

Total
equivalent gate
count
677,091

Total
power
(mW)
417

1100,380

509

Total
delay (ns)
15.405
15.21

Examples

In this section, the proposed reconfigurable architecture for dual-standard Code Division
Multiple Access (CDMA)/Wideband-CDMA (WCDMA) channel filter is presented. The
dual-standard examples are taken here for convenience; the proposed multi-stage FRM
can support more than two standards (as illustrated using the 12-mode channelizer in
Section 5.5). The sampling rate chosen is 105 MHz. The channel filters can extract 1250
kHz CDMA channels and 5 MHz WCDMA channels from the input signal after down
sampling by a factor of 5. The passband and stopband edges are 1250 kHz and 1300 kHz
respectively for CDMA and 5000 kHz and 5050 kHz respectively for WCDMA. The peak
passband ripple is chosen as 0.1 dB. The filter stopband specification is chosen as -40 dB
for both the standards. Reconfigurability can be achieved as follows. The channel
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specifications for CDMA is,/, = (1250 x 5/105000) = 0.06 and/, = (1300 x 5/105000) =
0.062 at the output where 150 kHz is the sampling frequency and the down sampling
factor is 5. Now considering WCDMA, a channel with specifications fp = (5000 x
5/105000) = 0.24 and/, = (5050 x 5/105000) = 0.242 is needed at the output. The
CDMA/WCDMA reconfigurable channel filter can be designed using the multi-stage
example filter architecture explained in Section 5.5. The CDMA signals are extracted
through channel Yn= [£,/2=0.06,/5/2=0.065] and WCDMA channels through Y9=[fp9=0.24,
/9=0.26], shown in Table 5.4. The realization of CDMA/WCDMA channel filter using
channels Y\2/Y9 is shown with the help of frequency responses in Fig. 5.18. Figures
5.18(a), 5.18(b) and 5.18(c) show the CDMA extraction while Figures 5.18(d), 5.18(e)
and 5.18(f) show the WCDMA extraction. Fig. 5.18(a) shows the interpolated modal filter
response indicated as solid line and the first stage masking filter response indicated as
dotted line. Fig. 5.18(b) shows the complementary response of the interpolated modal
filter indicated as solid line and the first stage complementary masking filter response
indicated as dotted line. The output responses of Figures 5.18(a) and 5.18(b) are added
together to realize the response shown in Fig. 5.18(c) indicated by solid lines. The second
stage masking filter response shown in Fig. 5.18c masks the unwanted bands thus helping
to extract the CDMA channel.

0.2
0.3
Normalized Frequency

Figure 5.18(a) CDMA interpolated modal filter response andfirststage maskingfilterresponse.
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Interpolated corrplerrentary filter response
Corrplerrentary masking filter response of first stage
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Figure 5.18(b) CDMA interpolated complementary modal filter response and first stage
complementary masking response.
40 r

• Msdal filter response masked with masking response
• Corrplerrentary response masked with masking response

20

- - Masking filter response of second stage

CDMA

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
Normalized Frequency

0.4

0.45

0.5

Figure 5.18(c) CDMA addition result of the extracted output from figures (a) and (b) (which is the
CDMA channel) and masked using second stage masking filter.

Fig. 5.18(d) shows the interpolated modal filter response indicated as solid line
and the first stage masking filter response indicated as dotted line. Fig. 5.18(e) shows the
complementary response of the interpolated modal filter indicated as solid line and the
first stage complementary masking filter response indicated as dotted line. The output
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responses of Fig. 5.18(d) and 5.18(e) are added together to realize the WCDMA channel
shown in Fig. 5.18(f).

Interpolated rrodal filter response
Masking filter response of first stage

0.2

0.3

0.5

Normalized Frequency

Figure 5.18(d) WCDMA interpolated modal filter response and first stage masking filter response.
40
Interpolated complementary filter response
Complerrentary masking filter response of first stage

0.2

0.5

0.3

Normalized Frequency

Figure 5.18(e) WCDMA interpolated complementary modal filter response and first stage
complementary masking response.

In

the proposed

MSFRM

based

method,

the total

filter

length

for

CDMA/WCDMA extraction is 110, which is the sum of 19 (= Nmodai), 19x2 (= Nmask for
CDMA) and (19x2) + 15 (= Nmask for WCDMA). Using SSFRM method, the total filter
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length is 211. Thus the proposed MSFRM based channel filter offers 47.9 % reduction in
complexity over SSFRM based channel filter.
40

1

Modal filter response masked with masking response

1

Complementary response masked with masking response

20

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Normalized Frequency

Figure 5.18(f) WCDMA addition result of the extracted channels of figures (d) and (e) (which is
WCDMA channel).

5.5.4 Functionality Test
The channelization functionality of the proposed MSFRM based channel filter
architecture for the CDMA/WCDMA design example is tested as follows. The
specifications of the channels for the extraction of CDMA/WDCMA are same as that of
design example in Section 5.5.3. The simulation input signal is taken as a Gaussian white
noise with a sampling rate of 105 MHz. Fig. 5.19(a) shows the frequency spectrum of the
input signal represented as dotted line and the CDMA spectrum extracted through
proposed channel filter architecture is represented as solid line. Fig. 5.19(b) shows the
WCDMA output spectrum extracted using the proposed MSFRM based channel filter
(solid line) along with the input spectrum (dotted line). The spectrum of CDMA satisfies
the design specifications (£=1250 kHz and/s=1300 kHz <5jp= 0.1 dB and 5S=- 40 dB) and
WCDMA satisfies the design specifications (fp = 5000 kHz,/, = 5500 kHz and Sp = 0.1 dB
and 8S = -40 dB) as shown in Figures 5.19(a) and 5.19(b). The average passband error
values for CDMA and WCDMA signals extracted using proposed MSFRM based channel
filter are 0.042 dB and 0.063 dB respectively. Thus the proposed MSFRM based
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reconfigurable channel filter is capable of efficiently extracting desired channels of
multiple communication standards.
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Figure 5.19(a) Input signal spectrum and CDMA spectrum extracted using proposed MSFRM
based channel filter.
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Figure 5.19(b) Input signal spectrum and WCDMA spectrum extracted using proposed MSFRM
based channel filter.
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5.6

MSFRM-Based Filter Bank Architecture for SDR

The MSFRM approach explained in previous sections can be used for filter bank
implementation. However in the case of filter banks, the multiple stages of masking filters
cannot be reused. For a MSFRM based filter bank implementation, masking filter
redundancy cannot be exploited as the masking filters have to be replicated for
simultaneous extraction of different channels of wireless radio signals. It can be noted that
MSFRM based filter bank is less complex than that of SSFRM based filter bank. This is
be verified using the same 12 channel variable filter bank implementation explained
earlier. The architecture for a multi-stage implementation of 12 channel variable filter
bank is shown in Fig. 5.20. The interpolation (L) values for each output are indicated
inside the rectangular block representing the modal filter. The values signify the
interpolation factors of the respective outputs. The modal filter architecture is similar to
Fig. 5.14(a) excluding for the output multiplexer so as to obtain multiple outputs
simultaneously.

The first 4 bands are extracted without adding the complementary delayed
response of the modal filter. But the rest of the outputs are taken after adding the
interpolated complementary response of the modal filter. The lengths of all the filters are
obtained from equation (5.18), with S, =0.1 dB and 52=-40 dB. The complementary
delays (CDs) can be obtained using the equation, CD = (Nmodai-\) * L/2, where Nmodai is
19. The values of CD5 to CDi2 are 27, 54, 81, 108, 27, 54, 81 and 108 respectively. The
passband and stopband edges of each masking filter are also shown inside the square
brackets in respective filter blocks in Fig. 5.20. The architectures of the first stage
masking filters are same as that in Fig. 5.14(b). The delays of first stage masking filters
are also replaced by K delays (where K= 1, 2, 3 4) for FMA 1-4, FMAS-S, FMA9-12, FMCS-8 and
FMC9-I2

(as indicated in the right side of the rectangular blocks representing the filters).

The second stage masking filters FMA2J1-13, FMAI• 21-23 and FMA2JI-33 are also shown in
Fig. 5.20 along with its passband and stopband edges. The extracted channels are
indicated in Fig. 5.20 using the channel variables Yi to Y12 and the passband and
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stopband edges of each channel are represented inside the square brackets at the output of
the proposed MSFRM based filter bank architecture.
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Figure 5.20 Proposed MSFRM based filter bank architecture.
The proposed MSFRM based filter bank architecture is compared with SSFRM
based filter bank for the same set of outputs as indicated in Fig. 5.21. For the SSFRM
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based filter bank, the total filter length will be same as that of the channel filter explained
in the earlier example, i.e=663, whereas the total filter length of MSFRM based filter
bank architecture is, {{Length of modal filter} + {Total length of first stage masking
filters} +{Total length of second stage masking filers}}= {{19} + {7x4 + (19+19)x4 +
(15+15)x 4} + { 7 + 11 + 15 + 7 + 11 + 15 + 7 + 11 +15}}= 418. Thus the total
complexity reduction of the proposed MSFRM based filter bank method compared to that
of SSFRM based filter bank is 36.95 %.
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Figure 5.21 SSFRM based filter bank architecture [67].
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5.6.1
Quantitative
Methods

Comparison

of MSFRM based Channelizer

with other

The proposed MSFRM based filter bank architecture is compared in terms of
multiplication rate with that of the PC approach, DFTFB, MPRFB [26], GFB [17] and
SSFRM based filter bank [67]. The comparison is shown in Table 5.6. Multiplication rate
of a channelizer is defined as the total number of multiplications per sampling period for
extracting Ni number of channels simultaneously. The sampling frequency of the signal at
the input of the filter bank \sfs. The value of D represents the downsampling factor. The
multiplications in a channelizer comprises of: (1) Channel filtering multiplications,
(2) Digital down conversion multiplications, (3) Multiplications for modulation of filters.

Table 5.6
Quantitative comparison of multiplication rate of a channelizer.
PC approach

Filter

2N

'

Digital
Down
Conversion
Modulation
of filters
Total

-p-f.

DFTFB
[17]

MPRFB
[26]

P-fs

2P-f5

P-fs

log2 D-f,

Nrfs

2P-L+
\og2D-fs

P-fs
Ni-fs

GFB
[17]

SSFRM
filter
bank [67]
' • / ,

Proposed
MSFRM
filter bank
« • / *

D
2NrP-fs
-

\og2D
2

Js

2N,

-r-fS

D
2NrP-fs

\og2D
2

Js

+

l-fs

n-fs

In Table 5.6, P represents the number of nonzero filter coefficients of the
prototype filter for the PC approach, DFTFB, MPRFB and GFB whereas 7 ' represents the
total number of nonzero coefficients of the modal filter and masking filter for the SSFRM
filter bank and ' « ' represents the total number of nonzero coefficients of the modal filter
and different stages of masking filters for the proposed MSFRM based filter bank. The
multiplication rate values for PC approach, DFTFB and GFB are taken from [17]. The
multiplication rate for the MPRFB [26] is calculated based on the multiplication rate of
DFTFB in [17]. As the analysis and synthesis need two prototype filters, the
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multiplications for channel filtering are doubled i.e 2P-fs for [26]. The MPRFB also
needs both DFT and IDFT and hence the multiplications involved in modulation of filters
are also doubled compared to that of DFT filter banks. For SSFRM based filter bank, the
multiplication rate can be calculated as the product of the total number of nonzero
coefficients for the modal filter and the masking filters, multiplied with sampling
frequency. As all the outputs shown in the example above occurs in the base band, there is
no need for DDC or modulation of filters. Hence FRM methods results in a low complex
solution for limited number of channels. The value of 7 ' is very much less than that of P
as the entire modal and masking filters are lower-order and wideband filters. As the
number of channels increases, the value of 7 ' also increases, but the increment in 7 ' value
is marginal as the filters are of lower-order. From the examples given in Section 5.5 and
5.6, it is noted that that'«' is 37.5% less than 7 ' and hence the proposed MSFRM based
filter bank will result in the least complex channelizer when compared to all the above.

5.7

Summary

In this chapter, new reconfigurable low complexity multi-standard filters and filter banks
based on the multi-band and masking technique as well as multi-stage frequency response
masking (MSFRM) technique have been presented. The proposed architectures can be
easily reconfigured for multi-mode operation. The multi-band filtering and masking
technique allows complexity reduction when compared to filters realized using Parks
McClellan method. The reconfigurability is achieved by swapping the masking filter
coefficients according to current mode of operation using LUT as they are of lower-order
nature. The proposed multi-band and masking approach offers an average gate count
reduction of 26.5% over the PC approach for the design examples. The average reduction
of power consumption achieved using the multi-band and masking approach over the PC
approach is 12.2%. The second method proposed is a low complexity technique of
MSFRM for the realization of reconfigurable channel filters. The complexity of MSFRM
technique is reduced by eliminating the redundancy of the various stages of masking
filters. The proposed MSFRM based filter bank architecture can extract non-uniform
bandwidth and very narrow bandwidth channels compared to conventional filter banks.
Design examples show that the proposed MSFRM based channel filter offers 47.9%
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reduction in complexity compared to SSFRM based channel filter. Synthesis results show
that the proposed MSFRM based channel filter offers average gate count reduction of
36.5% and power reduction of 18.1% with a slight increase in delay of 1.5% when
compared to SSFRM based architecture. Unlike DFT filter banks, the proposed MSFRM
based filter banks cannot fully shift the decimators prior to filtering. The decimators can
only be shifted ahead of either modal or masking filter. Hence the proposed filter bank
may need to work at higher sampling rate. This will lead to increased dynamic power
consumption compared to that of DFT filter banks. But it may be noted that the area
complexity of the proposed filter bank is 58.5% less when compared to DFT filter banks.
Moreover the proposed multi-stage FRM filter bank is able to extract non-uniform
channels whereas conventional DFT filter bank is incapable of performing non-uniform
channel extraction. It has been reported that beyond 65 nm CMOS technology, the static
power and leakage power is greater than dynamic power [84]. As the area complexity of
the proposed filter bank is substantially less than that of DFT filter banks, the static and
leakage power of the proposed filter bank will also be substantially less. Hence the total
power consumption of the proposed filter bank (dynamic power + static power) would
still be less than conventional DFT filter bank.

Even though the filters and filter banks based on the FRM technique are
substantially less complex and easily reconfigurable, they are still unable to extract
channel bandwidth which keeps a fractional factor with the modal filter bandwidth. In the
next chapter, a new method, known as decimation interpolation and masking approach is
proposed, to design filters, which can extract fractional bandwidth channels with low
complexity and high level of reconfigurability.
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Chapter 6
A Channel Filter Architecture for Fractional
Bandwidth
Channel
Extraction
using
Decimation, Interpolation and Masking
In SDR channelizer, the channel filters may need to extract radio channels that can
have bandwidths which are related by fractional factors with the modal filter
bandwidth. The multi-band and masking and MSFRM method explained in Chapter 5,
are not able to extract channels which have fractional relationship with modal filter
bandwidth. In this chapter, the primary aim is to propose a method which can extract
channels, whose bandwidths have fractional relationships with the modal filter
bandwidth. Let BWbe the bandwidth of the modal filter. Using conventional MSFRM
approach, only channels that have bandwidths equal to 1/L x BW can be extracted,
where L is the interpolation value. On the contrary, in this Chapter, a channel filter
architecture is proposed which can extract channels that have bandwidths equal to DIL
x BW, where D is the decimation value. The inclusion of the additional parameter D
increases the flexibility of the proposed channel filter, which enables fractional
bandwidth extraction. The fractional bandwidth extraction is made possible by using a
two-stage approach, where the first stage of the proposed architecture employs a low
pass linear phase FIR filter, called the modal filter, whose frequency band edges can
be varied by changing the decimation and interpolation values. By varying decimation
and interpolation values of the modal filter, bandwidths that are non-integer multiples
of the modal filter bandwidth can be achieved. Thus the first stage will provide
bandwidth adaptation, i.e., tuning of frequency bands corresponding to the channel
spacing of a distinct communication standard. Based on the time-varying channels, the
desired channel is adapted from the decimated and interpolated filter output using
appropriate masking filters at the second stage. Thus the proposed channel filter
architecture for a A>mode transceiver has a single fixed-coefficient modal filter at the
front-end that can realize k distinct passbands (by varying the decimation and
interpolation factors), where the width of each passband corresponds to the channel
spacing of a distinct communication standard. At the back-end, the architecture has a
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reconfigurable masking filter whose passband frequency edges are changed according
to the current standard of operation.

6.1 Proposed Decimation, Interpolation and Masking
(DIM) based Channel Filter
The proposed architecture is based on a combination of decimation, interpolation and
frequency masking and hence named as DIM method. The procedure starts with the
design of modal filter for the first stage of the two-stage architecture. The coefficients
of modal filter are initially decimated by a factor of D which results in a frequency
response whose BW and transition bandwidth (TBW) are D times larger than that of the
original modal filter. The resulting filter is interpolated by a factor of L resulting in an
(X+l)-band filter frequency response, with BW and TBW ML times than that of the
modal filter frequency response. The decimation-interpolation operation will alter the
BW and TBW of each of the above obtained band by a factor of D/L compared to that
of the modal filter frequency response. The desired channel can be extracted from these
multiple bands by selectively masking the unwanted channels, using suitably designed
masking filters. As the masking filters have large TBWs, their complexities are low.
The principle of frequency response masking (FRM) was originally introduced in [63],
and in Chapter 5, a multi-stage FRM based channel filter and filter bank is proposed
which offers only one degree of freedom (factor, L) to change the TBWs and
bandwidths of channels. But the work proposed in this chapter, DIM method, provides
two degrees of freedom, D and L, which can be changed independently. Therefore this
method significantly enhances the flexibility of the filter architecture to adapt with the
channel spacing of more communication standards which are related to the modal filter
bandwidth by a fractional factor.

6.1.1 Design Flow of the Proposed Channel Filter
The design algorithm of the proposed reconfigurable channel filter architecture is
summarized below. All the frequency edges mentioned are frequencies normalized with
respect to sampling frequency. Hence maximum value for a given frequency^ is equal
to fJ(2.fs) = 0.5, which is the normalized Nyquist frequency.
1. Generate an vV-tap odd length modal filter, for a given passband and stopband
specification. The passband and stopband frequency edges of the modal filter are
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indicated as fap and fas respectively. The modal filter order is taken as an odd
value so that the complementary delay (CD = {Nmodai -1) x 1/2) value is an
integer. In order to maintain the odd length of the modal filter after decimation
by D, it must be ensured that modulo operation of the modal filter length (N) and
D should be equal to 1 (mod (length of the modal filter (N), D)= 1). If the above
condition is not satisfied, increase the value of A^ by 1, so as to satisfy the same.
2. The frequency response of the JV-tap modal filter (Fa(z)) should be well within
the normalized Nyquist frequency as shown in Fig. 6.1(a). This can be achieved
by ensuring that the stopband edge of the modal f i l t e r , ^ is within a factor of D
of the normalized Nyquist frequency, i.e., fas

< Q.SID as given in [68]. The

complementary response for the modal filter is shown using the dotted line in
Fig. 6.1(a).
Magnitude

Fc(z) = 1-Fa(z)
a
Jap

J a.

Fc(z1/Dh
Fa(zL/D)

Fa(zl/D)
,FC(^D)

Figure 6.1 Frequency response illustration of the proposed DIM based reconfigurable channel
filter.
3. Select suitable values for D, such that D < 0.5/fas- The decimated modal filter
response and its complementary response are shown in Fig. 6.1(b) as solid as
dotted lines respectively. It can be noted that the BW and the TBW of the
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decimated responses is D times larger than that of the modal filter frequency
response. Select values of L, depending on the channel to be extracted. Fig.
6.1(c) shows the (Z+l)-band response. The decimation and interpolation
operation of the modal filter response results in a multi-band response of BW,
DIL times that of the original modal filter BW. The BW of each of the multiband channels is identical to that of the channel spacing of the desired
communication standard. It should be noted that there is an upper limit on the
value of D as stated in step 1, beyond which aliasing can occur. The upper limit
of D value should satisfy, D.fas < 0.5.
4. Design an appropriate masking filter to extract the desired channel by masking
unwanted channels from the multi-band response. Letfp and/i be the passband
and stopband edges of the desired channel to be extracted, a n d ^ , andy^ be the
passband and stopband edges of the modal filter. The passband and stopband
frequency edges for the masking filter and the complementary masking filters are
/map, fmas, fmcp andfmcs respectively. They are designed using the expressions given
by (6.1):

Jmap Jp,

"\

fmas=lfp*L]+\-(fas*D))/L
fmcp =yp*L\~

(6.1)

fop *D)IL,

Jmcpjs.

The frequency response of the masking filters is shown in Fig. 6.1(d) and the
over-all frequency response after DIM scheme is shown in Fig. 6.1(e).

x(n)

Fa(n

*

FMA(Z)

•£->
D

FC(^ )
Mode select for
architectural
reconfigurability

»q)

> FMC(Z)

>gy

Mux
3

y

Figure 6.2 The proposed DIM based reconfigurable channel filter for SDR.
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The proposed architecture of the channel filter is shown in Fig. 6.2, where
Fa(^'D) represents modal filter, FC(^D) represents complementary filter and FMA(Z) and
FMC(Z)

represent respective masking filters. The architecture can be explained using an

example as follows. Let the specifications of the modal filter are passband edge, fap 0.1 and stopband edge,fas = 0.125. Following the design rules summarized in step 3 of
Section 6.1.1, the maximum value of D is 4. The maximum value of L is fixed as 4 in
this illustrative example. The length of the FIR filter can be obtained from the
expression (6.2) [65]: where 5P is the peak passband ripple, Ss is the peak stopband
ripple and (fs -fp) is the TBW normalized to unity. Assume dp = 0.1 dB and Ss = -60
dB for all the subfilters in Fig. 6.2.

N =

-2xlog

( 1 0 x < ? p x<J_)
—-1

(6.2)

Kfs-fp)
From (6.2), the length of the modal filter, Nmodai, is obtained as 103. Taking into
consideration the condition in the design rules for maintaining the odd filter length after
decimation for the D values 1 to 4, the filter length is increased to 109. Two levels of
reconfigurability, namely, filter level and architectural level can be achieved using the
proposed architecture shown in Fig. 6.2. The filter level reconfigurability is achieved
by reconfiguring the modal filter for different values of D and L, in order to realize
narrow BW channels.

Mux-3, shown in Fig. 6.2, is utilized along with the

complementary response to exploit the architectural level reconfigurability to realize
larger BW channels.
6.1.2

Filter Level

Reconfigurability

Filter level reconfigurability

can be achieved by dynamically changing the

interpolation and decimation factors, L and D respectively, of the modal filter, to
extract channels of different bandwidths. Here only the narrow BW output channels
are utilized, obtained after decimation and interpolation of modal filter (Fa(z

))

followed by subsequent masking filter (FMA(Z)), without taking the complementary
section of the proposed architecture. The modal filter architecture exploiting filter
level reconfigurability is shown in Fig. 6.3. The modal filter is an FIR filter and the
filter coefficients are shown as ho, hj,

MN-I. The symmetrical FIR filter structure

along with the architecture to change the decimation and interpolation values of the
modal filter is shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Mode select for
varying L

Mode select for
varying D
••••

Figure 6.3 Architecture of modal filter, Fa(z ) . Thefiltercoefficients are indicated as h0
hietc and the filter is a symmetric FIR filter.

The decimation factor D can be varied using the multiplexers indicated as Mux1. For example, when D = 2, every alternate coefficients are omitted using Mux-1. The
select value for the Mux-1 is stored in a look-up table (LUT). Let the select value be
'0', Mux-1 passes the In-2 input and for select value ' 1 ' , Mux-1 passes the In-\ input.
Then for D = 1, the first stored value in the LUT, "0 0 0 0 0 ... 0", is sent to Mux-1.
The word length of the stored value in LUT is equal to (N — 1), where N is the filter
length. For D = 2, 3, etc, the LUT output will b e " 1 0 10 10

1 0", "1 10 1 1 0 ....1

1 0" etc. Note that decimation by D reduces the magnitude of the passband frequency
response to a value less than 0 dB. In order to overcome this passband attenuation, the
output is multiplied by D to obtain Y, so that the passband gain is restored to 0 dB. The
multiplication by D operation would also reduce the stopband attenuation, which could
deteriorate the out of band rejection of the filter. Therefore, based on the desired
stopband attenuation of the final filter, the original modal filter should be designed with
larger stopband attenuation keeping in account of the deterioration of the final filter's
stopband response. That is, the modal filter decimated by a factor D, should have a
stopband attenuation, ds(modai)= &s(finai filter) ID. The value of L can be altered from 1 to 4
using the multiplexer, Mux-2, by changing the select signal from "00" to "11", i.e. for L
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= 3 the select signal for Mux-2 will be "10". The output Y, of the modal filter can be
extracted through Mux-3 in Fig. 6.3, where the select signal value is " 1 " .

For a generalized scheme of the proposed architecture, D.L number of channels, each
of distinct bandwidth, can be obtained. As the maximum value of D and L is set as 4 in
this example, D.L = 16 channels are obtained at the output Y\, each of distinct
bandwidth, by utilizing the filter level reconfigurability alone. The channel of desired
bandwidth can be obtained from above multi-band output by masking unwanted
channels using masking filters which is designed with large TBWs. The lengths of the
masking filters are shorter on account of their large TBWs and consequently, they are
of low complexity compared to modal filters. The specifications of all the 16 channels
along with their masking filter specifications are given in Table 6.1. Only 3 masking
filters are required to extract the 16 channels listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1
Specifications of the channels for the example using filter level reconfigurability.
No. of
channels
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

L
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

D
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

fP

/,

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.033
0.066
0.1
0.133
0.025
0.05
0.075
0.1

0.125
0.25
0.375
0.5
0.0625
0.125
0.1875
0.25
0.04166
0.0833
0.125
0.166
0.03125
0.0625
0.09375
0.125

\Ji»ap> Jma.s] OI

Masking filter
[0.1,0.51
[0.2,0.51
[0.3,0.51
[0.4,0.51
[0.05, 0.4375]
[0.1,0.51
[0.15,0.3125]
[0.2,0.5]
[0.033,0.2917]
[0.066,0.25]
[0.1,0.51
[0.133 0.166]
[0.025,0.2188]
[0.05, 0.4375]
[0.075,0.3125]
[0.1,0.51

The specifications of the 3 masking filters are:

1. For channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11 and 16, only one masking filter with specifications,
fmap= 0.4 mdfmas= 0.5 and masking filter length using (6.1), Nmaski =25 is needed.
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2. For channels 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 15, only one masking filter with specifications,
fmap = 0.15 and/ mas = 0.2188 and Nmask2 = 37 is needed.
3. For channel 12, another masking filter which has the same specification as that of
the desired channel and Nmask3 = 79 is needed.
Hence with a total filter length of Nmodat (=109) + Nmask! + Nmask2 + Nmask3 =250, 16
channels can be extracted, each of distinct bandwidth, by exploiting filter level
reconfigurability of proposed scheme.

6.1.3 Architecture

Level

Reconfigurability

Architecture level reconfigurability can be exploited with the help of Mux-3 as shown
in Fig. 6.2. When the select signal for Mux-3 is '0', the complementary response
obtained at the output of Fc(zUD) is suitably masked and added with the output Y\ to
obtain another set of distinct wide bandwidth channels at Y2. The TBW and BW of the
(X+l) band response at the modal filter output and the complementary filter output are
altered by a factor of D/L (where D and L can be varied independently), thus allowing
more flexibility over reconfigurable FRM. The complementary delays can be obtained
using the equation

^^-—
2

D

, where Nmodai is the length of the modal filter. This

implies that, {Nmodai -1) should be completely divisible by D and this criterion is taken
into account while designing the modal filter in the design rules of the proposed
architecture. Using architectural reconfigurability, (L + 2) = 6 channels can be
extracted, each of distinct bandwidth at output Y2, as shown in Table 6.2.

The lengths of the masking filters are very short as their passband and stopband
frequency edges are sufficiently wide apart as indicated in Table 6.2. The channels 1, 2,
and 3 can be extracted using the masking filter FMA(z) with frequency edges [0.4333,
0.5] and FMC(Z) with frequency edges [0.3, 0.375]. The channels 4, 5, and 6 can be
extracted using the masking filter FMA(Z) with frequency edges [0.325, 0.4062] and
FMC(Z)

with frequency edges [0.225,0.2813]. Hence the total length of the masking

filters for extracting the channels given in Table 6.2 is 37x2 + 46x2 =166. The masking
filters can be reconfigured according to the required output response by swapping the
filter coefficients stored in the LUT. The size of the LUT is small as the large
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transition-band width masking filters are of significantly lower order compared to
modal filters.
Table 6.2
Specifications of the channels for the example using architecture level reconfigurability.
No. of L D
channels
1
2
3
4
5
6

3
3
3
4
4
4

1
2
3
1
2
3

/P

0.3667
0.4
0.4333
0.2750
0.3
0.325

/,
0.3750
0.4167
0.4583
0.2813
0.3125
0.3438

\Jmap> Jmasj

OI

masking
filter
[0.3667,0.5]
[0.4,0.5]
[0.4333,0.5]
[0.275,0.4688]
[0.3,0.4375]
[0.325,0.4062]

\Jmcp > Jmcs\

Ol

complementary
masking filter
[0.3,0.375]
[0.266,0.41671
[0.2333,0.4583]
[0.225 0.2813]
[0.2,0.3125]
[0.175,0.3438]

In conclusion, for the above example with maximum value of D and L as 4,
D.L = 16 channels can be extracted using filter level reconfigurability and L+2 = 6
channels using architecture level reconfigurability. Thus a total of (D.L+ (L+2)) = 22
channels, each of distinct bandwidths, can be extracted. If any other channel bandwidth
specification is required, there are two possibilities. (1) Choose values of L larger than
4 (here for simplicity L values up to 4 is only shown) so as to obtain the desired channel
bandwidths using filter level or architectural level reconfigurability. (2) Reconfigure the
modal filter using LUT coefficient swapping method explained earlier in case of
masking filter as the complexity of modal filter is lower than that of the channel filter
realized using Parks McClellan technique.

6.2

Implementation Results

The proposed DIM based channel filter architecture is implemented on Xilinx Virtex
2v3000ffl 152-4 FPGA associated with the dual DSP-FPGA Signalmaster kit provided
by Lyrtech [66]. The proposed channel filter is tested using simulated Gaussian noise
inputs. The objective is to test the functionality of the architecture by selecting the
desired channel to pass through the masking filter. The design diagram for proposed
channel filter architecture taken directly from the Simulink is shown in Fig. 6.4. The
bit-stream of the proposed simulation architecture was generated using the Xilinx
system generator. The generated bit stream can be downloaded to FPGA using board
configuration block and it appears as a 'Xilinx hwcosim block'. The performances of
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the bit stream and the simulation architecture were checked to ensure that they are
identical. The power consumption figures were calculated using X-power.

Log Viewer
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Figure 6.4 Simulink diagram of the proposed DIM based channel filter architecture.
Table 6.3
Implementation results for a single channel extraction (Channel-4).
Standard

Total equivalent
gate count

Total power
(mW)

Total delay
(ns)

Proposed DIM architecture

476,636

396.5

17.035

PC architecture

533,451

421.3

16.71

Table 6.3 shows the implementation results. The proposed DIM method is compared
with per-channel (PC) method for generating channel 4 obtained using architectural
level reconfigurability listed in Table 6.2, as the extraction of channel 4 needs a filter
with the most stringent TBW and consequently highest filter length. The filter length
for extracting channel 4 by PC method is 416. The total filter length for the proposed
architecture is 109 (modal filter length) + 2x46 (masking filter length for channel-4) =
201, which is 51.68% less complex than the PC approach. Section 6.1.2 describes the
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LUT based method for reconfiguring the shorter length masking filters. For the current
example of channel 4, masking filter length is higher compared to other channels. Thus
it can be considered that the worst case filter length is taken for the implementation of
the proposed architecture. The proposed DIM based channel filter offers an average
gate count reduction of 10.65% over the PC approach for the channel 4 given in Table
6.3. The average reduction of power consumption achieved using the proposed DIM
based channel filter over the PC approach is 5.88%. Delay measurement given in Table
6.3 is the net combinatorial time for the first sample to appear at the output since the
first sample is fed to the architecture. From Table 6.3, it can be noted that, the proposed
architecture has a small increase in delay (1.9%) compared to the PC architecture.
However, this increase in delay is very small compared to the area and power savings
mentioned above. Moreover if fixed coefficient filters are considered, it must be noted
that only one channel (channel 4 in this case) can be extracted using the 416-tap filter in
PC architecture, the proposed architecture can extract all the 22 channels with a total
filter length of 416 (Nmoda! + Nmaskl + Nmask2 + Nmask3 = 250 in Table 6.1 + Total N^
166 in Table 6.2 = 416). Even though, only one channel needs to be extracted at a given
time in an SDR handset, once a filter circuit is designed, that can extract 22 distinct
channels with a total filter length of 416 using the proposed method method, the same
architecture can be used to extract any of the 22 channels using filter level and
architecture level reconfigurability. On the contrary, conventional PC architecture
would require 22 separate fixed coefficient

filters to accomplish this task.

Consequently, the total area of the PC-architecture-based channel filter would increase
substantially and the total gate count and power consumption figures in Table 6.3 will
be several orders higher than that of the proposed architecture.

An efficient alternative to PC architecture, as a better and fairer method for
comparing the proposed DIM architecture, is a reconfigurable FIR filter employing the
reconfigurable architectures in [55-57]. Such a reconfigurable filter will have a total
filter length of 416 corresponding to the specification of the most stringent band to be
extracted (which is same as the most stringent specification filter in PC architecture).
Thus using a 416-tap reconfigurable FIR filter and extra reconfiguration hardware, any
of the 22 channels can be extracted. However, the area-time complexity of
reconfiguration hardware in such reconfigurable filter implementations [55-57] is
substantially larger than that of the proposed method. A comparison of the proposed
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DIM based channel filter architecture is done with the reconfigurable multiplier block
(ReMB) filter architecture in [57]. The ReMB generates all the coefficient products and
a multiplexer will select the desired products depending on the input. The area of the
ReMB block of an iV-tap filter is proportional to the multiple constant multiplication
(MCM) block of a transposed form JV-tap FIR filter with an extra overhead of a N input
multiplexer. But the length of the filters used in the proposed method is substantially
less than that in [57]. The area and delay measurement for the 32-tap half band filter
design example in [57] shows that the delay is 23.6 ns and number of LUTs utilized is
190, on a Virtex XCV300BG432-4 FPGA. The delay in [57] is directly proportional to
the length of the filter as ReMB follows a serial implementation to reduce the area
count. If ReMB architecture in [57] is employed for extracting any of the 22 channels,
then a 416-tap reconfigurable filter needs to be implemented, which is almost 26 times
(13x2 as the example filter in [57] is a half band filter) larger than the original filter
length. Then, using ReMB, the area count will be approximately 4940 LUT and delay
will be approximately 613.6 ns, whereas the proposed channel filter gives an area count
of 7653 LUT and delay of 17.035 ns only. The reconfiguration cost of the
reconfigurable FIR filter in [57] is the cost of generating all the possible product
combinations of the input and the coefficients and the reconfiguration time is
proportional to the order of the filter (here N = 416) whereas, in the proposed method
only the select signal to the multiplexers are changed. Hence the proposed method
offers a substantially smaller reconfiguration delay compared to [57]. The reduction of
area-time complexity of the proposed DIM based channel filter over [57] is 95.7%.

6.3 Design Example
In this section, a design example of the proposed reconfigurable architecture for dualstandard Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)/Wideband CDMA (WCDMA)
channels for an SDR handset is presented. The sampling rate chosen is 150 MHz. The
channel filters can extract 1250 kHz CDMA channels and 5 MHz WCDMA channels
from the input signal after down sampling by a factor of 4. The passband and stopband
edges are 1250 kHz and 1300 kHz respectively for CDMA and 5000 kHz and 5050
kHz for WCDMA. The peak passband ripple is chosen as 0.1 dB. The filter stopband
specification is chosen as -48 dB for both the standards. Reconfigurability can be
achieved as follows. The channel specifications for CDMA is, fp = (1250 x 4/150000)
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= 0.033 and/, = (1300 x 4/150000) = 0.035 at the output where 150 kHz is the
sampling frequency and the down sampling factor is 4. Now considering WCDMA, a
channel with specifications^ = (5000 x 4/150000) = 0.133 and/, = (5050 x 4/150000)
= 0.135 is needed at the output. The CDMA/WCDMA reconfigurable channel filter
can be designed as in the illustrative example in Section 6.1, employing different values
for L and £>. For CDMA, the values of L and D corresponding to channel 9 are shown
in Table 6.1. Hence the select values for Mux-2 in Fig. 3 is "10" (L = 3) and for Mux-1,
the LUT output is all zeros (D = 1). For WCDMA, the values of L and D corresponding
to channel 7 are shown in Table 6.1. Hence the select value for Mux-2 is "01" (L = 2)
and for Mux-1, the LUT output is "1 1 0 1 1 0 ....1 1 0" (D = 3). The CDMA and
WCDMA signals can be extracted using the channels as shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6
respectively. The output Y of the modal filter (Fa(z) in Fig. 6.2) after the desired values
of D and L is shown by the bold line in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.6(a). The masking filter
characteristics for selecting the required channels for CDMA and WCDMA are
indicated by the dotted lines in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.6(a). The extracted CDMA and
WCDMA are shown in Figures 6.5(b) and 6.6(b) respectively. For both CDMA and
WCDMA, the output is taken at Y\ (after FMA(Z) in Fig. 6.2) and hence the select signal
for Mux-3 is 1. The LUTs of masking filters are loaded with coefficients corresponding
to [fmp= 0.033, fms= 0.2917] for CDMA and [fmp= 0.15, fm= 0.3125] for WCDMA
respectively as shown in Table 6.1.
50
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Figure 6.5(a) Magnitude response of the modal filter and masking filter for extracting CDMA
signal.
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Figure 6.5(b) Magnitude response of the channel filter for extracting CDMA Signal.
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Figure 6.6(a) Magnitude response of the modal filter and masking filter for extracting
WCDMA Signal.
If PC approach was employed to adapt to the channel of interest, a channel filter
of length of 1314 would be needed for extracting either CDMA or WCDMA channel.
In the proposed method, the total length for CDMA/WCDMA adaptation only requires
109 (= Nmodai) + 9 (= Nmask for CDMA) + 15 (= Nmask for WCDMA) =133. Hence the
proposed method offers about 90% reduction in complexity compared to that of PC
approach. If the reconfigurable FIR filter approach in [57] is used, then a ReMB block
is needed which realizes all the combinations of input with the 1314 filter coefficients.
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The delay will be approximately 41 times larger than the proposed method, using a
linear mapping of the 32-tap half-band filter example in [57]. In the proposed method,
if none of the lowpass and bandpass outputs indicated in the above example satisfy the
requirements of a new communication standard, the modal filter specifications needs to
be changed.
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Figure 6.6(b) Magnitude response of the channel filter for extracting WCDMA Signal.

6.4

Functionality Test
The functionality of the proposed DIM based channel filter architecture for the

CDMA/WCDMA design example is tested as follows. The specifications are same as
that of the design example presented in Section 6.3. The sampling rate chosen is 20
MHz. Gaussian white noise of sampling frequency 20 MHz is given as the input of the
proposed channel filter architecture for simulation. Fig. 6.7(a) shows the frequency
spectrum of the input signal and the CDMA spectrum extracted using the proposed
DIM based channel filter. Fig. 6.7(b) shows the extracted WCDMA spectrum along
with the input spectrum. The spectrum of CDMA satisfies the design specifications
(£=1250 kHz and/==1300 kHz Sp = 0.1 dB and Ss=- 48 dB) and WCDMA satisfies the
design specifications (fp = 5000 kHz,/; = 5500 kHz and Sp=0.\ dB and Ss= -48 dB) as
shown in Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b). The average passband error for CDMA and
WCDMA is 0.032 dB and 0.067 dB respectively. Thus the proposed reconfigurable
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DIM based channel filter is capable of efficiently adapting to a desired channel from a
set of channels of various communication standards.
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Figure 6.7(a) Input signal spectrum and CDMA spectrum extracted using DIM based channel
filter.
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Figure 6.7(b) Input signal spectrum and WCDMA spectrum extracted using DIM based
channel filter.
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6.5

Summary

In this chapter, new reconfigurable low complexity multi-mode filters based on the
Decimation Interpolation and Masking (DIM) technique have been presented. The
proposed architectures are inherently less complex and offer two levels of
reconfigurability: 1) at architectural level and 2) at filter level. The DIM based channel
filter can extract channels, whose bandwidths are related by fractional factors. The
proposed architecture is able to realize D.L + (L+2) channels using the same modal
filter, where D and L are the decimation and interpolation factors respectively.
Complexity analysis with respect to the design example shown clearly indicates that
the proposed architecture offers average filter length reduction of 90% compared to
that of PC method. The implementation results show that method offers an average
gate count reduction of 10.7% over the PC approach for the channel-4 in the design
example. The average reduction of power consumption achieved using the proposed
method over the PC approach is 5.9%. The proposed DIM based channel filter
architecture offers 95.7% area-time complexity reduction when compared to the
reconfigurable multiplier block filters [57]. In this proposed technique, the coefficients
of the masking filter have to be reconfigured depending upon the channel-of-interest.
If the channel-of interest is difficult to obtain by varying D and L values for a given
modal filter, then in that case the modal filter also should be reconfigured.

In this thesis, three methods are proposed for channel filtering: - (1) Multi-band
filtering and masking based channel filter, (2) Multi-stage frequency response masking
(MSFRM) based channel filter and (3) Decimation-interpolation and masking (DIM)
based channel filter. Following explanation distinguishes clearly the scenarios where
the three proposed methods can be used. Out of the three methods multi-band filtering
and masking method will have the highest complexity, as the method makes use of a
multi-band filter realized for the most stringent specification. Multi-band filtering and
masking method is useful when the channels to be extracted are scarcely located in a
wideband frequency spectrum. The advantage of multi-band filtering and masking
method is that, absolute control over the passband width and location of centre
frequency is possible, with prior knowledge of the wideband spectrum. MSFRM based
channel filtering gives the least complexity solution for channels to be extracted whose
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bandwidth is ML (L = interpolation value) of the modal filter bandwidth. DIM based
channel filtering extracts channels whose bandwidth shares a fractional relation (D/L,
D = decimation value and L = interpolation value) with the modal filter bandwidth.
This extra reconfigurability property comes on the cost of higher complexity for the
modal filter when compared to MSFRM based approach. The next chapter in this
thesis is based on a high speed and novel method for reconfiguring the masking filters
based on Residue Number system (RNS).

j
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Chapter 7
A Reconflgurable High-Speed Residue Number
System Based FIR Filter
In Chapters 5 and 6, methods for reconflgurable channel filtering by new low
complexity techniques using lower-order subfilters were presented. The masking
subfilters of the proposed channel filters in Chapter 5 and 6, need to be reconfigured
according to the bandwidths of the channels-of-interest. In this chapter a novel
technique of high-speed and reconflgurable FIR filter design using Residue number
systems (RNS) is proposed. These high-speed reconflgurable filters can be used as the
masking filters for the channel filters proposed in Chapter 5 and 6. They can also be
used as general purpose reconflgurable FIR filters serving as channel filters. The
proposed design is essentially high-speed in nature due to the inherent parallelism
property of RNS arithmetic. This enables the channel filters which are placed
immediately after the ADC to operate at the highest speed in the digital front-end. All
reconflgurable RNS FIR filters proposed in literature focus on reconfigurability for
different moduli set for the same set of coefficients (consequently the same frequency
response) with the objective of achieving different dynamic ranges. The novelty of the
RNS FIR filter design proposed in this chapter is that, for a given moduli set, the filter
architecture can be reconfigured to satisfy the frequency response specifications of
channel filters of different wireless communication standards.

7.1

A Review on RNS - FIR Filters

Filter realizations using alternative number systems such as Residue number system
(RNS) have been investigated in literature. RNS is suitable for implementation of highspeed digital signal processing due to their inherent parallelism, modularity, fault
toleration and local carry propagation properties [69]. Arithmetic operations like
multiplication and addition can be carried out more efficiently as RNS ensures
localized carry propagation properties. RNS is particularly suitable for implementing
FIR filters as the core operations in FIR filtering are multiplications and additions.
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RNS is defined by a moduli set, which consists of p pair wise relatively prime
integers {mo, mj, . . . ,mp-i}. The useful computational range M of such a number
system, which is called the legitimate range, is defined by the product of all moduli in
P-\

the moduli set, i.e. M = \\mi . A residue number system with valid range Mis able to
(=0

uniquely represent unsigned numbers in the range of [0, M— 1], or signed numbers in
the range of [-(M-l)/2, ((M+l)/2)-l] for odd M, and [-M/2,( M2)-\]

if M is even.

These ranges are known as the dynamic ranges of RNS [69]. Any integer x within the
dynamic range has a unique RNS representation that can be characterized by the list of
its residues with respect to the moduli defined in the moduli set.
RNS

, .

{(x)ml,(x)m2,

,{x)mp_\ Jwhere (x)mj, denotes the operation [69]:

\x mod mi for x > 0
I (M - x) mod mt for x < 0

Addition, subtraction and multiplication can be performed in RNS domain on the
residue representation of the operands. All the above operations, on different m,
(moduli) are done in parallel as shown below.

z

°ymJm\

m{ = \ * m ,

z
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y

where the operator ' ° ' can be addition, subtraction or multiplication. Consequently,
operations on large wordlengths can be split into several modular operations executed
in parallel with shorter wordlengths. Since two's complement is the most common
number representation, conversions between residue and binary representations are
required. Mapping from the RNS back to the binary representation is defined by the
Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [69].
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A Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter of order N is described by the expression
AM

(7.3)
k=0

The implementation of RNS based FIR filter can be shown by combining equations
(7.2) and (7.3) to form (7.4) [69].

v»Haw*)-*,(»-*)

'"i

»'i

ymi{n)=l^x[Hmi{k)-xmi(n-kjj^
(7.4)

»>i

ymp_S»)=-wa ( ^ ( * ) - ^ ( » - * )

Vi i

"p-1

FIR filtering in RNS domain is done using multiple modulo m, FIR filter blocks
working in parallel, as shown in Fig. 7.1. Each of them is implemented with additions
and multiplications mod m, as shown in Fig. 7.2 where '£)' represents inter-tap delay. A
drawback of RNS is the need for converters to/from the conventional number system
(two's complement) termed forward/reverse converters respectively. However, this
conversion overhead has only a small impact for high-order filters such as the ones
needed for channel filtering in SDR receivers [74], because the conversion hardware is
only a small fraction of the filter hardware in such cases. Section 7.3 shows that the
proposed architecture is not only good for higher-order channel filters and but also for
lower-order masking filters.

Binary to
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Figure 7.1.

•

FIR filter implementation using RNS.
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A fast RNS based communication receiver design and implementation using
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) is presented in [70]. RNS arithmetic
operations are implemented in [70] as a set of concurrent primitive operations with
non-communicating small wordlength channels. A hybrid RNS adaptive filter was
introduced in [71] where the adaptive filter implementation is done partly in RNS and
partly in

two's complement. This enables the architecture to have the advantage of

area and speed of the hybrid RNS adaptive filter with respect to the two's complement
one. Both [70, 71] discussed dedicated RNS filter architectures while [71] deals with
the hybrid architecture using RNS. Reconfigurable computing in the RNS domain is a
rather new field. Most research in this field has been focused on Variable word length
(VWL) RNS processors [72], which provide reconfigurability in terms of dynamic
range by providing the ability to turn off the channels that are not required. This kind of
reconfigurability can offer variable precision realization of FIR filters. A multimodulus modulo multiplier based on sharing of common resources for the three moduli
set {2n-l, 2", 2"+l} has been investigated in [73]. Although reconfigurability has been
addressed in RNS literature from the perspective of realizing filters with variable
coefficient wordlengths and multi-modulus modulo multipliers, hardly any RNS based
work addressed the problem of designing filter architectures for different frequency
response specifications

as required

in the case of multi-standard

wireless

communication receivers. In such receivers, very-high-order FIR channel filters are
required to meet the stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications of wireless
communication standards. It has been shown in [74] that such higher-order FIR filters
can be implemented with low hardware complexity in RNS domain. However,
reconfigurability of filters for multi-standard operation was not addressed in [74]. In
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this chapter, an RNS-FIR filter is proposed whose architecture can be reconfigured to
satisfy the filter frequency response specifications.

7.2

Proposed Reconfigurable RNS-FIR Filter

In this section, a reconfigurable filter architecture using RNS is presented. Here the
reconfigurability is achieved by using the same architecture for multi-standard channel
filters where the filter specifications and consequently the coefficients are distinct for
each standard.

7.2.1 Proposed Reconfigurable Channel Filter Architecture
The coefficient values of FIR filters, catering for multiple standards are generally stored
in look up tables (LUT). In conventional LUT based filter implementation [57], the
filter coefficients are stored as such with its full precision. The multiplication is done as
a one-to-one mapping of (k; x k2) bits, where kj and fo are the possible combinations of
input and coefficients respectively. This approach will consume huge search space in
LUT and thus the area also increases. In the proposed method the coefficient values of
filters for multiple standards are stored in a LUT with respect to their corresponding
residue value. Hence the coefficient value to be stored in the LUT will enjoy less area
as the wordlength is limited by the modulo value. The relevant coefficient set
corresponding to each standard is fed to the architecture corresponding to the current
mode of operation. The proposed reconfigurable filter is realized using the following
example. The moduli values are fixed for a particular format, {2n-l, 2", 2"+l} as {31,
32, 33}, for illustration purposes. The precision or wordlength of the filter is defined as
the number of bits used to represent the filter coefficients. The wordlength is fixed for
fixed moduli. The proposed RNS-FIR method aims to reconfigure the filter coefficients
on the fly, corresponding to multiple standards, for a given word length.

It can be noted that for moduli based number systems such as RNS, the
maximum possible value of the residue of any number in the modulus {mi, m2, trt3} =
{31,32,33} is {ms -1)=32. Thus the residue result of any computation in the modulus mi
can only have values from 0 to mj-\. This reduced range of residue values is exploited
in the proposed method for hardware optimization when compared to the original range
as taken by other LUT based algorithms [57]. Let the maximum modulus in a given
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moduli set is ww*. The quantized input and the filter coefficient are converted to the
corresponding moduli and let m^ - 1 be the maximum value for both, for the given
moduli. Then, if all the bit combinations of ( « „ - 1) x ( m ^ - 1) are computed, the
net result can only have a maximum value of (m,^ -1). Hence the output value of the
modulo multiplier can vary only between 0 to (mmax -1). The interesting property is that
for a given moduli, the input as well as any set of filter coefficient can vary only
between 0 to (mmax-\), and hence the modulo multiplier needs to be implemented only
once and it can be reused for any set of input and coefficients. Using this property the
multiplier can be redesigned as a product encoder which selects the pre-computed
multiplied result as output corresponding to the filter input and filter coefficient. The
search space of the encoder is limited as the output value is again limited by the modulo
value. There are redundant cases of the multiplications between filter input and
coefficient when they share a commutative property (filter input x filter coefficient
=filter coefficient x input.) The cases of a commutative multiplication property between
input and coefficients are identified and eliminated in the proposed approach, to
improve the area efficiency of the product encoder.

In addition to reducing the area of the filter circuit, a technique to integrate
reconfigurability in FIR filter architecture is also proposed. The proposed scheme
shown in Fig. 7.3 can be explained as follows. The precision or wordlength of input and
filter coefficient for the moduli set of {31, 32, 33} is 8. If the wordlength of the
quantized input signal is less than 8 bits then a forward converter to convert the binary
input number to RNS is not required. If quantized input has more than 8 bits, it is
converted to respective residue value using a forward converter. The residue values for
each coefficient set corresponding to a distinct communication standard can be
calculated offline and stored in LUT and hence a forward converter is not required for
filter coefficients. Thus, for a ^-standard wireless communication receiver, the LUT
will have modulo values of all the coefficients of k filters. The product encoder for the
particular moduli selects the pre-computed product of the input signal with the
corresponding filter coefficient stored in LUT. The results are added using modulo add
operation for the corresponding moduli as shown in Fig. 7.3. The output of each FIR
filters corresponding to each moduli, \y{ri)\ , is reverse converted to binary to obtain the
filter output, v (n). Note that forward and reverse converters are not shown in Fig. 7.3.
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The moduli set is made fixed for a multi-standard receiver taking into account
of the maximum dynamic range corresponding to the wireless standard that has the
most stringent specification among the set of wireless standards. There is hardly any
need of changing the dynamic range for the wireless standards for which the receiver is
designed as the product encoder is designed for the most stringent dynamic range.
When the mode of communication switches to a new standard, the coefficient set
corresponding to the filter for new standard will be loaded in the LUT. In this case also,
the same pre-designed encoder performs product selection. The modulo adder and the
reverse converter are also designed corresponding to the pre-fixed moduli set. Thus the
proposed high-speed architecture can work as a reconfigurable FIR filter, for a fixed
moduli value.
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Reconfigurable RNS-FIR filter for modm,.

The proposed RNS-FIR filter differs from the conventional RNS based FIR
implementation in the following aspects. The proposed architecture is a reconfigurable
architecture which can switch to a new communication standard with a fixed dynamic
range. Existing RNS based FIR filter implementations are on variable dynamic range,
and not for reconfiguration according to variable frequency specification, as needed by
multi-standard communication receivers. The unique part of the proposed work is the
design of product encoder for a given wordlength. This reduces the area-time
complexity of the product encoder. On the contrary, conventional RNS methods
design the multiplier for a generalized format for variable wordlength.
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7.2.2 Product Encoder Synthesis

Results

The product encoder has been implemented in TSMC 0.18um CMOS standard-cell
technology as a proof-of-concept. The architectures were coded in Verilog and
functionally is simulated using MODELSIM SE. Synopsys Design Compiler
(v2001.08) was used for the synthesis. The synthesis results and their comparison with
RNS multiplier architectures available in literature [73], [75-79] are shown in Table
7.1. The area-time metrics of proposed 2" +1 encoder for different bit-width (n = 4, 8,
16) and that of the multipliers in [73], [75-79] are summarized in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1
Synthesis result of product encoder.
(4bit x 4 bit)

Area (um2)

Time Delay
(in ns)

Area-Time

Proposed 2"+1 encoder

1350.5

Efstathiou. et. al [76]

3724

1.27
1.34

1715.1
4990.2

Vergos. et. al [77]

3206

1.09

3494.5

Wang et. al [78]

3939

1.51

5947.9

Ma et. al [79]

3134

1.64

5139.8

2

(8bit x 8 bit)

Area (um )

Time Delay
(in ns)

Area-Time

Proposed 2"+1 encoder

9225

2.07

19095.8

Zimmermann. [75]

20232

2.47

49973

Efstathiou. et. al [76]

9685

Vergos. et. al [77]

8819

1.98
1.96

19176.3
17285.2

Shibu. et. al [73]

21231.75

64756.8

Wang et. al [78]

10427

3.05
2.19

Ma et. al [79]

8830

2.32

20485.6

(16bit x 16 bit)

Area (um2)

Time Delay
(in ns)

Area-Time

Proposed 2"+l encoder

32485

2.82

91607.7

Zimmermann. [75]

66580

3.68

245014.4

Efstathiou. et. al [76]

36541

2.65

96833.7

Vergos. et. al [77]

34252

2.61

89397.72

Shibu. et. al [73]

67236

3.69

248100.8

Wang et. al [78]

38619

2.94

113539.9

Ma et. al [79]

29856

3.09

92255

22835.1
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For 4 bit x 4 bit multiplication, both area and time metrics of the proposed
product encoder outperforms the multiplier architectures in [76, 78, 79]. The proposed
architecture is having a greater delay when compared to [77], but in terms of area x
time (AT) complexity the proposed method outperforms [77] by 50 %. For 8 bit x 8 bit
multiplication, the method offers lower delay and area when compared to the
multipliers in [73, 75, 78, and 79]. The proposed reconfigurable product encoder is
having a higher delay when compared to [76, 77], but taking the AT complexity, the
architecture outperforms [76]. The AT complexity is least for the proposed method in
16 bit x 16 bit multiplication. On an average, the AT complexity results shows that, the
proposed 2n+1 product encoder architecture has 67% improvement over [73], 62.2%
over [75] 23.43% improvement over [76], 35.8% improvement over [78] and 24.4%
improvement over [79]. The proposed architecture results in slightly inferior AT
complexity result, when compared to [77], for the 8 bit and 16 bit multiplication. This
is basically because the method in [77] is a dedicated multiplier optimized for area and
delay. In the proposed architecture, AT reductions are made possible due to the
elimination of redundant multiplications and reduction in the output search space of the
product encoder by fixing the moduli to the most stringent dynamic range.

7.3

Design Example and Synthesis Results

In this section, the synthesis results of the FIR filters are presented. Both higher-order
channel filter and lower-order filters like the masking filters in Chapter 5 and 6 are
presented. At first an FIR channel filter of a wireless communication receiver is
realized. In order to satisfy the stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications of
wireless communications standards, the channel filters must have a narrow transition
band which results in large number of taps. Digital Advanced Mobile Phone Systems
(D-AMPS) receiver design example in [45] is considered to implement the proposed
RNS based reconfigurable channel filter. The sampling rate chosen is 34.02 MHz as in
[45]. The channel filters extract 30 kHz D-AMPS channels from the input signal after
down sampling by a factor of 350. The passband and stopband edges are 30 kHz and
30.5 kHz respectively. The peak passband ripple (PPR) and peak stopband ripple (PSR)
specifications are 0.1 dB and -24 dB respectively. The length of the FIR filter, N, is
determined using (7.1) [65]
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- 2 * log

(10.S D .S S )

(7.1)

Hfs-fP)
where Sp is the PPR, Ss is the PSR and (fs -fp) is the transition band width normalized
by the sampling frequency. The filter length (TV) obtained is 200.

The D-AMPS channel filter for a coefficient wordlength of 8 bits is
implemented. The filter implementation is shown in Fig. 7.4. The product encoders
corresponding to each moduli is designed only once and it is reused for the realization
of reconfigurable channel filter architecture. The channel filter is synthesized on TSMC
0.18um CMOS standard cell technology. The synthesis results are shown in Table 7.2
along with a comparison of the proposed method with the reconfigurable FIR filter in
[80]. The reconfigurable FIR method in [80] uses binary based CSE technique to
optimize the multipliers by using addition and shifts. Thus it results in reduced area
implementation when compared to the proposed reconfigurable RNS-FIR filter.
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High-speed and reconfigurable RNS-FIR filter.

As in any RNS filter implementations, a reverse converter is needed to convert
the RNS representation back to binary representation in the proposed design. If the
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wordlength of the quantized input signal is less than 8 bits then a forward converter to
convert the binary input number to RNS is not required. If quantized input has more
than 8 bits, it is converted to respective residue value using a forward converter. It can
be noted that the forward and reverse converters can have fixed moduli, as the moduli
is selected to satisfy the most stringent communication standard. This will increase the
speed of reverse converter. The area overhead of the reverse converter is 0.58 mm2 and
it is included in the results given in Table 7.2. It can be noted that the proposed method
offers a speed improvement of 18.75% and power improvement of 8% over [80].
Table 7.2
0.18u.m synthesis result of 200 tap D-AMPS channel filter.
Proposed RNS-FIR
filter

Reconfigurable
FIR filter [80]

Filter length

200

200

Area (mm2)

2.35

1.313

Delay (ns)

4.68

5.76

Power (mW)

13.8

15

RNS based FIR filters found in literature are not reconfigurable to achieve
different frequency response specifications as required in the case of multi-standard
wireless communication receivers. Hence the proposed method is compared with
general reconfigurable filters available in literature [55-58]. Reconfigurable filters in
[55-58] mostly deal with lower-order filters. A comparison of the proposed method
with [55-58] is given in Table 7.3. This comparison shows that the proposed method
works well for lower-order filters like the masking filters in Chapter 5 and 6. The
synthesis results of the digit reconfigurable method [55] and the high-speed
reconfigurable CSD method [56] are taken from [80]. From Table 7.3, it can be noted
that the proposed method has the least AT complexity and power when compared with
the 32 tap implementations in [55] and [57]. The RNS-FIR method offers a speed
improvement of 57.28% over the architecture in [55] and 64.43% over [57] at the cost
of an increase in area by 1.13%. The AT complexity of the proposed architecture is
58.95% less than that of [55] and 63.96% less than [57]. The proposed method offers a
power savings of 65.8%) over [55] and 55.4% over [57]. The MMCM method in [58] is
having an area reduction of 61.2% when compared to the proposed method, as the
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multiplication is done serially. The delay for MMCM method is 83.65% higher than the
proposed reconfigurable RNS-FIR filter and hence the AT complexity of MMCM
method is 57.8% higher when compared to the proposed method. The power
dissipation of the CSD based reconfigurable FIR in [56] is not reported in [56]. The
RNS-FIR method has a huge power savings of 81.8% over [58]. The proposed
reconfigurable RNS-FIR method outperforms the high-speed CSD method in [56] in
area and delay by 89.8% and, 63.6% respectively.
Table 7.3
0.18um synthesis result in comparison with reconfigurable FIR filters [55-58].
RNSFIR

FIR filter
[55]

ReMB
filter [56]

CSD-FIR
[57]

MMCMfilter [58]

Coefficient wordlength
(bits)

8

8

8

10

16

Filter length

32

32

32

18

20

Area (mm )

1.41

1.47

1.394

13.872

0.5467

Delay (ns)

2.55

5.97

7.17

7

15.6

Area-Time Complexity
(mm2x ns)

3.6

8.77

9.99

97.1

8.53

Power (mW)

2.9

8.5

6.5

-

16

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, a high-speed reconfigurable FIR filter based on RNS is presented. The
results show that the RNS-FIR filters are good for reconfigurable lower-order masking
filters described in Chapter 5 and 6 as well as for higher-order channel filters for SDR.
The proposed architecture can be reconfigured to satisfy the frequency response
specifications of different wireless communication standards for a given moduli set.
Due to the parallel nature of RNS arithmetic the architecture could operate at highspeed. The results show that the proposed product encoder offers AT improvements of
67% improvement over [73], 62.2% over [75], 23.43% over [76], 35.8% over [78] and
24.4% over [79]. The synthesis results using TSMC 0.18pm CMOS standard cell
technology for D-AMPS channel filter are also presented. The proposed method has a
speed improvement of 18.75% over [80]. The AT complexity of the architecture is
58.95% less than that of [55] and 63.96% less than [57]. The proposed method offers a
power savings of 65.8% over [55] and 55.4% over [57].
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, a brief summary of the works accomplished in this thesis is presented.
Some topics for future work in this research area are also discussed.

8.1 Conclusions
This thesis addressed

the

hardware-efficient

implementation

issues

of the

reconfigurable channel filters and filter banks in the digital front-end of a software
defined radio (SDR) receiver. The channel filter extracts narrowband channels from a
wideband input signal, down converts each of these narrowband channels to baseband
using digital down converters and reduces the sampling rate of the narrowband
channels to the sampling rate of the desired standard using a sample rate converter.
The channel filtering or filter bank comes directly after the ADC and thus needs to
operate at very high sampling rate and also needs to be implemented with low power
to work on battery operated devices. In addition to this, reconfigurability is also a
requirement to support the multi-standard operation. Thus, reconfigurable, low power
and high-speed channel filters and filter banks are needed for the successful
deployment of SDR. In this thesis, new techniques to implement low power
reconfigurable digital filter banks with area efficiency and high-speed for multistandard wireless communication receivers have been proposed.

Digital filters are basic building blocks for any digital filter bank. Hence
optimization of digital filter is an essential requirement. FIR filters are widely
employed in digital filter banks as they have absolute stability and linear phase
property which are essential for wireless communication systems. The most
computationally intensive operation in an FIR filter is coefficient multiplication. Since
higher-order FIR filters, i.e., filters with several hundreds of coefficients, are required
in SDR receivers to meet the stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications of
wireless communication systems, low complexity techniques such as common
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subexpression elimination (CSE) algorithms have been employed to reduce the
complexity of these digital filters. In CSE algorithms, coefficient multiplications are
considered as shift and add operations. The goal of CSE is to identify multiple
occurrences of identical bit patterns, called common subexpressions (CSs), that are
present in the coefficients, and eliminate redundant multiplications (due to these CSs)
to minimize the number of adders needed to realize the coefficient multipliers.
Conventionally CSE algorithms use canonical signed digit (CSD) representation filter
coefficients because of reduced number of non-zero digits compared to binary
representation of filter coefficients. It was reported in [42] that CSD-based CSE
techniques have constraints in reducing the number of adders due to the presence of
signed bits, which may require additional adders. This constraints of CSD-based CSE
methods resulted in a 3-bit binary based CSE method in [47] called Binary
Subexpression Elimination (BSE) method, which produced better reduction of adders
compared to the CSD-based CSE methods [36]-[46]. However, it has been found that
the there is an overhead of additional adders due to the delay differences between nonzero terms (Vertical Common Subexpressions and unpaired non-zero bits) of adjacent
coefficients, when Vertical common subexpression elimination used in [47], is
applied. It was also found that 4-bit binary CSs has the possibility to reduce the
number of adders without affecting the logical depth when compared to the best
known CSE technique [47] which uses 3-bit binary CSs. Based on the these findings, a
4-bit Binary Common Subexpression Elimination method (BCSE-4) was proposed in
this thesis. As more number of non-zero bits are grouped in BCSE-4, greater reduction
of adders is possible compared to BSE [47]. The reduction of adders achieved using
the proposed BCSE-4 method is slightly inferior when compared to CSD based CSE
methods for short filters. However, the BCSE-4 method offers better reduction of
adders for higher-order filters. Therefore, the proposed BCSE-4 method is best suited
for implementing higher-order FIR filters in SDR channelizers. The design examples
show that the proposed BCSE-4 method offers an average adder reduction of 29.1%
compared to [40], 27.9% compared to [45], 6.5% compared to [47] and 28.4%
compared to [51].

The second method incorporates reconfigurability with low complexity for the
implementation of a channel filter using multi-band filtering and masking. The
proposed channel filter is able to extract channels of multiple communication
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standards, with different bandwidths and different stopband attenuations using a fixedcoefficient multi-band filter and appropriate reconfigurable masking filters according
to the current mode of operation. As the same multi-band filter is used for different
specifications, with filter order proportional to the most stringent communication
standard, the over-all complexity can be reduced. The BCSE-4 method can also be
applied to the multi-band filter as it is a fixed co-efficient filter. The reconfigurability
is achieved by swapping the masking filter coefficients according to current mode of
operation using LUT as they are of lower-order nature. The proposed multi-band
filtering and masking architecture is implemented on Xilinx Virtex 2v3000ffl 152-4
FPGA associated with the dual DSP-FPGA Signalmaster kit provided by Lyrtech [66]
using real-time inputs. The method offers complexity reduction of 51.2% and average
power reduction of 12.7% when compared to per-channel (PC) approach.

The FIR filters in SDR receivers require sharp transition-bands because of
stringent adjacent channel attenuation specifications and thus higher-order in nature.
The higher-order FIR filters have large number of multiplications and hence highly
complex. A frequency response masking (FRM) technique was employed in [63] to
design sharp transition-band FIR filters with low complexity. The basic idea was to
compose the over-all FIR filter with sharp transition-band requirements using three
wide transition-band FIR filters i.e., one modal filter and two masking filters. The
modal filter is a special type of filter, where each unit delay of the normal filter is
replaced by L delays or in other words interpolating the frequency response by L. The
output of the modal filter consists of L+\ frequency bands. Since the subfilters have
wide transition-band specifications, resulting filters are of lower-order. However if the
desired frequency response has very narrow transition-band width, the modal filter
needs to be interpolated using a very high value of L. When L is large, the resulting
(L+l) multi-band channels lie closer compared to the case when L is small.
Consequently, higher-order masking filters would be required to extract the bands of
interest. This will increase the over-all cost of the proposed filters and filter banks.
This cost can be reduced by employing multiple stages of the FRM technique. As the
third work in this thesis, reconfigurability and extraction of channels with very narrow
transition bandwidth, that require larger value of L, is realized using a low complex
method of multi-stage FRM (MSFRM) approach. A dynamically reconfigurable filter
bank and channel filter has been proposed based on a MSFRM technique. The
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proposed channel filter and filter bank has the flexibility of dynamically changing the
frequency responses by changing the interpolating values from a very small value to a
large one, with very low complexity. The MSFRM approach helps the user to take
benefit from large interpolation values, which caters to wide choices of bandwidth and
centre frequencies of the multiple standard radio channels. All the filters in MSFRM
technique are having wide transition-band for any arbitrary interpolation value and
hence they are less complex. Design examples show that the proposed MSFRM based
channel filter offers 47.9% reduction in complexity compared to SSFRM based
channel filter [67]. The proposed reconfigurable filter bank allows the user to enjoy
non-uniform bandwidth extraction, very narrowband channel extraction and multistandard operation when compared to conventional filter banks in SDR channelizers.
The proposed filter bank has been compared with conventional per-channel (PC)
approach, DFT filter bank (DFTFB), Goertzel filter bank (GFB) [17] the modulated
perfect reconstruction filter bank (MPRFB) [26] and single-stage FRM (SSFRM)
approach [67] and the architecture is implemented and tested on Virtex 2v3000ffl 1524 FPGA. The proposed method offers an average gate count reduction of 36.5% and
power reduction of 18.1% with a slight increase in delay of 1.5% when compared to
SSFRM based architecture [67].

In SDR receivers, the channel filters often need to extract channels, which have
bandwidths that are related by non-integer factors. Based on the FRM approach, a new
channel filtering method has been proposed, called the decimation-interpolation and
masking (DIM) method, which can extract channels, whose bandwidths are related by
fractional factors, which forms the fourth contribution. The fractional bandwidth
extraction is made possible by using a two-stage approach, where the first stage of the
proposed architecture employs a low pass linear phase FIR filter, called the modal
filter, whose frequency band edges can be varied by changing the decimation and
interpolation factors. By varying decimation and interpolation values, fractional
bandwidth of the modal filter response can be achieved. Thus the first stage will
provide bandwidth adaptation, i.e., tuning of frequency bands corresponding to the
channel spacing of a distinct communication standard. Based on the time-varying
channels, the desired channel is adapted from the decimated and interpolated filter
output using appropriate masking filters at the second stage. The proposed channel
filter offers reconfigurability at the architectural level and at the channel filter level
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and allows the user to have better control with respect to MSFRM approach, over the
bandwidth and centre frequency, for the extraction multiple radio channels. The
implementation results show that method offers an average gate count reduction of
10.7% over the PC approach. The average reduction of power consumption achieved
using the proposed method over the PC approach is 5.9%. The proposed DIM based
channel filter architecture offers 95.7% area-time complexity reduction when
compared to the reconfigurable multiplier block filters [57].

As the fifth contribution, new reconfigurable, low complexity FIR filter
architecture for realizing masking filters of the MSFRM and DIM based channel
filters, based on the residue number system (RNS), has been proposed. This method
focuses on direct implementation of RNS-FIR filters using look up tables (LUTs) and
thus results in high-speed operation. In contrast to conventional reconfigurable
multiplier units in filter architectures, easily reconfigurable LUT based moduli
multipliers have been employed in the proposed architecture. The proposed
architecture can be reconfigured to satisfy the frequency response specifications of
different wireless communication standards, with varying number of taps, for a given
moduli set. Due to the parallel nature of RNS arithmetic the architecture could operate
at high-speed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt towards
integrating reconfigurability using RNS technique for implementing higher-order FIR
filters. The results show that the proposed product encoder offers AT improvements of
67% improvement over [73], 62.2% over [75], 23.43% over [76], 35.8% over [78] and
24.4% over [79]. The synthesis results using TSMC 0.18um CMOS standard cell
technology for D-AMPS channel filter are also presented. The proposed method has a
speed improvement of 18.75% over [80]. The AT complexity of the architecture is
58.95% less than that of [55] and 63.96% less than [57]. The proposed method offers a
power savings of 65.8% over [55] and 55.4% over [57].

For an easy evaluation, Table 8.1 summarizes the different methods proposed
and the key results obtained in this thesis.
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Table 8.1
Summary of the methods and results accomplished in this thesis.
Chapters

Methods

1 Chapter 4

4-bit Binary
Common
Subexpression
Elimination
(BCSE-4)

2

Multi-band
Filtering and
masking based
channel filter

Chapter 5

3 Chapter 5

Multi-stage
Frequency
Response
Masking
(MSFRM) based
channel filter and
filter bank

4 Chapter 6

DecimationInterpolation and
Masking (DIM)
based channel
filter

5 Chapter 7

Residue Number
System (RNS)
based
reconfigurable
and high-speed
FIR filter

Key results
1) The BCSE-4 method is best suited for
implementing higher-order FIR filters in SDR
channelizers.
2) The BCSE-4 method offers an average adder
reduction of 29.1% compared to [40], 27.9%
compared to [45], 6.5% compared to [47] and
28.4% compared to [51].
1) The proposed channel filter incorporates
reconfigurability with low complexity and can
extract channels of multiple communication
standards, with different bandwidths and
stopband attenuations using a fixed-coefficient
multi-band filter and reconfigurable masking
filters.
2) The method offers complexity reduction of
51.2% and average power reduction of 12.7%
when compared to per-channel (PC) approach.
1) The proposed channel filter and filter bank has
the flexibility of dynamically changing the
frequency responses by varying the interpolating
values from a very small value to a large one,
which caters to wide choices of bandwidth and
centre frequencies of the multiple standard radio
channels.
2) The method offers average gate count reduction
of 36.5% and power reduction of 18.1% with a
slight increase in delay of 1.5% when compared
to single-stage FRM based architecture.
1) The DIM based method allows extraction of
channels with bandwidth related by fractional
factors. The proposed channel filter allows the
user to have better control with respect to
MSFRM approach, over the bandwidth and
centre frequency, for the extraction multiple
radio channels.
2) The method offers an average gate count
reduction of 10.7% and an average reduction in
power consumption of 5.9 % over the PC
approach.
1) The RNS-FIR method focuses on direct
implementation of filters using look up tables and
thus results in high-speed operation. For a given
moduli set, the architecture can be reconfigured
for multiple standards with varying number of
taps.
2) The AT complexity of the architecture is 58.95%
less than that of [55] and 63.96% less than [57].
The proposed method offers a power savings of
65.8% over [55] and 55.4% over [57].
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8.2 Future Work
In this dissertation, the challenges in designing low power reconfigurable high-speed
and low complexity digital filter banks for SDR receivers have been investigated. Five
new techniques to tackle these challenges were proposed. However many optimization
possibilities to pursue further research in this area in future have been identified. Some
of them are discussed below:

8.2.1 One-shot Design of Reconfigurable Channel filters using FRM
Technique

After reviewing various types of FRM techniques, it is interesting to address the
possibilities to implement a one-shot design for extracting channel filters for various
standards. For realizing the above reconfigurable filter, the number of delays in the
modal filter of FRM approach needs to be changed, so as to change passband width of
the overall filter. Integer and fractional multiples of extracted channel passband width
when compared to modal filter passband width were obtained using previously
proposed multi-stage FRM (MSFRM) and decimation-interpolation masking (DIM)
method respectively. But in both the methods the delay elements for realizing different
communications standards using same modal filter remained as an integer. The next
step is to study about fractional delay filters so that the delay of the modal filter can be
varied fractionally. The primary aim is to incorporate fractional delay with FRM
technique so as to implement a one-shot design for SDR channel filters. This will
enable us to realize any bandwidth specification which is the ultimate aim of SDR
channel filter.

8.2.2 Channelizers based on Fast Filter Banks
In this dissertation, non-uniform filter banks were discussed based on MSFRM and
DIM approach. But it can be noted that the proposed method needs individual masking
filter to mask out each channel and thus the total complexity depends upon number of
channels extracted. In future, it will be interesting to study on non-uniform filter banks
whose complexity is independent of the architecture. A concept known as fast filter
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banks (FFB) was proposed in [81] which resulted in sharp frequency response
performance and extremely low complexity compared to conventional Frequency
Domain Filtering (FDF) implementations. In FFB architecture, the prototype filter in
FDF implementations is replaced by a higher-order filter, which will result in an
improved frequency response compared to ordinary fast Fourier transforms (FFT)
implementations. In order to reduce the complexity of higher-order prototype filter, the
filter is implemented as an odd length symmetrical impulse response half-band filter.
Hence the prototype filter has the property that it's every other coefficient value is
zero. Hence the number of non-trivial multipliers is only about one-quarter of its filter
length

[81]. The architecture of FFB can be investigated

to

incorporate

reconfigurability and to obtain a non-uniform filter bank. The method in [81] closely
follows tree structured architecture as in [25] but with much less delay in obtaining
output. Also in an FFB, the wideband input is not divided asymmetrically making it
more appropriate for faster channel selection compared to conventional FDF
approaches.

8.2.3

Optimization

ofRNS-FIR

Filters for Multiple

Moduli

In this dissertation, reconfigurable low complexity and high-speed FIR filter
architecture based on the residue number system (RNS) is proposed. The proposed
system is built on three moduli set {2"-l, 2", 2"+i}system and the wordlength of the
filters was fixed taking care of the most stringent radio channel specification. If there
is a need to change the moduli set to make it more general, then the entire architecture
has to be redefined for the new moduli. Hence as a future work, it will be
advantageous to design a reconfigurable RNS-FIR filter which can not only be
reconfigured for multiple standards but also to accommodate multiple moduli sets.
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